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FOREWORD

This report summarizes the work performed under a program sponsored by
NOSC (Contract No. N00014-85-C-0174), which FIBERTEK, Inc. carried out as a
subcontractor to Science Applications International Corporation. The study
provides an assessment of the technical and economic issues surrounding the
practical application of laser diode arrays for pumping solid state lasers.
The general objective of the study was an evaluation of the state-of-theart of diode array fabrication; identification of potential solid state laser
candidates suitable for diode pumping; evaluation of different pump configurations; investigation of different cooling techniques and resonator designs;
and a conceptual design of a cost-effective laser system.
The study motivation stems from the need to classify some of these issues
in view of the rather dramatic developments which have taken place in the area
of diode pumped laser systems. Most notable are the impressive improvements
made in laser diode array performance and fabrication technology, the emergence of several military and commercial lasers pumped by laser diode arrays,
and the cost projections made by several leading manufacturers which seem to
indicate that widespread applications of laser diode arrays as part of all
solid state lasers could become a reality.

1.

INTRODUCTION AND SUMARY

The most promising alternative to flashlamp pumping of solid state lasers
has always been the diode laser. Throughout the last twenty years numerous
laboratory devices have been assembled which incorporated single diode lasers,
small laser diode arrays or LED's for pumping of Nd:YAG,

Nd:glass and a host

of other Nd lasers. The low power output, low packaging density, and
extremely high cost of diode lasers prevented any serious applications for
laser pumptng in the past.
The reason for the continued interest in this area stems from the
potential dramatic increase in system efficiency and component lifetime, and
The latter not
reduction of thermal load of the solid-state laser material.
only will reduce thermo-optic effects and therefore lead to better beam
The
quality but also will enable an increase in pulse repetition frequency.
attractive operating parameters combined with low voltage operation and the
compactness of an all solid-state laser system have a potential high payoff.
The high pumping efficiency compared to flashlamps stems from the good
spectral match between the laser diode emission and the Nd absorption bands.
Actually, flashlamps have a t gher radiation output to electrical input
efficiency (70 percent) than laser diodes (25-50 percent); however, only a
very small fraction of the blackbody spectrum is usefully absorbed by the
various Nd bands.
A concomitant advantage derived from the spectral match between the diode
laser emission and the long wavelength Nd absorption band, is a reduction in
the amount of heat which is deposited in the laser material.
An overwhelming advantage of laser diode pumping compared to arc lamps is
Laser diode arrays have exhibited lifetimes
system lifetime and reliability.
on the order of 10,000 hours in cw operation and 109 shots in the pulsed mode.
Flashlamp life is on the order of 107 shots, and about 200 hours for cw
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operation.

In addition, the high pump flux combined with a substantial U

content in lamp pumped systems causes material degradation in the pump ca
and in the coolant, which leads to systems degradation and contributes to
maintenance requirements.

Such problems are virtually eliminated with la

diode pump sources.
The absence of high voltage pulses, high temperatures and UV radiati
encountered with arc lamps leads to much more benign operating features o
Laser diode technology dates back to 1962 wh
laser diode pumped systems.
However, it took a d
laser action in GaAs diodes was first demonstrated.
to transform a fragile device requiring cryogenic coolant into one capabl
The pace of development
emitting a continuous beam at room temperature.
accelerated greatly over the past decade making diode lasers one of the
In particular device improvements suc
fastest-moving laser technologies.
double heterostructures, multiple quantum well structures, gradient index
single quantum well structures, monolithic phased arrays, multiple stripe
lasers which were made possible by improved manufacturing technologies su
LPE and particular MOCVD have lead to a dramatic reduction of threshold
current and increases of slope efficiency, lifetime and output power.
At present,

tc

most important application for single diode lasers i

Fueled by strong consumer acceptance of compact
players, sales of 780 nanometer A1GaAs diode lasers grew to several milli
Developed
per year and prices dropped below S10.00 for a single device.
manufactured almost exclusively by Japanese companies, these diodes are
optical disk recording.

causing a "low cost spillover" into such areas as printers, copiers,
and other similar applications in the reprographics area.

CD-R

The longer wavelength diode lasers, based on the InGaAsP Compound, %
are used in fiberoptic telecommunications, have less than 1 percent of th
total market for diode lasers.
The application of laser diodes may soon also include bar code reade
optical -alignment instruments,

etc.,

if

researchers at NEC,
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Sony and Tosc

succeed in developing a red-emitting diode laser which will directly compete
with He-Ne lasers.
Single diode lasers utilized in these commercial applications are not
Howpractical for solid state laser pumping due to the low power outputs.
in parallel with the mass production of single laser diodes in Japan,
went a development in the U.S. which is aimed at the fabrication of powerful
monolithic arrays. The development of these multistripe lasers was originally
ever,

pioneered by Xerox and Spectra Diode Laboratories,

and now RCA,

McDonnell

Douglas, TRW and GE in addition to several foreign companies, notably Siemens,
The development of diode arrays follows two
are working on diode arrays.
different pathways. By fabricating multiple stripes on a single GaAs
substrate with small enough stripe-to-stripe spacing,

one can produce an array

which "inherently" phase locks.
The output from a phase-locked array can be focused on an almost diffracIndustry motivation to develop phased arrays stems from
tion limited spot.
the potential applications in read/write optical memories and laser printers.
Since coherent arrays produce more power than single diode, they can increase
Considerable interest for phased
throughput or bit rate of these systems.
arrays has also centered on laser transmitters for ground based, point-topoint communication links, and for certain classified military programs.
A technological spill-over of phase locked arrays is the development of
Higher power levels and more stripes on a single chip can
incoherent arrays.
be obtained if

the concept of phase-locking is abandoned.

Significant progress has been made recently in developing the monolithic,
Output power, slope efficiency, laser threshold and
linear laser diode array.
wavelength control have all been dramatically improved due to a combination of
new structures and MOCVD growth techniques.
These incoherent arrays could become the building blocks for solid state
In contrast to applications for data storage or printing, laser
laser pumps.
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pumping does not require small focusable spot size, spectral purity, and 1
noise. Incoherent arrays are lacking in these respects and their main
application is for laser pumping. State-of-the-art performance of linear
arrays is up to 40 W per cm. Conmmercially, devices with 5 W to 10 W per
are available. Performance of planar arrays, produced by stacking linear
arrays, has reached the impressive level of 1 kW/cm . Efficiencies for tt
devices range from 25 to 50 percent. These performance levels are not ju.
achieved in a few singular laboratory devices. Several manufacturers are
capable of producing linear and planar arrays in large quantities to thesE
However, these devices are very expensive at present, an(
specifications.
cost is the major obstacle which prevents the construction of practical
solid-state lasers based on diode pumping.
The prototype linear and planar arrays built to date, and the laser
performance which has been achieved, have clearly demonstrated that diode
pumping is no longer a question of technical feasibi ity, but rather a
question of economi.c viability.
Despite the prospect for more compact and efficient solid state lase?
afforded by diode laser pumping, and several potential applications inclu(
free space optical communications, medical lasers, remote sensing and 0.5:
illuminators, no market driver has been clearly identified yet, which wou
lead to a major cost reduction of diode laser arrays.
Industrial applications could eventually become extensive enough to
sustain a large production rate, but in order to open the commercial mark(
This is turn
the cost has to come down one to two orders of magnitude.
requires a large front end investmnent.
At the present time the development of laser diode pumped solid statV
lasers is mainly pursued in two areas. The major effort for the design a!
fabrication of 2-D diode arrays is directed towards the development of a
source for blue-green lasers for submarine communications. A solid state
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laser pumped by laser diode arrays has many attractive features for a satellite based system.
High pulse energies are required for this application, and the configuration best suited is the side pumped slab laser. McDonnell Douglas has
Their Nd:YaG slab
demonstrated the technical feasibility of such a device.
laser pumped by 3.86 cm2 of planar arrays produces 100 mJ in a Q-switched
pulse.
On the other side of the power spectrum are very smallt,

end pumped Nd:YAG

Careful matching of the pumps
lasers produced by several commercial firms.
profile and the resonator mode results in very efficient designs, up to
These devices which produce a
8 percent overall efficiency has been achieved.
fraction of a watt of output power have also been Q-switched and frequency
doubled. Overall efficiencies of up to 10 percent are considered to be
feasible in diode-pumped Nd:YAG lasers.
In view of the rapidly growing interest in diode laser pumping of solid
state lasers, the work performed under this contract reviews the major issues
related to this exciting and potentially far reaching technology.
Chapter 2 of this report describes the state-of-the-art of linear and two
The
dimensional laser diode arrays designed for pumping solid state lasers.
newest device fabrication technologies, current and projected performance of
linear and planar arrays will be discussed.
Feasibility of producing arrays and employing them as pump sources for
There are no technological barriers
Nd:YAG lasers has now been demonstrated.
preventing the use of laser diode arrays for pumping of solid state lasers.
Due to the low production
There is, however, currently an economic barrier.
volume manufacturing, costs are very high 3nd must be reduced sharply before
widespread applications will emerge.
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There are several U.S. and foreign firms which have the capability t
Implement a high volume array fabrication production facility provided a
market can be developed to warrant the investment associated with such a
facility (Spectra Diode Lab, McDonnell Douglas, TRW, G.E., Siemens, RCA).
In Chapter 3 the properties and performance of solid state lasers wh
have been pumped with diode laser arrays are summarized, and several new
potential candidate materials are discussed.
Due to its high gain and reasonable absorption coefficient, Nd:YAG i
most widely used material for diode pumping.

Desirable properties of new

solid state lasers include a longer fluorescence lifetime, a broader abso
In
tion band and a higher absorption coefficient as compared to Nd:YAG.
addition new laser materials could open up new wavelength regimes.
A long fluorescence lifetime of the lasing material reduces the peak
power requirements, and therefore the number of diodes needed to produce
This is because laser diodes are low-energy devices
i .e. they are peak power limited. A broader absorption band as compared
Nd:YAG, allows operation of the diode array over a wider temperature regi
given outpul. energy.

Particularly for military systems,

a less stringent temperature cont

as is needed for Nd:YAG lasers, would be highly desira
A higher absorption coefficient than that obtained for the 808 nm line ir
Nd:YAG would lead to a higher pump efficiency In small, side-pumped laser
ler for the array,

Potential
Nd:LNA.

solid state laser candidates include Nd:YLF,

Ho:YLF,

Nd:Lz

Properties of these materials will be discussed.

In Chapter 4 important crystal geometric! and diode array pump confi
The geometry of the laser must be chosen to achier
atlons are discussed.
pump intensities required for efficient operation as well as efficient e)
tion over the entire pump volume.
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Lhe focused end pump configuration meets these criteria.
At high energy per pulse applications, planar arrays and-slab configuration
If a
appear to be optimum because high packaging densities can be achieved.
At low powers,

high repetition rate is also required, the heat dissipation from the arrays
rather than pump flux will become the limiting factor.
With the introduction of high-power laser diode bars having emission
.lengths of over 1 cm, new pump geometries must be conceived which provide the
required pump intensities and for extracting energy over the entire pump
volume.
One possible configuration has been thoroughly analyzed by FIBERTEK, Inc.
The arrays are
It is a cylindrical laser rod surrounded by linear arrays.
mounted on long heat sink structures and contain cylindrical optics. The
optics allows the arrays to stand off from the laser crystal, which is
In addition, with
important for cooling of the laser crystal and the arrays.
a properly designed optical system, distribution of pump radiation can be
A detailed ray trace program was
adjusted to match the cavity mode volume.
developed for this geometry which permits optimization of the system. The
laser arrays can be either arranged symetrically around the laser crystal, or
In this case, the laser crystal is mounted in
distributed in a half cylinder.
a heat sink containing a back reflector.
this geometry is very promising in bridging
the gap between high power applications met vrith slab designs, and low power
In FIBERTEK,

Inc.'s opinion,

lasers based on end pumping.
In Chapter 5 advanced heat exchanger designs are evaluated for cooling
Currently developed arrays are capable of
of high density planar arrays.
However, heat extraction is on the order of 10 W/cm
1 kW/cm2 peak power.
Advanced designs discussed in this report can increase the heat extraction
capability to about 100 W/cm2 .
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Unstable and stable resonator designs suitable for diode pumped laser
will be discussed in Chapter 6. The laser medium of a diode pumped systefr
thermally less strained as compared to an arc lamp system. Thermal lensir
and birefringence are less severe, therefore one can expect that a larger
fraction of the rulti-mode output can be obtained in TEM0 0 mode. Resonatc
of particular interest are the stable, telescopic resonator, the confocal
negative branch resonator with aperture stop, and the confocal positive bt
resonator with apodized aperture.
In Chapter 7 a detailed design of a cw pumped laser is provided whict
produces 3 W of output power at 0.532 Am. Such a laser may find applicat"
for underwater illuminators. The pump configuration selected is a sidepur
Nd:YAG rod pumped by a semicylindrical arrangement of linear laser '4^de
arrays. A trade-off among cw intracavity doubling, mode-locking, or
Q-switching led to the selection of a cw pumped, repetitively Q-switched,
intracavity doubled laser.
Chapter 8 contains the conclusion of this work, and the Appendices
include a complete listing of the computer program written for a sidepump(
rod system and a floppy disk containing the menu driver design program.
addition several memos generated during the course of this program are
ncl uded.
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2.

DIODE ARRAY FABRICATION (Task 1)

In this section we will discuss diode fabrication technology, performance
and cost as related to devices useful for solid state laser pumping.
2.1

DEVICE FABRICATION TECHNOLOGY

New device structures and fabrication methods have resulted in improvements of efficiency, power output, packaging density and reliability of diode
lasers. These improvements which have a direct impact on the performance of
laser diodes as pump sources for solid state lasers will bfr discussed below.
'eam pattern
Other developments such as improvements in spatial ii dr a
stability, spectral purity, single logitudinal mode, and optr::tiý;7 at very
high modulation frequencies (several GHz) are primarily important for imaging
and communications applications and will not be further considered here.
2.1.1

Single Diodes

The structure of the first diode lasers was a homoJunction (see Figure 2
densities of 40000 A/cm
2-1a). These diodes typically had threshold current
and quantum efficiencies of 20 percent. HomoJunction diode lasers are made
entirely of a single semiconductor compound, typically gallium arsenide, with
different portions of the device having different dopings. The Junction layer
is the interface between n- and p-doped regions of the same material.
The development of GaAlAs-GaAs single heterojunction laser diodes was a
Threshold current density decreased to 8000
very significant improvement.
A/cm2 and quantum efficiency increased to 40 percent. In a single heteroJunction diode, the active layer is sandwiched between two layers of different
chemical compositions, typically GaAs and GaAlAs, which have different band
gaps (see Figure 2-1b).
In the single heterojunction laser, the narrow layer serves as both the
recombination region and the optical cavity. Good optical confinement is
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Figure 2.1

Different diode laser structures:
(Ref. J.Hecht, Laser & Applications, Jan. 1984
a) Homojunction
b) Single heterojuriction
c) Double heterojunction
More details of the important double beterojunc
is shown in d).
Ref. D. Botez, IEEE Spectrum June 1985, P. 43

-

a)

~3:boom am"s
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d)
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achieved by maintaining a relatively large difference between the indices of
Thus, the recombination region and the
refraction of the p and p+ regions.
region of mode-guiding overlap to a large extent.
2
A further reduction in threshold current density (1000-3000 A/cm ) was
The double-heterojunction
achieved with a double-heterojunction structure.

lasers have an active layer bound by two layers of different material.
Lsually the double-heterojunction laser is formed by a multiple-layer
epitaxial process and consists of a GaAlAs-GaAs-GaAlAs structure, with a thin
Because the double(See Figure 2-1c).
(about 0.5/A) GaAs active region.
heterojunction laser diode provides improved confinement to a narrower region,
low threshold current densities are obtained. A detailed view of the double
heterostructure is shown in Figure 2-1d. These laser diodes have threshold
current densities low enough to operate continuously at room temperature.
Because the active region is thinner than those of the single-heterojunctior
Therefore, these lasers have proven the
lasers the damage level is lower too.
most suitable for continuous operation.

They cannot produce pulses with high

peak power, but they can operate continuously or with high duty cycle at
moderate powers (milliwatts) at room temperature.
High peak powers in pulses less than 1 usec and with low duty cycles are
obtained with single heterojunction devices.
Pumping of solid state lasers such as Nd:YAG or Nd:YLF requires either a
Due to
cw source or a pulsed source with a pulse duration of 200-300 asec.
the small heat capacity of the pn-junction of the laser diode, the latter
pulse width represents quasi-cw operation.
Therefore laser diodes with double-heterojunction structure are most
suitable for pumping either cw or Q-switched solid state lasers.
The most recent developments in high efficiency CW pumped laser diodes
are the multiple quantum well (MOW) structures and the graded index single
quantum well (GRIN) structures.
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In a MQW structure the active layer is divided into a number of extri
The potential wells thus formed
thin sublayers with different band gaps.
to improve the optical coupling between neighboring laser channels.
Multiple quantum well structures require the ability to prepare ultr
Wafers with different numbers of wells,
thin GaAs and AlxGai.xAs-layers.
different well and barrier thicknesses are prepared by several companies.
Commercial devices offered by Spectra Diode Labs contain as many as 15 la.
The semi-conductor layer structure consists of the substrate, cladding la:
quantum well layers, barrier layers, etc. The active zone typically cons
of four 130 A thick GaAlAs wells and three 40 A thick barrier layers.
The ability to profile the GaAs composition of the epilayers by MBE
MOCVD techniques also made possible the preparation of a laser with grade
index waveguide and separate carrier and optical confinements (GRIN-SCH).
Such structures provide not only separate confinement of light and
carriers to provide further optimization possibilities for the threshold
current, but also an arbitrarily graded index profile outside the carrier
confi nement region.
Instead of trapping electrons in a multiple well structure the GRIN
technology is based on a graded index structure to collect electrons and
The graded index region provides
funnel them into a single quantum well.
the wavegulde structure for the laser action.

______Graded

index region achieved by
change of Al concentration
Quantum well
50-100 X thick
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This technology,

which is only about 12 months old, represents the stateIn order to produce single quantum

of-the-art in CW laser diode production.

well structures, one needs special MOCVD equipment, which is capable of making
The quantum well structure essentially represents a
very sharp transitions.
monatomic layer embedded in thick layers of different compositions.
and organizations which have started to make graded index,
structures include:

McDonnell Douglas, TRW,

Companies

single quantum well

General Electric, and the

University of Illinois.
The performance of laser diodes based on the graded index,
well structure is
designs.

single quantum

about a factor two better than multiple quantum well

For example quantum efficiencies at room temperature of 50 to 60
The output from a 6/an stripe is as high as

percent are routinely achieved.
1.5 watts.

For double heterostructures the output is typically 10 mW/wit.

For

The damage thres-

single quantum well structures the output is 20-25 mW/#um.

hold is considerably higher in single quantum well structures due to a lower
current density than multiple,

quantum well structures.

Douglas R&D facility at Elmsford,

New York,

At the McDonnell

linear arrays yielding 20 watts

per cm have been fabricated.
These devices consist of 6Oum wide stripes spaced at 400um centers.
(25 units with 0.8 W output each.)
The GRIN structure is

the latest development in the evolution of laser

diodes which started with homojunction,

single and double heterojunction and

led to multiple and single quantum well structures.

During this evolutionary

process quantum efficiency has been increased from a few percent to over
70 percent.
Devices with High Output Power
For solid state laser pumping,

the .'aximum power during a 200 usec pulse

and the maximum repetition rate capability are of interest.
2.1 to 2.6)
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(See References

The first limitation relates to the power density at the emitting su
The maximum repetition rate relat
and the limit imposed by facet damage.
the average power capability of the device and is determined by the desig
cooling of the heat sink.
The output powers of conventional gallium aluminum arsenide diode la
are limited by catastrophic optical damage. The destruction of the laser
facet is caused by absorption of laser radiation, which can reach intensi
of several megawatts per square centimeter at the facet. The active laye
a semiconductor laser is made of material which is highly absorptive at t
laser wavelength when current is not flowing through the p-n junction. U
bias, however, minority carriers are injected into the active layer, crea
a population inversion and thereby reversing its characteristics from
absorbing to gain-providing.
At the interface of the active layer with the external ambient, howe
electronic surface states .provide highly efficient centers for nonradiati
recombination and deplete. this inversion. This causes the active-layer
material in those regions of the facets to become absorbing. The heating
occurs because of this absorbed radiation causes the material's band gap
shrink, making the active layer even more strongly absorbing. The subseq
thermal runaway results in damage to the facet by localized melting.
Because catastrophic optical damage is determined by power density,
can increase the total power of a laser by spreading the beam over a larg
area of the output facet, or by increasing the damage threshold cf the fa
A larger emitting surface can be achieved by either increasing the
thickness or the width of the lasing region.
Increase of the Thickness of the Emitting Surface
Structures which widen the optical mode perpendicular to the plane o
junction, include the large optical cavity, the thin active layer and the
In all these
single quantum well/separate confinement heterostructure.
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structures the optical wave is weakly guided by a thin active layer, causing
the mode to spread into the cladding layers.
For example,

in the large optical cavity design the two regions of a

double-heterojunction laser diode are separated by a waveguide region.

This

layer is a lightly n-type doped material with a very low absorption coefficient at the lasing photon energy.

As a result the thickness of that region

oan be increased to reduce the optical flux density in the active region
without reducing external quantum efficiency.
Increase of the Width of the Emitting Surface
The available output power from laser diodes can be increased to some
extent by using multilayer waveguide structures as described above.

However,

in order to effect order-of-magnitude improvements the beam must be expanded
laterally within the active region.

In principle, the power can be spread out

parallel to the junction simply by increasing the active stripe width.
While the light is tightly confined in the transverse direction, that. s
not the case in the lateral direction.

At first look,

it might appear that

light generated under the metallic contact will spread through the entire
plane of the active layer. However, the injection of carriers into the active
layer alters the refractive index of the active layer directly beneath the
electric contact.
If the electric contact is shaped into a narrow stripe
(less than 8 micrometers wide) running the length of the diode, the profile of
the injected carriers provides a weak complex waveguide that confines the
light laterally--a mechanism commonly referred to as gain guiding.

(See

Figure 2-2a and 2-2c.)
In the index-guided laser,
stripe,

in addition to confining the current via a

the light is also confined or guided in the lateral plane by a region

of a higher refractive index than the outer regions.

(See Figure 2-2b.)

Since the light in these structures is guided by variations in the real
refractive index of the various materials,
as index-guided lasers.

the corresponding devices are known

Index-guided lasers supporting only the fundamental
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transverse mode therefore,

they emit a single, well-collimated beam of light

whose intensity profile is a bell-shaped Guassian curve.
Although index guiding is

considered more desirable for many applica-

is also a more difficult process to implement in semiconductor
Gain guiding does not put such serious demands on manufacturing
production.
tions, it

processes,

leading to much lower costs.

Today,

gain guiding is the dominant

technique in commercial lasers.
Since the application of laser diodes for solid state laser pumping does
not make any stringent demands on beam quality gain guided lasers will most
likely be the choice for a cost efficient design.
In a gain guided laser we could expect output power to increase linearly
Therefore one could consider preparing a wide-stripe laser
with stripe width.
Such broad-area lasers do emit
with a width of several hundred micrometers.
but as a result of optical-field/injected charge interAl so, the
actions, they often lase in a mul titude of incoherent filaments.
large waveguide can support several transverse modes which generally change as
substantial power,

the driving current is increased.
The relatively poor optical

quality of these wide stripe devices is not a

hinderance to their use as pump sources.

However,

the device susceptibility

to uncontrollable filamentary operation can lead to localized damage of the
faces and substantially reduce the life of the diodes.
In order to achieve more stable laser operation, a broad active stripe
Multistripe
can be divided into several nominally single-mode stripes.
structures or linear arrays will be discussed in the next section.
2.1.2

Linear Arrays

The high structural and compositional uniformity of epitaxial layers
grown by recently developed methods allows the integration on one and the same
substrate of a large number of semiconductor lasers arranged side by side.
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The original objective of this effort was to obtain higher power levels it
stable radiation pattern than those available from a single laser. The
lateral optical coupling of closely spaced laser resonators provides, how(
certain additional features such as the phase-locked operation.
Crystal growth of (GaAl)As is currently carried out in one of three
liquid-phase epitaxy (LPE); metal-organic chemical vapor deposition (MO-C'
The first of these methods is the tradior molecular-beam epitaxy (MBE).
tional technique, while the latter two. have only become available more
recently. Although both MO-CVD and MBE are perhaps more difficult and co
to implement than LPE, they are capable of the much finer compositional a:
dimensional control required for successful, reproducible growth of large
array diode lasers.
MOCVD and MBE are better suited to economical high-yiel
mass production of conventional lasers, and should supplant LPE in the ve
near future.
Furthermore,

After growth, various processing steps including photolithography, p
implantation, metallization, crystal cleaving, sawing, soldering, and lea
bonding are implemented to produce approximately 1000 lasers from each sq
centimeter.
The stripes are formed by a spatial variation of injected current or
The main attraction of stripe-geome
material composition (index-guided).
lasers is their ability to limit the number of modes in which the laser c
oscillate, with the general goal being a single spatial mode and better o
quality than the multimode beams produced by wide stripe diode lasers.
Multistripe systems can be fabricated as coherent or incoherent arra
In the coherent design each stripe operates in the fundamental transverse
and is evanescently coupled to the adjacent stripes. Since the stripes a
;lose proximity to each other and since the gain-guides do not tightly co
the light laterally, the optical mode beneath each stripe couples via
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evanescent waves to its neighbors.
locked in phase,
zero, the lateral

and, if

Thus the array of optical

fields becomes

the phase difference between adjacent stripes is

radiation pattern consists of a single narrow lobe.

lase 1800
At higher power levels, neighboring array elements generally
out of phase to each other.

This phenomenon produces a two-lobed "rabbit-ear"

far-field pattern, which cannot be focused to a single spot.
At output power levels of 100 to SOO mW phased arrays generate well
collimated output beams.
For side pumping of laser slabs or cylindrical

crystals,

phase coherence

of the output beam is not required because the radiation pattern does not have
to be tightly imaged into a small spot. Therefore incoherent *linear arrays
Incoherent arrays have an
are employed for solid state laser pumping.
Therefore, each stripe
optically insulating layer between the active stripes.
represents an independent layer. This has the advantage that a very large
number of stripes can be built on a monolithic substrate.
device produced by Spectra Diode Lab has 1000 stripes.

a 25 W

For example,

In coherent arrays,

the total width cannot exceed a certain limit, otherwise spontaneous emission
and lateral lasing will occur.
Incoherent arrays can be stacked in length to any practical size.
Typically,

linear arrays are made from modules containing for example,

case of a 1W Siemens laser, 36 stripes.

in the

Up to five modules can be mounted on

a common heat sink to produce a 5 W incoherent array.
Figure 2-3 shows schematic diagrams of phase-locked and incoherent linear
arrays.
The catastrophic optical damage mechanism,

described earlier, which

results from absorption of the active region at the facet, can be avoided in a
they are the nonabsorbing facet or "window" lasers.
new class of structures:
In these devices the active layer does not extend to the facet.
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active layer is isolated from the surface, no absorbing regions exist and
catastrophic optical damage is avoided.
Figure 2-4 is a diagram of one such geometry. The interior of this
structure is identical to that of a nonwindow heterostructure laser and
consists of a thin (approximately 100 nanometers) n-type AgAlAs layer
sandwiched between upper and lower cladding layers of p- and n-type GaAlAs,
respectively. The aluminum content of each of the cladding layers is higher
than that of the active layer. This double heterostructure is embedded in a
current-blocking structure consisting ot an n-GaAlAs layer overlying one of
p-GaAlAs, forming a reverse biased p-n Junction. The aluminum concentrations
of the blocking layers are similar to those of the cladding layers. The lower
aluminum fraction of the active layer gives it a higher refractive index than
its neighboring layers, resulting in transverse confinement for light
traveling along the laser cavity. The window laser differs from the conventional buried heterostructure (BH) laser in the facet region, where the double
heterostructure is replaced by AsAlAs of the same aluminum concentration as
the blocking layers. At the laser's output wavelength, the absorption
coefficient of this material is smaller than that of unpumped active-layer
GaAlAs by several orders of magnitude. The facet can therefore be considered
for all practical purposes to be transparent, and optical damage is
eliminated.
The combination of monolithic multistripe laser diodes with a window
structure may be the optimum configuration for solid state laser pumping.
This way the emitting surface is increased and the damage threshold is raised.
2.1.3

Two-Dimensional Arrays
a) Stacked 2-0 Arrays

The only viable approach so far, demonstrated for fabricating high power
2-D arrays of diode lasers, begins by subassembling extended linear arrays or
"bars" (up to about I cm) of individual stripe lasers, and then stacking these
linear arrays to fornw a 2-D array.

The major process steps required to
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fabricate the 2-D structure are shown schematically in Figure 2-5. The
process starts by growing a sequence of layers of AlGaAs on a GaAs substrate
(typically "D" shaped about 2" in diameter) using Metallorganic Chemical Vapor
Deposition (MOCVD).

These layers serve to provide carrier and optical

confinement to. achieve good lasing efficiency. Next the stripe laser patterns
are produced photolithographically and the contact metallizations are
deposited. The wafer is then separated into one cm long, linear arrays by
cleaving along crystal planes to form the laser cavity mirrors. Dielectric
coatings are applied to the facets as soon as possible to inhibit degradation
and to prevent light from being lost out the back facet.
The laser bars are next soldered onto mounting plates made of a material
with high termal conductivity and with a coefficient of expansion that matches
GaAs. Examples of such materials are BeO and Cu/W composites. A spacer plate
is then attached to the mounting plate to provide adequate clearance between
layers in the 2-D stack. The spacers can also serve as wirebonding pads and
as additional thermal conduction paths to remove heat dissipated in the laser
bars. Finally, the linear subassemblies are stacked to form the 2-D array.
b)

Monolithic Two-Dimensional Arrays

The basic method of stacking up linear arrays to create 2-D arrays
requires a large number of fabrication processes.

An intuitively appealing

alternative approach is to fabricate two-dimensional arrays directly at the
wafer stage, thereby substantially reducing the manufacturing complexity. At
present, there is only limited research being conducted on such "surface
emitting" laser structures, and the results to date have been relatively poor.
For example, cw room temperature operation has only been possible at very low
power density using InGaAsP material and has not been achieved at all with
AlGaAs. Nevertheless, the potential for emulating the silicon VLSI revolution
makes this "high risk-high potential" approach attractive, especially for very
high volume applications.
Two potential configurations for achieving surface emission are shown in
Figure 2-6.

The first (Figure 2-6a) is a "horizontal" distributed Bragg
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reflector (DBR)

structure that employs a second order grating (period is

200 nm) in or near the active layer to provide the feedback necessary fol
laser operation and to couple light out of the active region as shown.
current is injected into the center of the structure (where there is no
grating) to create optical gain, and the light is coupled out in the "wi
regions over the gratings where the metallization has been removed.

In

to efficiently remove the waste heat, the structure must be bonded epl-s
down to a heatsink that is probably metallic and optically opaque. As a
result, the light must couple out through the substrate side of the wafeI
which in turn must consist, for example, of AlGaAs with high Al content
minimize absorption of the light as it

passes through.

A second configuration (Figure 2-6b) is a "vertical" DBR structure
which the periodic reflectors are grown during the MOCVD epitaxial layer
The injected current will now ideally flow horizontally through
growth.
active region as shown and then out through the substrate. As with the
horizontal DBR, the vertical structure must be bonded epi-side down and
transparent substrate.
In any planar 2-D configuration,

the individual active elements wil

arrayed across the surface of an entire wafer. As an example, a plan vi
a wafer section containing horizontal DBR lasers is shown in Figure 2-7.
grating regions can be seen arranged in rows separated by the active reg
The top surface is largely covered with metal to carry the current to th
active regions, but there are openings in the metal to allow the light t
escape. The typical size of each active element might be about lOum by
2SOm, with 10wum separations between rows of elements. Assuming that
SO percent of the total surface can be covered with active elements and
each element emits 50 mW (consistent with power densities in conventiona
laser diodes), the 2-D structure has a power density of about 1 kW/cm2
value is essentially the same as that obtained with the stacked 2-D arra
structure and therefore can be considered as an interchangeable approach
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Figure 2.7
Wafer section containing horizontal distributod Br"agg reflectors
(Ref. D. Scifres, Spectra Diode Lab, White paper prepared
for iLLNL, June 1986)
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Some of the technical challenges that must be overcome in order to
utilize a monolithic 2-D array include:
* Reducing the electrical resistance of the top metallization to an
acceptable value which may require thicknesses up to 1 mm
* Achieving low thermal resistance to the heat sink over extended a
* Developing a transparent substrate technology in the AlGaAs mater
system, and
*

2.2

Geting high yield through wafer fabrication which would require v
low defect densities and redundant designs.

PERFORMANCE OF -INEAR AND 2-D ARRAYS

In this section we will briefly discuss currently realized, as well
near term projected, performance levels of laser diode arrays suitable fc
solid state laser pumping. Parameters of particular interest are power
output, efficiency, wavelength and lifetime.
2.2.1

Output Power
Through a combination of improved device technology, and integratior

an increasing number of devices into arrays, laser diodes have achieved e
higher optical output levels in recent years. A number of companies suct
Spectra Diode Laboratories, Ortel, Siemens and Mitsubishi offer coherent
incoherent linear diode arrays for the commercial market. In addition, i
number of companies such as McDonnell Douglas, TRW, RCA and GE are involb
the fabrication of arrays for military applications.
The power levels of laser diode arrays mentioned below are for quas"
Since
laser diodes, i.e. for pulsewidth longer than a few microseconds,
pumping of a Nd:YAG laser requires pulselength on the order of 200ysec
potential diode pump sources for Nd lasers operate in the quasi-cw mode.
Diode lasers capable of very high peak power have been in existance
many years, but these devices typically operate only under short pulse (
100 nanoseconds) and low-duty-cycle conditions.
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As the pulse width of a typical aluminum gallium arsenide diode laser is
increased, its maximum peak power capability decreases, as shown in Figure
The cause of this limitation is catastrophic facet degradation, a
process whereby optical energy is absorbed near the facet, initiating a
thermal runaway condition that raises the local temperature of the facet to
2-8.

Because of the small volume of material involvd in this
process, catastrophic facet damage can occur in less than one microsecond.
For pulses longer than a few microseconds, the heat generated by optical
the melting point.

absorption diffuses out of the laser material, and the catastrophic damage
limit for diode lasers operated in long-pulse mode approaches the cw damage
limit.

Thus,

long-pulse operation (> > I ps) is also called quasi-cw

operation.
Figure 2-9 shows the peak power pulse width relationship of a commercial
diode array (SOL-2410-C).
We also note that the structures discussed below have incoherent outputs,
because the stripes are separated by isolation regions, whichprevent phaseBy forming these laterally isolated regions high power laser diode
arrays can be fabricated by merely adding more stripes. Otherwise, as the
width of the laser approaches and exceeds the cavity length, transverse lasing
locking.

and amplified spontaneous emission compete for carriers, and the desired laser
action is diminished.
Linear Arrays
As examples of state-of-the-art linear arrays suitable for Nd:laser
pumping, we will consider arrays made by Spectra Diode Laboratories, McDcnnell
Douglas and Siemens.

SDL is clearly the leader in the fabrication of coherent

A state-of-the-art
and noncoherent laser diode arrays for commercial use.
array is a 1,000 stripe device with a 25 watt output in a 200 usec pulse
In this design the individual stripe produces 25
across a one centimeter bar.
mW, which is low enough to guarantee good lifetime. Another design having a
lower packaging density (20 percent of the bar length) produces 11 watts.
This power level is generated by twenty,
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occupies lO0ym of facet length,

and the stripes are spaced on 500SAm centers.

The device was operated at a repetition rate of 50 Hz by applying current
Figure 2-10 shows a plot of output power versus diode
current. The maximum peak current was 11 W at 17.3 A and the best slope
This corresponds of a 61 percent quantum efficiency.
efficiency was 0.96 W/A.
pulses 150/usec long.

The maximum conversion efficiency of optical power output to electrical

power

input was 27 percent.
At McDonnell Douglas a large number of bars are fabricated from wafers
The bars are assembled into 2-D
received from Siemens and Hewlett Packard.
arrays.

Typical output per bar is 25 W.

In some cases as much as 60 W/cm has

been achieved.
The latter performance is the result of the graded index,

single quantum

well design of diodes fabricated either with MOCYD or MBE techniques.
In order to illustrate the progress made with multistripe laser diodes we
have listed the progression of output powers achieved from devices made by SDL
over the last two years.
Number of
Stripes

Aperture Width
nu

2.5
4.0
5.4
11.0
25.0

0.4
0.8
1.0
10.0
10.0

40
140
100
200
1000

Output Power
W

A ten-fold improvement in power was achieved within two years.
From the data shown above,
from 25 mW to 60 mW.

we see that the power output per stripe ranges

As was discussed before,

limit for the power enitted from one stripe.
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facet damage sets the upper
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diode current for a

Phys.

Lett.

vol.

41,

However,

if

the gain guided,

double-heterojunction multiple "stripe"

geometry is combined with the window-laser approach,
quite achievable.

100 mW per stripe seems

This will lead to one cm bars capable of 100 W output in a

200 ;Asec pulse.
Similarly high output powers are projected for gradient index, single
quantum well structures which have a higher damage threshold compared to
double heterostructure devices.

Standard commercial devices offered by SDL and Siemens have an output of
5 W "quasi-CW" and consist of 140 and 180 stripes respectively.
Siemens design,

each stripe is 15rum wide and 300urm long.

In.the

The average power

or duty cycle of these devices is determined by the heat dissipation
capability of the mounting structure.
2-D Arrays
Only one company, McDonnell Douglas,

has currently the fabrication

capability to produce stacked 2-D arrays.

The company has developed the

technology to produce arrays with an output power of one kW/cm 2 fr
long pulses.

(See Figure 2-11.)

For example,
long pulse.

200 ym

one 0.5 cm2 array produced 475 W peak power in a 200 usec

The array is made up by stacking 20 bars each one cm long.

bar produces 24 W and is fabricated from 120 um wide,

Each

10 stripe modules.

About 80 modules are mounted on a one cm bar.
McDonnell Douglas has fabricated a number of 2-D arrays ranging from 0.5
cm2 to several cm2 in area.
The largest 2-D stacked array built to date is comprised of seven
subarrays each having an area of 0.55 cm2 .
power of 413 W in a 216 usec long pulse,
620 mj is achieved from the 3.85

cm2

Each subarray produces a peak

therefore a total energy per pulse of

array.

The electrical

input into each

subarray is 58A at 30 V which results in an optical output to input efficiency
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of 24 percent.

The array was employed to pump a Q-switched Nd:YaG slab laser.

Details of the performance of the laser will be given in Section 4.3.
The power density of about one kW/cm2 which can be achieved from these
arrays is limited by the laser diode fabrication technology.
average power is determined by the heat sink.
typically pulsed at 50 Hz,

The achievable

The arrays mentioned above are

i.e. the duty cycle is around 1 percent.

the average power from an array is typically 10

W/cm 2

Therefore

.

Utilizing advanced heat sink designs (see Section 5) it

2
this limit can be raised to (100 to 200) W/cm

is expected that

The output levels mentioned above have been achieved with arrays
operating at (20-25 percent) overall efficiency.

Clearly if

can be increased (i.e. window laser, GRIN structures,

the efficiency

etc.) the heat loading

will decrease accordingly and higher average powers can be achieved.
2.2.2

Efficiency
The energy conversion efficiency of a laser diode depends on:
a)

Internal quantum efficiency

b)

Electrical series resistance

c)

Threshold current

d)

Operating point of the laser relative to the threshold current.

Improvements of the items a to c can be achieved by optimizing the internal
structure of the laser through parameters such as layer thickness, composition
and doping concentrations.
Item d requires that the laser be operated at very
high output power densities.
This is illustrated in Figure 2-12, with plots
of the light versus current and power conversion efficiency versus current for
a 10 stripe laser operation in quasi-cw (150 usec pulse) mode.

Up to thres-

hold (200 MA), the conversion efficiency is nearly zero because little power
However, the efficiency rises rapidly above
is emitted below threshold.
threshold to about 35 percent at 800MW output.
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This peak value of efficiency

of current (Spectra Diode Lab,
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production of ultra-high power/two dimensional
diode laser arrays, June 4, 1986)
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is set primarily by the differential quantum efficiency and electrical series
resistance. Since the maximum efficiency occurs at very high power (near the
catastrophic damage limit, in fact), the output facet will degrade rapidly.
Therefore, i'n order to achieve the highest possible power conversion
efficiency, it will be necessary to minimize the facet degradation associated
with high power density.
The performance of commnercially available laser diodes and arrays is
usually expressed in terms of slope efficiency. This eliminates the need for
stating specific operating points at which a particular overall efficiency is
With the threshold current and slope efficiency given, the overall
efficiency for a particular operating point can be calculated.

achieved.

Commercially available devices have slope efficiencies on the order of
25 percent. Index guided, single quantum wells structures achieve slope
Individual bars can be higher than
efficiency 40-50 percent on the average.
that. Also in the window laser, a slope efficiency well over 50 percent has
been achieved.
Projections from several researchers indicate that slope efficiencies of
60 of 70 percent will be achieved for laser diodes within the next five years.
The conversion efficiency of a diode array not only has
influence on the overall efficiency of' the solid state laser
of the key parameters determining the design of 2-D arrays.
discussed in more detail in Section 5, heat dissipation in a
limiting factor with regard to average power from the laser.

a direct
but also is one
As will be
2-0 array is the
The average

power of the laser can be increased by increasing the efficiency of the laser
arrays. At present, the projected, reproducible conversion efficiency of the
2-D arrays is about 20 percent. Therefore, for every watt emitted, 4 watts
are dissipated. On the other hand, graded index, single quantum well structures have consistently exhibited conversion efficiencies of 40 percent and
higher. In this case, only 1.5 watts are dissipated for every watt emitted-a reduction of over 60 percent.

Thus,

the average emitted power could be
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increased a factor of 2.6 without increasing the total dissipated power (

array.

It is readily apparent that tremendous gains in average output p(

can be made by increasing the diode efficiency above 20 percent. Such
improvements would be crucial in applications requiring high repetition
high power density or where high conversion efficiency itself is a prima?
parameter.
Lifetime Considerations

2.2.3

One of the several attractions of diode lasers is their long lifetir
Room-temperature values now approach 105 hours at cw output powers of a
milliwatts per stripe.
Operating lifetimes generally range in the tens of thousands of hou'
double-heterojunction GaAlAs lasers emitting about 10 to 20 milliwatts a
temperature.
Lifetime was a serious problem with early diode lasers, but fabrica
technologies have addressed reliability issues, and as a result diode la:
In ge'
have achieved the impressive operating lifetimes mentioned above.
lifetime is longer for diode lasers with lower threshold .currents, refle,
a general tendency for degradation to increase with operating current.
low-threshold laser structures come into commercial use, laser lifetimes
Individual diodes in an array can fail for
should continue to increase.
variety of reasons, and laser diode degradation can be broadly attribute,
three major causes:
# Damage to the laser mirrors (facets) which reduces their reflect
or increases the nonradiative carrier recombination at the facet
*

Ohmic contact degradation which increases the electrical and the
resistance of the laser, and

# Internal damage, which results from the formation or movement of
lattice defects into the active region of the laser, decreases t'
internal quantum efficiency and increases the optical absorption
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The degradation modes of facet mirror damage,

contact degradation and

internal damage have been extensively studied by laser diode manufacturers.
For this study, data have been made available from McDonnell Douglas,
Some indications of laser lifetime
Siemens and Spectra Diode Laboratories.
come from accelerated aging tests, in which the laser runs well above room
temperature (e.g. above 700C) for long intervals. Extrapolation of hightemperature degradation rates can indicate room-temperature lifetime.
Figure 2-13 shows the results of extensive life tests
performed at SDL on a multistripe laser.
As an example,

10-stripe MOW lasers in the 810-nanometer region were
operated at 100-mW cw output, and the drive currents were monitored as a
0
0
0
function of time for heatsink temperatures of 30 C, 70 C, and 100 C.
Specifically,

0
After screening for infant mortalities at 70 C, two laser lifetimes were
The lifetime for gradual degradation was
determined for-each temperature.

obtained by extrapolating the operating current to. twice its initial value,
using the measured degradation rate. The lifetime for catastrophic failure
was the actual elapsed time before sudden failure occurred. Figure 2-13 shows
plots of the cumulative failures as a function of time for both lifetimes at
70 0 C and 100°C. At 30 0 C only the extrapolated failures due to gradual degradation are shown,

because only one abrupt failure occurred at this temperature.

1) sudden
From this investigation, three failure modes were identified:
failure during burn-in (screening), which is related to the formation of dark
line defects; 2) gradual degradation, which is observed at all temperatures;
and 3) sudden failure related to increases in thermal resistance (attributable
The
to failure of the bonding metallizations) at the higher temperatures.
best lasers exhibited degradation rates of 5 to 10 percent per thousand hours
at 70 0 C. Below 300 C the gradual degradation mechanism is the primary method of
At 30 0 C the estimated mean time to failure for the 100-mW cw
10-stripe diode laser is more than 31,000 hours (median lifetime is more than
failure.

22,000 hours).
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P. 89)
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McDonnell Douglas reports that accelerated life tests indicate mean time
It has been observed that failure of an individto failure up to 105 hours.
ual diode does not short out an entire array, because the bulk resistance is
sufficiently high to cause a redistribution of the current. Lifetime estimates for arrays which are operated within their proper temperature limits are
on the order of five to ten years continuous operation.
Figure 2-14 shows the result of a still continuing lifetest. After an
initial drop in power during the burn-in phase, the output did not decrease
to 4 x 1010
noticeably during the next 3000 hours. This time is equivalent
%

The projected long lifetime of these
shots at a pulse width of 200 ,sec.
arrays compared to flashlamps for example, is one of the major reasons for
DARPA's interest in these devices for space-based solid state lasers.
2
Figure 2-15 shows the optical output history of a 0.45 cm array
fabricated from sixteen 9 mm bars. The measured electrical conversion
efficiency was 26.4 percent. A pulse repetition rate of 50 Hz was selected to
accelerate the test. Figure 2-16 shows the power output versus current for
the array at the beginning and at 109 shots. As can be seen from these
curves, the output power of the array was about 70 percent of the initial
value after 109 shots.
Another data point regarding lifetime can be obtained from a commercial
Siemens is offering one cm long linear arrays
manufacturer of laser diodes.
made from 180 stripes with an output power of 5 W. The company guarantees
10,000 hours lifetime for these devices.
2.2.4

Spectral

Properties

The spectral properties of laser diode arrays which are most critical for
the pumping of solid state lasers are the center wavelength of the emission,
the spectral with of the array and the wavelength shift with temperature.
Wavelength of a diode laser depends primarily on the band~ap of the
In a binary compound
material in which the electrons and holes recombine.
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like gallium arsenide the bandgap has only one possible value. Where the
relative proportions of different elements can vary, including ternary
compounds like GaAlAs and quatern~ary compounds such as InGaAsP, a range o
possible wavelengths can be obtained as shown.
Nd ions in a number of hosts such as YAG, YLF and glass have substan
absorption in the vicinity of O.8O71um, which is the emission wavelength
diode lasers with Ga0 9 1Al0 09As active regions. As far as pumping of Nd
lasers is concerned the output wavelength can be tailored to the peak
absorption by adjustments of the Al concentrations. Typically a change i
concentration of 1 percent, results in a 10X change in wavelength.
More difficult to achieve is a narrow spectral width in an array. T
bandwidth of the Nd:YAG absorption line at 808 nm is 20 A for an absorpti
individual laser diodes have a spectra
coefficient larger than 3.8 cm-.
width of 20 to 40 A full width, half maximum.
Compositional changes and temperature gradients within an array lead
much broader spectral output for the whole array as compared to a single
device.
In a GaAlAs structure the peak emission changes 3AIC. Therefore, ir
order to keep the spectral output from an array within the peak absorptic
region of Nd:YAG, the compositional variation has to be controlled within
fraction of 1 percent Al, and the temperature variation across the array
to be kept below 20 0C
The question arises, what other solid state lasers, besides Nd, can
pumped with laser diodes?
8y varying the composition of Gai-XAl ~Al laser diodes, the band gaps
be tuned, and output wavelength between 770 and 900 nm can be achieved.
long as the potential lasing material has good absorption between 770 nm
900 nm GaAlAs laser diodes are the obvious choice.

There are two necev:.ry material-related requirements for the creation of
a room temperature CW diode laser: a direct bandgap II]-V compound that emits
light efficiently, and availability of a binary III-V compound substrate
material with lattice-constant-matching-alloy compounds so that heterojunction
can be created.
In ternary and quaternary compounds a range of possible wavelength can be
obtained, as shown in Figure 2-17. But not all wavelengths depicted in Figure
2-17 are attainable. Some compounds lack the direct bandgap energy-level
structure needed for efficient production of light; these indirect bandgap
materials are not suitable for use as diode lasers. Another difficulty is
that ternary or quaternary compounds are grown on substrates of binary
compounds for the growth to proceed properly, the spacing of atoms in the
The development
substrate must be close to that in the compounds being grown.
of strained-layer superlattice structures may enhance the range of compounds
that can be grown, but at present, only a limited range of diode-laser
materials are used commercially as shown in Table 2-1.
While pulsed lasers are made in the wavelength range between 0.9 and
1.2 ým, the difference in bandgap energy and index of refraction between
InGaAsP and InP is not large enough to confine the injected electrons and
holes or the light, and hence, low threshold lasers cannot be achieved.
Through materials research efforts to reduce defects propagating from the
substrate/epitaxial layer interface, the lattice match requirement may be
relaxed in the future such that reliable, low threshold InGaP/InGaAs lasers
could be made reproducibly.
Laser diodes with emission wavelength shorter than 700 nm are in demand
as light sources of data processing equipment, bar code readers in superIn particular several
markets, and as a replacements for HeNe lasers.
Japanese companies such as Toshiba, NEC and Sony are very active in the
development of short wavelength laser diodes. These companies have all
developed new experimental diode lasers made from InGaAlP. Continuous wave
visible wavelength operation has been achieved at room temperature with
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(Ref. J. Hecht, Lasers & Applications,
1984, P. 61)

Material

Commemially Available
Wavelengths
(nm)

GaAs

904
770 to 900

Ga.AIAS
inG&Au

IInG&A9P

Table 2.1

.jan.

1060

1300 to 1550

Wavelengths of Com~mercial III-VI Diode Lasers
(Ref. .3. Hecht, Lasers & Applications, jar..
1984, P. 61)
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wavelength ranging from 670-690 nm.

Maximum cw output is 20 r0W.

The device

was produced by MOCYO, thin layers of InGaAlAs and InGaP could be grown on a
GaAs substrate.
The technology of these new compounds will have to be developed further
In order to overcome reliability problems.
Device-material changes require the longest development cycle, and diode
lasers with good CW properties between 0.65 and 0.78jum are still three to
five years away. Emission wavelength shorter than about 0.6,um is not
There are at
technologically straightforward based on what we now know.
present no efficient (greater than 25 percent internal efficiency) LED's or
direct bandgap materials with emission wavelengths much shorter than 0.65 un,
and even n- and p-type doping in such high-bandgap materials is difficult due
to sel f-compensation.
Even if such lasers were developed, the high density of electron hole
recombination and the high energies released during nonradiative transitions
in these high bandgap materials will probably lead to fast degradation.
Yellow, green, and blue diode lasers will probably not be available within the
next ten years.
2.3

COST PROJECTIONS

In this section an attempt will be made to relate the price of laser
diode arrays to performance and production quantities.
The cost of laser diode arrays is the biggest hinderance to their use for
laser diode pumping. Therefore a good understanding of the relationship
between cost and production quantities is very important in projecting the
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potential of these pump sources for solid state lasers.

Our projections at

based on the following inputs:
* Current prices:
Linear and 2-D arrays are currently fabricated in small quantities
which can best be described as pilot prcduction runs. Linear arraý
up to the SW output level are commercially available, whereas more
powerful linear arrays and all 2-D arrays are built essentially on
single unit basis, under Government sponsorship. The current cost
these devices will therefore establish an upper limit. On the oth(
hand, since laser diodes for use in disk players are manufactured I
the millions, the cost of these devices will therefore establish a
lower bound.
*

Quotations for Limited Production Runs
FIBERTEK, Inc. did approach several major manufacturers of linear
arrays for quotations of laser quantities of their existing device!
Quotations for production runs of up to 10,000 units have been
received.

9 Projections by Laser Diode Manufacturers
As a result of visits and discussions with personnel from Spectra
Diode Laboratories, RCA, McDonnell Douglas, Siemens, SPIRE and Nigt
Vision Laboratcry, valuable insight and information was gained
regarding the cost drivers in the cost-quantity relationship.
In
particular, Spectra Diode Laboratory made available to us a cost
analysis they performed for Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
regarding large scale fabrication of 2-D arrays.
It is also worth mentioning,

that this particular technology is chang

very rapidly.
For example, projection regarding performance and cost of 1,
diode arrays which would have been purely speculative about a year ago,
manufacturers are now willing to submit firm quotations.
The activity in laser diode array fabrication is mainly due to a
potentially large market of coherent arrays for laser printers and related
applications requiring high power.
Incoherent arrays are a spin-off of th"
activity and the prime motivation for companies to invest in this area ster
from several large military programs. Also a contribution to this activit;
the realization by several manufacturers that industrial applications coul,
eventually become large enough to absorb a large production quantity of la!
diode arrays. However, a market driver for cost reduction of incoherent
drivers has not been clearly identified yet.
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Laser diode pumped solid state lasers could replace lamp pumped systems
in applications where the size of the system, efficiency, or maintenance time
and expenses are important enough to outweigh the higher investment cost.
The history of the semiconductor industry gives some reason to hope that
prices will drop even more rapidly than projected. There is a certain
analogy between the transistor and integrated circuits and single laser diodes
and multistripe arrays. In the past, individual diodes were mounted on a heat
sink and connected electrically. Now up to several hundred stripes can be
produced on one bar. Each stripe is more powerful than an individual diode
about 10 years ago. The ultimate limit is about 1000 stripes per bar. For
example Spectra Diode Laboratory producd a 1000 stripe linear array with an
output of 25 watts. The power increased about 1000 fold, and the cost came
down by about the same factor over a 10 year span.
2.3.1

Single Devices

Single laser diodes employed in compact disk players, printers and
memories are mass produced at a rate of approximately six million units a year
by Japanese manufacturers such as Sharp Electric Company, Mitsubishi and Sony
Corporation. These AlGaAs laser diodes emit at 780 nanometers and have output
powers between five and ten nW. The devices have been made by the liquidphase epitaxial method so far, but the Japanese industry is switching over to
MOCVD in order to get higher yiel d and better quality control.
The price for these diodes is about $8.00 per unit. This price clearly
demonstrates the economy of scale which can be achieved at large production
runs.
In contrast to these maiss produced units are long wavelength emitters for
telecommunications which lase at 1300 nm. Production quantities are in the
few thousands and the price is $800.00. Industry sources indicated that if
the demand for communication devices equaled that of compact disk players, the
price would become similar to that of the AlGaAs diodes.
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Spectra Diode Laboratories and Siemens, provided cost
and quotations for production runs up to 10,000 units. Also both companie
gave preliminary cost figures for larger production quantities.
Two companies,

Spectra Diode Lab/25W Array
This array is mounted on a one cm long bar. Output peak power is 25
for a pulse width of 150Ousec. The maximum repetition rate, limited by
Therefore the device has an average power
thermal dissipation, is 50 Hz.
capability of 200 mW. As a result of an individual contract, SDL built on
device at an origlnal cost of $50,000. The device is offered for sale no%
$12,000 in quantities of at least 10 units. In production quantities of a
least 10,000 units the cost will be around $500.00 and at production rates
100,000 units the cost is expected to decrease to $200.00. Produced in th
millions the cost could become as low as $50.00. At that level, the total
materials cost and the cost of the mount becomes a significant part of the
final price. Personnel from SDL estimated that the breakdown is on the or
of $20 for the mount and $30 for the device. The relatively high cost of
mount stems from the material cost and high fabrication cost due to the
In order to match the thermal expansion coeffi
toxicity of the materials.
cdent, the bars are mounted on one cm by one cm and 250am thick BeO heat
sinks.
Si emens
The company is offering on a commercial basis a SW linear array made
from 180 stripes. Each stripe is 300Lm long and 154m wide. The stripes
grouped in modules of 36 stripes. Five modules comprise a one cm long bar
The linear array sells for approximately $3,000 in quantities up to 10 uni
At a production quantity of 10,000 units, this price drops to $300. Above
that number, Siemens personnel indicated that for every 10 fold increase
production the price will drop a factor of two.
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2.3.3

Two-Dimensional Arrays

Two-dimensional arrays are currently fabricated only by McDonnell
Douglas. Their standard module is 0.5 cm2 made from one cm wide bars. Output
power from one array is between 450 W and 475 W. Several arrays were made
available to a number of Government Laboratories at a single unit cost of
about $250,000.
&

Spectra Diode Laboratory is very much interested in entering the field
of
2-D stacked array production. The company performed a cost analysis which
relates the selling price of these units to the quantities produced. The cost
analysis was derived by a careful evaluation of all the steps necessary to
make these arrays. A large number of steps is involved in the manufacturing
process of 2-D arrays. These steps include wafer fabrication, generation of
stripe patterns, metallization of contacts, wafer separation, application of
dielectric coatings, soldering of bars to mounting plates and stacking of the
arrays.
The result of SDL's cost projections show, that a one cm2 .array producing
one kW of peak power in a 200 /sec pulse can be built for $125,000, at a
production quantity of 25 units.

For 100 and SO0 units, the price drops to

$62,000 and $22,000, respectively.
The most labor intensive processes are bar fabrication and linear array
assembly. Cost reduction through manufacturing engineering to improve
productivity and yield, it was felt by SDL personnel , could drop the price to
$13,500.
After having made these improvements in yield, productivity and materials
savings, economies of scale will decrease the price to $7,500 if the production is increased to 5,000 units.
A larger production quantity than that would require an automated, high
volume production. This would require a MOCVD growth station with large
reactors, large wafer (3-4" diameter) fabrication and photolithography
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kW array at very high volumes (around one million) could be as low as SIC
Conclusion

2.3.4

We can graphically present the data base discussed in the previous
section.

Figures 2-18 and 2-19 show the price-volume relationship for 1"

and 2-D arrays,

respectively.

Several general conclusions can be drawn from the data:
The cost of laser diodes is

very sensitive to production quantities

cost will come down dramatically with increased production.

Current fabi

tion quantities of 5 W and 25 W linear arrays and 1 kW/cm2 2-D arrays ar(
even in the pilot production phase.
fabricated to date.

Less than 10 units of each type havw

The current production rate of these units represen"

far left hand corner of Figure 2-18 and Figure 2-19.

There are no inmed"

identifiable market needs such as existed for single diodes, used in disl
players, laser printers, etc., which would indicate that the devices wil
produced in very large quantities in the foreseeable future.

Therefore

unlikely that we will see a. production which will drive the price to the
The low cost figu,
numbers shown on the right hand corner of the graphs.
for these high production quantities are believable,
opinion if

in FIBERTEK,

Inc.'s

one takes as an example the cost of $8.00 for mass produced 1,

The major cost elements of a laser diode are the fabrication an(
At the
testing of the chip, and the cost of heat sinking and mounting.
high production level the cost is almost shared between chip fabrication
diodes.

mounting cost.
Therefore,

the $8.00 device,

although of low power,

has a substanti,

amount of fixed costs such as wafer fabrication, testing, heat sinking ai
There is no reason why a multi-stripe device should cost subs
mounting.
tially more than the single stripe device if
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In a fully automated production facility, the cost of linear arrays
should be only weakly dependent on the number of stripes. The labor to
produce one unit and the material cost will be essentially the same, clearly
the yield will be lower and have an impact on price. Therefore, the ultimate
goal of producing devices with 1 watt output power for around $10.00 is not
unrealistic, provided a market can be found to warrant such large quantities.
If the pump source of solid state laser drivers for inertial confinement
Jusion, is switched from flashlamps to laser diode arrays, then such a market
will be created. These pump devices would improve the performance of systems
like NOVA in several ways: achievement of much higher overall efficiency; far
less heating of the laser therefore high repetition rate operation would be
possible, and due to the absence of high voltage lines the system would have
Given the current funding situation
much more benign operating parameters.
for inertial confinement fusion, it is unlikely that such a project costing
probably 200 MS could be launched.
Lacking a real need for mass production of linear or 2-D incoherent
arrays, our predictions are as follows: As a result of Government funding and
some interest from private industry, high power linear arrays and 2-rn arrays
will probably be built by the hundreds, or possibly on the order of few
thousands as far as linear arrays are concerned. Military applications
clearly include space applications such as submarine communications, space
surveillance, etc., and also medium power lasers either airborne or ground
based where size and power consumption are of prime concern.
In the near term, more coimmercial lasers will appear in the low to medium
average power range pumped by laser diodes. Particularly for certain medical
applications where overall size, benign operating features, and low maintenFor high average power lasers, more than 10
ance of the laser are critical.
to 20 watts, the cost of the pump source will be prohibitive during the next
three years.
In order to put the array cost in proper perspective as will calculate
the cost of a complete pump system for two typical Nd:YAG lasers.
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The first

industry.
Target Designator
A typical system produces 150 aJ at a repetition rate of 20 ppsec.
Flashlamp input is 12 Joules in a 200 usec pulse. Average output power
and the electrical input is about 300 W (if we account for power supply
efficiency and cooler requirements).
For the laser diode array we will assume a conversion efficiency of
Q-switched laser output to pump radiation 28 percent, consistent with da
obtained from McDonnell Douglas. Therefore 150 nmJ/0.28 - 535 Wimenergy
pulse is required from the array. This translates into 2.2 kW pump powe
200 usec long pulse. At the price of arrays estimated, at the 500 unit
year level, a laser diode array pump source for such a system would cost
$22,000 x 2.7 a $59.400. Adding the cost for power supply and tenperatu
controller the complete pump system will be about $65,000. The cost of
flashlamp system including the lamp, militarized power supply, and trigg
unit is about one tenth of that amount.
In this application the advantage of a diode pumped Nd:YAG laser do
outweigh the cost difference. Military lasers are operated only intermi
tantly, therefore the long lifetime of the array is not of primary conce
such as is for example in a space based laser. Flashlamps in target des
tors have an operating life of approximately 107 shots which is consider
adequate for most situations. In our opinion, the production of 2-D arr
would have to be much higher i.e. on the order of 10,000 units per year
the price could come down to a level where the system can effectively co
in the military rangefinder and target designator and target marker area
Commercial CW Pumped ND:YAG Laser
A medium power Nd:YAG laser, which is cw pumped and repetitively
Such a laser, used extensively for resis
Q-switched will be considered.
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trimming, Si scribing, etching, drilling, cutting, etc., typically has 50 W
multimode output and about 8 W TEMo.
The system is pumped by a single krypton arc lamp with an input of 2 W.
Overall plug efficiency in multimode operation is therefore 2.5 percent, and
0.4 percent for T04O0 mode operation.
Now we replace the krypton arc lamp with a number of linear arrays. We
select linear arrays rather than a 2-D array because one has to remove the
heat from the pump source. A 2-D array is capable of high peak power but is
0

very limited in average power.
We assume an output of 100 W from the arrays which should produce 28 W

multimode output. This pump power can be generated by 20 linear arrays made
by Siemens. Each array, if mounted to a proper heat sink is capable of 5 W CW
output. Because of the drastically reduced thermal loading of the laser rod
as a result of diode pumping, thermal lensing, and birefringence will be
reduced also. Therefore we can expect a larger fraction of multimode beam
power can be utilized in TEM0 0 operations. According to our estimates this
laser should produce 8 W TEMO0 power also. Assuming a 25 percent conversion
efficiency of the diodes the system electrical input is 400 W.
The cost for the laser diode pump source is approximately $20,000 if we
The price for a
take a cost at the 500 unit per year production level.
Despite this large differkrypton arc lamp and power supply is about $2500.
ence in initial equipment cost, in this case the economics is much more
favorable towards the diode system.
These Nd:YAG systems are used one or two shifts a day and operating and
maintenance costs are an important consideration of the total Investment. We
assume a five year life of the system i.e. 10,000 hours. A krypton arc lamp
Over the life of the system,
cost $200 and needs replacement every 200 hours.
lamp replacement costs will be $10,000. The cavity reflector needs to be
refurbished every 1000 hours due to the heat and the UV content of the lamp,
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is $500.

This adds another $2500 to the maintenance cost.

In addition the system saves on electricity, 10,000 hours x 1.6 kW
Considering
16,000 kW. At a price of 8 cents/kW this amounts to $1280.
time of the system and labor costs to perform these maintenance operatior
the higher investment of a diode pumped system are offset by lower operaand maintenance costs. This calculation assumes that the laser diode ari
have a 10,000 hour lifetime. This number is guaranteed by Siemens for tt
arrays. It is conceivable, that a diode pumped system, whose pump cavit:
purged and sealed in a N2 atmosphere to protect it fron, dust and dirt in
atmosphere could operate maintenance free for five years.
It should be pointed out, that in reality the cost figures are prob,
even more favorable for the cw pumpec system, than the ones shown above.
likelihood of a production rate of 500 linear arrays per year is so much
higher than a production of 500 planar arrays that one can reason as fol
It takes about 40 linear arrays to fabricate one IkW/cm2 planar array,
therefore the cost of a planar array at the 500 unit per year level shou
In th
compared with a 20,000 unit per year production of linear arrays.
case, we obtain from Figure 2-18 a cost of $50 per watt for the linear a
or $5,000 for the complete diode pump source of the cw laser. At this c
level, the diode pump can clearly compete cost wise with the krypton arc
system.
From the foregoing discussion we can conclude that with regard to d
pumping of Nd:YAG lasers no technological barriers exist. Fabrication
techniques--although on a very labor inten''ve basis--are on hand to des
and build linear and 2-D arrays suitable for pumping. There is also no
question that laser diode pumping, either cw or pulsed, is only advantag
from a performance point of view.
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The use of laser diodes as pump sources is purely an economical question.
*

*

Small end pump Nd:YAG lasers utilizing one or a few linear arrays are
already on the market.
They are economically viable because these
very small lasers are technically unique due to their small size, and
the cost of one or several small arrays is tolerable.
For space applications of solid state lasers, 2-D laser diode arrays

will clearly play a role.

The cost of the arrays is of secondary

importance in this case, due to the overall cost of satellite based
systems.
If the arr•ys have to produce high average pgwers (several
hundred watts per cm ) besides high peak puwer (1kW/cm ) then the
issue of heat extrdction from densely packaged arrays will become a
technical issue.
*

In order to progress from the current level of demonstratea
feasibility to high volume production a 30 to 40 million dollar
Government program is needed to create the initial market.
This would
provide enough incentive for industry to implement cost reduction
technologies, increase productivity in the wafer and fabrication and
array assembly process. At the end of this Government program, the
production would be at a sufficiently high level such that the price
of these arrays could become a viable alternative to arc lamp pumped
systems. At this point, the commercial market will sustain the
production level and bring cost down even farther.
The rationale for the size of the Government program follows from
Figure 2-19.
For example, at a cost of $7/watt probably enough
commercial applications will open up to maintain a production level of
5,000 arrays a year. In order to get to this cost level, an initial
market of 35 million dollars worth of arrays has to be created.

*

There is an operating regime, such as 5-10 W cw pumped repetitively
0-switched Nd:YAG lasers, where the costs are at least within reach,
even at a modest production rate of diode arrays.
Therefore, in the
absence of a large Government cost reduction program, several cw
pumped Nd:YAG lasers utilizing linear arrays will probably appear on
the market.
There are several reasons for that: It is much more likely that a
larger number of linear arrays will be fabricated as opposed to 2-D
arrays.
Linear arrays are not only less expensive per watt of output,
they are also simpler to mount and cool.
In addition several domestic
as well as foreign supplies are working on the perre&.tion of linear
arrays, whereas 2-D arrays are only fabricated by McDonnell Douglas at
present.
In addition, for cw applications one does not need the high
power density of 2-D arrays, since the performance is limited by the
heat removal capability of the heat sink.
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Figure 2-20 illustrates the fact that diode arrays are most economically
utilized in cw operation. We consider a laser with a given average output
power of 100 W. Since laser diodes are power limited, pulsed operation
The number of laser
requires many more diodes as compared to cw operations.
diode arrays required is proportional to the output energy per pulse. This is
quite different from flashlamp pumped systems, whose costs are almost solely
dependent on average power, and vary very little with repetition rate and
energy power pulse.
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Figure 2.20

Array Cost vs.

Repetition Rate

Assumptions:
Laser output: 100
W average

100 1.

pump efficiency: 33%
array cost : S10/W

pulsewidth:

50

250 psec

20

Pulsed
=

10

5.

20

10

2 x 102

5 x 102

2 x 103

10

pulses per second,
*Note:

5x 103

10.

Hz

The cost of S1O/W is based on a production qual
of 50,000
linear arrays per year (see Fig. 2..
At low repetition rates (below 500 Hz) a cost o

$5/W was assumfed,

because at a low duty cycle t"

diodes can be operated at about twice their cw
output.
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3.

LASER CANDIDATES (Task 2)

Laser diode pumping offers the possibility to use crystals other than
Nd:YAG for the laser medium. For example, the laser medium could be selected
for better energy storage, wavelength, or diode absorption and for more
optimum system performance.
In Subsection 3.1 we will discuss laser materials for which laser diode
pumping has already been demonstrated. A brief summary of the experimental
results will be presented, as well as comments regarding future applications
of these materials will be given.
In Subsection 3.2 we will discuss several solid state laser materials
which hve spectroscopic properties which may make them suitable candidates for
laser diode pumping.
In Subsection 3.3 a number of laser materials will be discussed which are
currently the subject of great interest but are not likely to become
candidates for diode pumping.
3.1

DEMONSTRATED PERFORMANCE

3.1.1

Nd:YAG

Most of the research on diode pumped solid state lasers has been concentrated on Nd:YAG. The popularity of this material stems from its excellent
optical and physical properties combined with high gain, excellent crystal
quality and a pump band which is conveniently located at the peak emission of
GaAlAs laser diodes. Systems have been built recently, ranging from an
endpumped Nd:YAG fiber with SO5Am in diameter producing a few milliwatts of
1
output power , to small endpumped Nd:YAG slabs generating a few hundred mW of
power2,
output

3

all the way to a sidepumped Nd:YAG slab laser with 100 mJ Q-switched

3-1

Since this report deals mostly with Nd:YAG as the lasing medium no
further elaboration will be provided in this section.
3.1.2

Nd:YLF
There are several potential advantages of using Nd:YLF as opposed t'

Nd:YAG in laser diode pumped systems.
440 usec,

Nd:YLF has a fluorescence lifettm(

almost twice as long as Nd:YAG.

This means,

that in pulsed sy,

to obtain equivalent pulse energy to Nd:YAG, only one half of the number
Nd:YLF also naturally oscillates polar
laser diode arrays are required.
uniaxial with the 1.047#um line, the high gain transition.
property is attractive for Q-Switching and second harmonic generation be(
it eliminates the need for polarizing elements in the cavity, which in t:
since YLF is

case of Nd:YAG,

lead to optical

losses as a result of thermally induced

bi ref ri ngence.
A spectral absorption curve of Nd:YLF for the region of interest is
in Figure 3-1.

As can be seen from this data,

Nd:YLF is very compatible

diode oumping due to an absorption peak at 792 nm.
Figure 3-2 shows the absorption spectrum for o and r-polarization o
The strongest absorption occurs
Nd:LiYF4 over a wider spectral region.
near infrared in the groups 419/2 - 4F5/2, 4H9/2,

and 419/2

- 4F?/2'

453

Nd:Y
which are responsible for over 50 percent of the total absorption.
offers a reduction in thermal lensing and birefringence combined with im
energy storage relative to Nd:YAG.

However,

gain is lower and the therm

properties of YLF are not as good as YAG.
Laser diode pumping of Nd:YLF lasers has been demonstrated at 1.047
and 1.053,um, with less than 1 mW threshold and internal quantum efficie
Intracavity second-harmonic generation using
approaching 70 percent4.
MgO:LiNbO3 , has generated up to 1450W output at 523.6 nm for 30.1 mW of
laser pump power.
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(From A.L.

Harmen et al.
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p.

1486)

The pump source was a single stripe diode laser with 30 mW of output
power at 791 nn., which is the oeak of the absorption in the r-polarization of
The output from the diode laser ,ies focused into the crystal in an
Nd:YLF.
end-pumped geometry with a microscope objective.
A typical Nd:YLF sample was 4 mm long and 3 mm in diameter with the end
One end face was a coated high
faces having 1.8 cm radii of curvature.
reflector at 1.05Um, and the other was 0.3 percent transmitting at 1.05 um
and high reflecing at 810 nm which is near the pump wavelength.
A laser diode pumped Nd:YLF laser is one of the prime contenders of the
Navy Blue Program aimed at demonstrating 100 mJ output at 455.5 nm. This
wavelength can be achieved by tripling one of the satellite laser lines
located at 1.3665,um.

Figures 3-3 and 3-4 show the Nd:YLF emission spectrum

and the stimulated emission cross-section,
3.1.3

respectively.

Nd:Glass
With regard to laser diode pumping,

Nd:glass has one desirable attribute,

This makes the dlide wave(See Figure 3-5).
namely a broad absorption band.
length requirements less stringent. On the other hand, Nd:glass has a much
lower gain than Nd:YAG,

therefore,

higher pump fluxes are required are effi-

This clearly represents a problem due to the power limitation of laser diode arrays. Although lasing action can be achieved in
Nd:glass with laser diode pumping, as will be described below, we do not
cient operation.

think, that the material is suitable for practical devices.

With the modest

pump fluxes available from laser diode arrays, the system cannot be pumped
high enough above threshold, and as a result optical losses in the resonator
Researchers at Stanford
will dominate and prevent high efficiency operation.
did build a small diode pumped Nd:glass laser recently 5 .
of a 5 mm long piece of LHG-8 with 3 percent doping.

The laser consisted

*To ensure low cavity

losses, the coatings were applied to the polished piece of glass. One end was
The other
polished flat and coated with a HR at 1.06,um and HT at O.81um.
end was polished to a 1.6 cm radius and coated 99 percent R at 1.06 um.
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Diode pumping with a high-power multistripe diode laser showed a threshol(
the Nd:glass oscillator of 16 mW absorbed power and a slope efficiency of
percent.
Ho:ErTmYAG

3.1.4

The laser
A holmium doped host has several interesting pruperties.
provides a different wavelength than those achievable with the Nd and the
fluorescence lifetime is very long, on the order of 10 m.sec,

which is ide,

Unfortunately Ho:ErTmYA,
time as far as pumping with diodes is concerned.
to be cooled to liquid nitrogen temperature for laser action to occur.
Researchers from NRC have recently demonstrated a diode array pumped holm
laser.
Laser action was observed on the trivalent holmium 517

5 18, 2.1 U

Laser action was achieved with a 10 mm length YAG rod sensit
with 60 percent Er and 3 percent Tm in addition to the 2 percent Ho activ
concentration. A 2.1rum high reflectance coating transmitting at 785 nm,
transition.

placed on the flat surface and a 99.5 percent reflector at 2.0-2.1 ur

was

The sample was cooled to 77K
coated onto the curved surface of the rod.
The temperat.
end pumped with a 100 mW cw laser diode array (Figure 3-6).
of the diode was adjusted so that the diode wavelength was centered at
785.5 nm.
The YAG resonator which is formed by the coated laser rod ends had a
fundamental

spatial mode beam waist diameter of 11'um.

The lasing thres

occurred at 4.0 mW of incident pump power. With the diode operating at 1
At this pump power 5.6 mW
a total of 34 mW was delivered to the sample.
emission was obtained at 2.1 Mm.
from
The gain of the Ho3+ transition
3+

at 2.1Um is high
1I
7 to 5118at2lmihga

significantly enhanced by energy transfer from Er

a

3+ and Tm34-

The holmium laser holds the prospect of room temperature operation.
Duczynski et ai7 reported on efficient energy transfer from Cr -> Tm with
subsequent transfer of Tm

->

Ho.
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Due to the broadband emission of Cr3 , the sensitizer effect is not or
restricted to Nd3 '; for example Tm3+ can be pumped via Cr3 + with a quantum
efficiency near unity.
The excellent overlap between the Cr3+( 4 Ti 2 -> 4 A2 ) emission and the
Tm 3+( 3H6 -> 3F4 ) absorption yields an efficient resonant Cr-Tm transfer
system. At high Tm3+ concentrations (8 x 10 20 cm" 3 ) the Tm3+ ion converts
energy down to the IR region with a quantum efficiency of nearly 2. The
33( 3 Hf
reason for this is the cross relaxation process Tm3+ ( 3 F4 ->
3H4 ) between adjacent ions.
Cr, Tm sensitized garnets were employed in these experiments, which
demonstrated 2um cw laser action at room temperature.
Yttrium-scandium-gallium garnet (YSGG) and yttrium-scandium-aluminum
20
3
3
20
3
garnet (YSAG) have been doped with Cr +(2.Sx 10 cm' ), Tm + (8 x 10 cm"3
and Ho3+ (5 x 1019 cm" 3 ), Scandium was chosen to create the low crystal fie
strength for Cr3 ÷.

Yttrium matches well for the ionic radii of Tm3 + and H(

The crystals were placed into a concentric cavity formed by two 5-cm
radius mirrors having reflectivities of 98 percent at 2.08 4m. The crysta
were pumped longitudinally with a krypton laser beam at 647.1 nm. For bot:
crystals Cr, Tm, Ho:YSGG and Cr, Tm, Ho:YSAG true cw operation was obtaine
Threshold was about 25 mW of absorbed pump power and the power slope
efficiency is 13 percent.

Since the lifetime of the upper Ho3 + of the upp

Ho3+ laser state 517 is approximately 10 ms, diode pumping should be possi
Unfortunately we did not have a detailed absorption spectrum to ascer
that the absorption bands are in the wavelength regime suitable for diode

3+

pumping. Since the absorption spectrum will be dominated by Cr , we can
obtain a rough estimate from the data presented in Figure 3-7.
It shows t
transmission spectrum of Cr3 +:GdScGa garnet. From these data follows that
pump wavelength would have to be rather short for GaAlAs, namely in the
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Transmission spectrum of the Cr 3 ÷:GdScGa-garnet
laser rod (1-7 mm)

neighborhood of 700 to 750 nm.
very strong,

Even at these wavelength absorption is not

therefore only endpumped configurations with a long absorptic

path are feasible.
3.2

POTENTIAL NEW MATERIALS

There are continuing efforts to find other laser materials which wou)
retain the advantages of Nd:YAG as to performance without showing some of
disadvantages for diode pumping,

such as a short upper state lifetime and

weak and relatively narrow absorption line around 800 nm.
The requirements of the laser material employed for laser diode pump!
is somewhat different than with flashlamp excitation: First, the fluoresc
lifetime of the upper laser level should be long in order to integrate the
limited peak power from the laser diode.
Second,

the laser material

should have a strong absorption line betwe

780 and 900 nm, which is the emission range for GalAs diodes.
It will be at least five to ten years, before powerful laser diode al
Also, doubling of the GaAlAs
will become available at other wavelengths.
diode output with KTP or organic nonlinear materials for the purpose of
pumping solid state lasers is not practical either at the present time.
Third,

in contrast to flashlamp pumped systems,

the absorption band r

Actually,
only be a few hundred angstromr wide for diode pumped systems.
line that wide would permit diode oDeration over a wide temperature range
However, this would be totally inadequate for absorption of blackbody
rddi ati on.
In addition to finding materials with better properties than Nd:YAG,
the desire to find materials which are not necessari*
better than Nd:YAG, but provide laser emission at different wavelengths.
there is,

of course,
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The transfer lasers,

dual-doped with chromium on the one hand and

thulium, neodymium or holmium on the other,

represent efforts to maximize
Similar efforts could lead to

pumping efficiency for flashlamp pumped lasers.
a material optimized for laser diode pumping.

is our hope,

Also it

that laser

materials will be rediscovered which have been previously discarded because
the pump bands were either too narrow or did not match flashlamp spectral
outputs.

As far as currently known candidates are concerned,

the already

"mentioned Nd:YLF is in our opinion an excellent alternative which may even
surpass Nd:YAD.
included Nd:NaYf,
3.2.1

Other promising materials which will be described here
Ho:YLF,

Nd:LuLAGG,

and Nd:YALO.

Nd:NaYF
A potential candidate for laser diode pumping is

studied recently by Jenssen et al
lifetime of 900 usec.

8

In addition,

at MIT.

Nd3+:Nao.4Yo.6F2.2

The crystal has an upper state

the emission is relatively broad and the

laser emission can therefore be tuned both in the 1.05 Am and the 1.30 Am
Laser action has previously been reported in this crystal by
9
Kaminskii et al.
regions.

Figure 3-8 shows the normalized emission spectrum of this material.
4F3/2 -> 4111/2 transitions are broadened to a band between 1.035um
and

The

SThe 4F3/2 -> 4113/2 transition forms a band between 1.30 am and

1.38um.

These relatively broad emission bands indicate that the laser

emissions may be tunable over a reasonably wide range.
The fluorescence lifetime of the
about 900,us,
(440 Usec).

4F /
3 2

level in this material

is

which is considerably longer than in YAG (230 us) and LiYF 4
Thus,

this host material is preferred in applications requiring

high energy storage.
Room temperature cw laser emission in the 1.05,mm wavelength region was
obtained by pumping with an argon laser (514.4 nm line).

The pumped volume of

the crystal was approximately 160Oum in diameter and 8 mm in length in a quasi
concentric resonator of 20 cm length.

(The absorption coefficient at the pump
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State

wavelength is 0.15 cm 1). The output power in this free running mode with no
tuning element is plotted in Figure 3-9 as a function of absorbed pump power.
Only a closer examination of the detailed spectroscopic data showing the
Nd absorption line around 800 nm, and data on the stimulated emission crosssection, quantum efficiency etc., will reveal the full potential of this
material.
3.2.2

Nd:LNA

The discovery of laser emission in hexagonal lanthanum neodymium hexaaluminate (La1 xNdxMgA111019) by a French group' 0 has generated considerable
interest for this material as a new, high power solid state laser.
Among the advantages of LNA is the ability to achieve a high neodymium
content more than six time greater than Nd in YAG (7 x 1020ions cm" 3 ) without
severe concentration quenching of the fluorescence of strong segregation of
the doping ion along the laser rod.
The earlier laser work demonstrated that an LNA laser has an efficiency
and threshold comparable to Nd:YAG. The broad fluorescence spectrum from the
4F3/2 -> 4111/2 transitions of the Nd in LNA suggests the possibility of
obtaining efficient CW tunable emission over a substantial wavelength range in
a region of the spectrum that is generally devoid of tunable sources.
The fluorescence spectrum of Nd in LNA is shown in Figure 3-I0a.
The fluorescence shows two broad, principal peaks centered at 1054 and
1082 nm. The full widths at half height of the two peaks are 44 and 74 A,
respectively. For the purposes of comparison, the fluorescence spectrum
obtained under identical conditions from Nd in YAG is shown in Figure 3-10b.
Fluorescence widths in YAG are typically 6A. The broad width of the LNA
curve, as compared to the YAG one, results from the fact that there are three
different fluorescing sites in the LNA lattice, each of them is submitted to a
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Unpola'ized absorption spectrum of LNA
(From Ref.
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and YAG (below)

slightly different crystal lrgraphic field due to the different ion enviro
The relative widths of the two sets of fluorescence data illustrat
wider tuning range one might expect from the Nd in LNA as compared to YAG

ment.

Lejus et al11 have studied the laser performance of several LNA crys
of 0.5 Azm diameter and AR coated on their two parallel, polished faces.
samples were pumped with a Kr laser at 7S2 nm. About 0.4 W of output wer
With very careful align
obtained for 1.9W input as shown in Figure 3-11.
500 mW was achieved which corresponds to a conversion efficiency of 25 pe
for the power or to a quantum efficiency of 36 percent.

Tuning curves fc

are shown in Figure 3-12.
LNA appears to be an excellent CW laser crystal with an efficiency
comiparable to that YAG when pumped by another laser. The large conversic
efficiency (26 percent) with IR pumping in conjunction with its rather br
tuning range in the 1,ium region makes it an attractive material for laser
The present results with IR pumping from a Kr laser are
diode pumping.
encouraging in that respect.
The optical properties of LaNdMg hexa-aluminate make it a promising
material to be used as a diode pumped laser medium. Compared to Nd:YAG,
has broader absorption bands around 800 nm, a longer fluorescent lifetime
(320 usec) higher Nd concentration, and about the same thermal conductivi
and a gain which is about a factor 2 lower. Table 3-1 illustrates the rE
tionship between lifetime of the

4 F3/2

Clearly, for diode pumping the Nd:

excited state and Nd concentratior
concentration cannot be higher

10 percent, otherwise the fluorescence lifetime becomes too short.
3.2.3

Nd:YALO

YAlO 3 and Y3 Al 5 01 2 or YAG, are both derived from the Y2 0 3 - A12 0 3 s5
the former is the 1:1 compound or perovskite phase, the latter is the 3:!
compound or garnet phase. Many of the physical properties of these two
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However,

materials are similar.
YA1O 3 is

whereas YAG is cubic and optically isotl

orthorhombic and anisoptropic.

In the early 1970's, the introduction of Nd:YALO was received with
enthusiasm because high average power in pulsed systems and high CW powe,
output with thresholds and efficiencies comparable to YAG had been achie,
Actually,

Nd:YAlO3 is the only solid state material other than Nd:YAG to

exhibit the high conductivity and hardness combined with low threshold
necessary to achieve high average power operation in the cw-pumped mode i
room temperature.
Interest in this system was further motivated by the fact that the
Perovskite structure results in an orthorhombic symmetry and consequentlyields polarized laser output.

The YALO laser is then free from the

depolarizing thermal birefringence which affects YAG performance when
polarizing optics are inserted in the YAG cavity.
Late in 1970 large crystals of Nd:YAlO 3 with good optical quality bt
However, one difficulty that had prevented gene?
commercially available.
acceptance for YALO as a substitute for YAG was the occurrence of discol(
This ef"
tion (browning) of the crystal after irradiation by flashlamps.
was caused by crystal defects and was detrimental to an efficient excita"
It could only be remedied by a careful heat treatment in a reducing
atmosphere.
Since crystals could not be grown that remained clear and transparer
after irradiation from pump radiation interest was eventually lost in th(
material.

Recently,

however,

W.C.

Heraeus GmbH,

West Germrany,

has been

to grow high optical quality YALO laser crystals in commercial quantitie!
there is renewed interest in the material for applications in which a
polarized output is desirable. Since the discoloration in Nd:YALO is cat
by the UV content of the flashlamp, this effect does not show up in lase!
diode pumped crystals.
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One particularly interesting property of Nd:YALO is the fact, that due to
its anisotropic properties,

the gain. and wavelength can be changed by

selecting sui table orientations.
The laser properties of YALO are influenced by the optical anisotropy in
two ways:
First, the emitted radiation is always linearly polarized in a direction
depending on the rod orientation with respect to the crystal axes.
Second,

the emission wave length depends on the rod orientation and on

the polarization direction.
For example, a Nd-YALO rod cut along the a-axis, emits a wave length of
1.08lu when the E-vector (polarization) is along the c-axis and at 1.065sa for
a b-axis polarization.

A c-axis rod, on the other hand, always emits at 1.065U

irrespective of the polarization direction of the radiation.

The reason for

this bahavior lies in the low synmmetry of the crystal structure that leads to
a complicated directional dependence of the gain in YAlO.
added advantage of YALO because it

This feature is an

permits a tailoring of the gain and energy

storage capabilities of the YALO to suit particular applications; e.g.
Q-switching or cw-operation.
Massey et a1 1 2 achieved up to 75 W of cw output linearly polarized in
YALO about 15 years ago.

They observed CW emission from two of the 4F 3 /2-

".F11/2 transitions (1.0645 and 1.0795ym) and two of the

4 F /- 4' 1 /2
3 2
1 11

transitions (1.3391 and 1.3411um).
They also observed three additional
4
"- 111/2 transitions (1.0729, 1.0909, and 1.0989 Um) when the system was

4 F /2
3

flash-pumped with 20 J from a Kr flashlamp.
Recently Scnearer et al13 reported Cw laser emission from seven lines
within the
1.0921,

4 F3/

2

- 4 111/2 multiplet:

and 1.0 9 89Ltsm.

is broader than Nd:YAP,

1.0645,

1.0729,

1.0795,

1.0845,

1.0909,

Since Nd:YALO exhibits a fluorescence spectrum which
they have also obtained some limited tuning for the

1.0795 and 1.0845um transitions.
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The linearly polarized output of Nd:YALO,

and the

irge number of la!

lines which can be obtained, make Nd:YALO an interesting material for dio(
One disadvantage of the materia
pumped systems in military applications.
compared to YAG is the shorter fluorescence lifetime. Figure 3-13 shows
Although YA10 3 can be
dependence of the lifetime with Nd concentration.
much higher with Nd compared to YAG, this property cannot be utilized to
advantage in diode pumped systems because of fluorescence lifetime quench
3.2.4

Nd:LaLuGG

The co-doped garnet crystal Gd3 (Se,Ga) 2 Ga30 1 2
efficient flashlamp pumped solid state laser. The
because of the wide absorption bands of Cr3+ which
emission of flashlamps, and the efficient transfer

or GSGG:Nd,

Cr is the

material is so efficie
overlap well with the
3
to Nd3+ ions. The Cr
3
state, nonradiative transfer to Nd

excitation in GSCý appears in the 4T 2
ions can occur via the T2- A2 transition, which is spin allowed and has
3
good spectral overlap with the Nd ÷ levels.

Rather than having broad absorption regions afforded by GSGG;NdCr, f
laser diode pumping a stronger and wider absorption line around 800 rim is
required. Both can be achieved in 0 Nd:LaLuGG,0 or (La,Lu) 3 (Lu,Ga) 2 Ga3 0 1 2 .
Since they
ionic radii of La and Lu are 1.05 A and O.86A, respectively.
closely match the ionic radion of Nd3+ which is O.98•, high doping levels
Huber et a1 1 4 have grown LaLuGG with up to 3 percent Nd wit
be achieved.
Only at 10 percent Nd3 + doping
observing stray concentration quenching.
levels did quenching become a problem. Since Nd can substitute for Lu an
the Nd3+ ion will occupy different sites and experience different crystal
fields. This leads to a broadening of the absorption line.
The relatively high doping level and broadened line around 800 nm ma
this material a good choice for a diode pumped Nd laser. Preliminary
investigation by Powell 1 5 confirms the broad absorption bands.
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3.2.5

Ho:YLF

7- 5
The extraordinary long fluorescence lifetime of 12 msec for the
3+
3+
transition in multiple doped Ho:YLF (Er , Tm ) make this material a gooc
candidate for laser diode pumping. Unfortunately, we do not have at prese
any spectral data on this material to provide further information.
3.3

UNSUITABLE LASER MATERIALS
In this section, a few materials will be discussed which are currentl

the subject of great interest and activity due to a specific property such
tunability, emission of an important wavelength, low manufacturing cost, t
due to either a very short upper state lifetime, low gain, or absence of z
proper absorption line do not seem to be likely candidates for diode pumpi
In this category fall all Cr and Ti doped tunable lasers because their abs
tion bands are at much shorter wavelength then.can presently be achieved.
Materials we have been looking into more closely but which did not se
promising include the following list:
3.3.1

Nd:BEL

Nd doped lanthanum beryllate (Nd3 'La2 Be2 0 5 ) or Nd:BEL produced by Al
Corporation, is receiving some attention as an intermediate gain solid stz
laser hiedium in flashlamp pumped systems. Considerable development of thi
material has recently taken place in the areas of crystal growth, spectros
and materials characterization.
For BEL:Nd the lasing transitions in the one micron region occur fron
lowest level of t1ie F3/2 multiplet
to the
1/multiplet
F32
11/2 mliltwiei while in YAG
A:
the transition occurs from the highest level of the 4F3 / 2 multiplet. Ther
are two wavelengths for the laser transitions for BEL:Nd, 1.,070 and 1.079
The stimulated emission cross-section is one-third that for Nd:YAG.
fluorescence lifetime for Nd:BEL was found to be about 150 sec at 1 perct
Nd doping. At higher concentration the lifetime begins to decrease becau!
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concentration quenching.

The lower gain combined with the much shorter life-

time do not seem to make this material particularly attractive compared to YAG
for laser diode pumping.
3.3.2

Cr:SrAlF 5
Strontium Aluminum Fluoride is very actively pursued by LLNL for possible

In order to match the cesium
applications in submarine laser communications.
ebsorption in the receiver, the laser emission has to be either 455.5 nm or
459.5 nm.
Cr:SrAlF 5 discoverd by Jenssen from IT is tunable from 825 to 1010 nm
Frequency doubling of either the 911 or
with a peak emission around 900 nm.
For diode
919 nirwavelength woulC meet the wavelength requirements for SLC.
pumping, the material poses two problems the upper level lifetime is only 95A
FigurE 3-14 shows the
sec long and the absorption around 800 nm is very low.
emission and absorption spectra of SrAlF 5 and Figure 3-15 shows the tunable
output obtained from this material.
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CRYSTAL GEOMETRY AND DIODE ARRAY PUMP CONFIGURATION (Task 3)

4.

In this chapter endpumping of a laser crystal, and sidepumping of a
cylindrical rod and a zig-zag rectangular slab will be discussed.
4.1
,

ENDPUMPING OF A LASER CRYSTAL
In this case,

a cylindrical laser rod is pumped through one of the end

faces by a single diode diode array.

This endpumping concept was the subject

of considerable interest during the mid 1970's for use as transmitters for
optical

fiber conmmunications.

A number of workers have built neodymium lasers end pumped with diodes.
Light-emitting diodes have been used to end pump Nd:YAG fibers, superluminescent diodes have end pumped Nd:YAG rods and laser diodes have been used to
end pump the stoichiometric neodymium compound LiNdP 4 0 1 2 with a 1.5 percent
Only recently, however, have laser
electrical-to-optical slope efficiency.
diodes of sufficient output power been available to fully exploit this highly
efficient regime of operation.
In particular,

Sipes

4

"1 from Jet Propulsion Lab, and researchers at

Stanford University4"2 have reported high overall efficiencies with tightly
Since the pump beam from the diode array is
focused end pump geometrics.
collinear with the optical
and the TEM

00

resonator, the overlap between the pumped volume

mode can be very good.

Also the coupling efficiency into the

rod is high and the absorption length can be as long as the crystal.
4.1 shows the experimental set up used by Sipes.

Figure

A single Spectra Diode Labs Model SDL-2410-A GaAlAs laser diode array is
employed, operating at approximately 200 mW cw output at 810ysm with approxiThe dual lobed output is
mately 20 percent electrical to optical efficiency.
then collimated and focused into a 1 cw long x .5 cm diameter 1 percent Nd:YAG
sample.

The resonator configuration is plano-concave,

with the pumped end of

the Nd:YAG rod being coated for high reflection at 1.06um and output coupler
being a 5 cm radius of curvature with a reflectivity at 1.06 umn of 96 percent.
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The end pump geometry has a number of advantages compared to side
pumping.

For example, the absorption length can be made as long as necessary

to absorb practically all the pump light.

Also the pump light can be focused

to provide the intensities needed for efficient lasing and the beams can be
adjusted to overlap for optimum mode matching.
Figure 4-2 shows input electrical power versus 1.06pm output power for
toe configuration illustrated in Figure 4-1. For approximately 1 watt of
electrical input power, 70 mW of Nd:YAG output is measured. This corresponds
to a measured laser diode efficiency of approximately 20 percent and an
optical conversion efficiency of approximately 35 percent.
Endpumping of a miniature Nd:YAG laser with laser diode arrays is an
attractive means of obtaining efficient cw lasers. However, at present, the
end pump scheme is useful only for low power lasers because the pump area is
In order to achieve a somewhat higher output power, two sources
can be polarization coupled together to double the pump power available. Thus
by polarization coupling and double ended pumping, 800 mW of pump power and
very small.

possibly 400 mW of 1.06 um power are achievable.
Endpumping from both sides, and using polarization coupling schemes does
increase the power output by a factor 2 to 4.
should monolithic or stacked 2-D arrays become available at an
affordable price the output from a large array could be focused with a
However,

condensor arrangement into the end face of a laser rod. Because of the large
absorption length in the crystal, spectral output uniformity from the array,
and wavelength control is not very critical.
Particularly ideal would be phased arrays.

It is conceivable that

several hundred watts of average power can be coupled into the end of a 5 or 7
Compared to using the output from the phased array
mm Nd:YAG crystal.
directly, a solid state laser can be Q-swltched, thus high peak powers can be
achieved.
laser.

Figure 4-3 shows the schematics of a high average power endpumped

4-3

Figure 4.2

Output vs. input of endpumped laser.
(From D.L. Sipes, Appl. Phys. Lett. 47,
July 1985, P. 74)
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Rear Mirror

Nd:YAG

Phased
Array

Figure 4.3

Condensor
Lens

Front Mirror

Pol.Q-switch

Schematic of a high power endpumped laser utilizing
coherent arrays.
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4.2
.4.2.1

SIDEPLMPING OF A CYLINDRICAL CRYSTAL
Pumping Geometry

Side pumping of a laser rod can be realized by surrounding it with i
diode arrays conveniently distriouted around the rod tc produce the desir
pumping profile. There are three practical approaches to couple the radi
emitted by the diode lasers to the rod: a) direct coupling; b) with opti
between source and absorber; c) fiberoptics coupling. The direct couplir
option does not allow for variations other than the placement of the dioc
lasers around the rod. Fiberoptics coupling is very impractical for a lar
number of diode lasers. Optical coupling can be achieved by using imagir
optics such as lenses or elliptical and parabolic mirrors, or by non-imac
optics such as reflective or refractive flux concentrators.
Simple considerations regarding the optimum pumping configuration,
high marks to the approach of using intermediate refractive optics. Thi,
because, in this case, arrays can be spaced far apart, reducing packaginc
cooling constraints. Furthermore, by using lenses, the pump distributior
be peaked at the center of the rod allowing for a better match with resor
In contrast, direct pumping yields a far less optimum pump distr"
modes.
tion and requires dense packaging. Fiberoptics coupling is very lossy, ,
similarly to direct coupling does not allow for an optimum p..p distribu,
although it shares with the optical coupling approach the advantage of
Its practical implenentatior
relaxing packaging and cooling constraints.
however, far more complex than for the latter. Figure 4-4 depicts a post
design for the implementation of rod side pumpin9 using linear diode lasE
arrays and cylindrical lenses.
For the evaluation of the individual merits of these different optic
is important to determine how the pumping power is distributed across thE
and how efficiently the radiation emitted by the diode laser arrays is
absorbed in the rod. The determination of these performance characteris
requires the use of ray-tracing techniques. For this purpose a computer
called CRADLE (computation of rod absorption of diode laser emission) wa:
designed and implemented.
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With the exception of the cases involving reflective elements and fiberoptics, all the cases can be analyzed with this code.
Details on the
algorithm used for this code are given in the following sections. A descr
tion of the software configuration and the program listing Is given in
Appendix A.
4.2.2

Ray Trace Analysis
The pumping rate at any particular position inside the rod is directl:

related to the amount of the amount of pump radiation absorption at that
particular point.

Certainly the absorption coefficient changes with the

change in population of the levels interconnected by the particular pump
transition and therefore the time evolution of the absorption should be
considered.

However,

this change in population is only important in three
level sysems which will not be considered here.
Because the purpose of th

analysis will be to determine the relative merits of the different pumping
geometries, the pump-rate density will be considered to be directly propor
ýional to the local pump radiation absorption and therefore only this
parameter will be calculated.
The local density AD)r) of pump radiation absorption inside the laser
is given by the following expression:

So

.i j.ffff
x Ii
x dri

.

()exp[(A£SSSS

(T,ai, A ,A•d)
d

i

Y(k)s(rFT.caI

F(,d, Xc,oa)

d ,d Ac

where AD(r) is measured in W/cm 3 ; Na is the number of arrays around the ro
and rI specify a particular position inside the rod and on the ith linear
array respectively, and the other quantities are defined as follows:
I(r 1 ,ci

,

x, ; d):

Diode laser array spectral irradiance In w/A4m/rad. A d
the center wavelength at which the diode laser stripe
located at position r operates, and a, specifies a
particular emission direction.
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F(Xd, kc,0-):

Statistical distribution of diode laser center wavelengths
( Ad), centered at the wavelength and having a standard
deviation cr..
Dimension: ý±m

S(r, ri,Il):

Optical path as defined in Figure 4-5 Dimension:

cm.

Spectral absorption coefficient, cm"

-y():

The angular distribution of the radiation produced by most of the high
power linear arrays is very narrow in the direction parallel to the array.

On

the other hand, the characteristics of these arrays are very uniform along the
length, and a good cavity design will most likely incorporate end mirrors to
reduce end effects. Consequently, in order to simplify the analysis, only the
two dimensions perpendicular to the rod axis (and also perpendicular to the
direction of the array length) will be considered.
Another characteristic of state-of-the-art diode laser arrays is the very
narrow output spectral width:

typically less than one nanometer.

Therefore a

further simplification will be to ignore the integral over A in the above
expression and substitute A d for it when evaluating Y(A).

A further

simplification that will be made is to consider the irradiance I to be
independent of position and diode laser emission wavelength.
With these simplifications the above expression reduces to:

(Xd)
Af

A0 (r,w) xl

Al1

exp

y(AXd) S(r.w; aii)]

lz

x I (aI) F (%d,kc,

) dai d

d

where r is the radial coordinate and w is the aximuth angle about rod axis.
aa is

the angular aperture of the optical system and

X1 and

A 2 specify the

spectral

range of interest, typically and internal centered on Ac with a width

of about

4

r,.

For practical purposes the distribution F( kd, Ac,o-\) will be

defined as Gaussian.
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F( Xd, Ac ,

xCJ

ex[p

)a

The integrals in the last expression for AD can be solved numerically by
converting them to a finite element problem. A large amount of simplification
In order to
can be accomplished by exploiting the symmetries of the problem.
illustrate the method, the pumping geometry shown in Figure 4-4 will be
tonsidered for the remainder of this section.

In this design there are eight

Because of the synmetry
double linear arrays uniformly spaced around the rod.
of this configuration only the sector of the rod shown in Figure 4-6 needs to
be considered.

This sector is divided into a total of 200 elements as

indicated in the same figure.
The determination of the ray pathlerrgth inside the rod for each indiviFor this
dual beamlet has to be made by using ray-tracing techniques.
purpose, the optical system described in Figure 4-7 will be used. This system
includes a total of seven optical surfaces,

four of which belong to a symme-

trical doublet of cylindrical lenses configurable in all possible ways in
terms of radii of curvature.
A computer code called CRADLE (Computation of Rod Absorption of Diode
in its present
Laser Emission) was implemented for the evaluation of AD(r).
form this code is only applicable to the configuration shown in Figure 4-4.
By making the lens
it can be adapted to many other configurations.
index of refraction equal to one, the cylindrical lenses are rendered nonexistent and the configuration of Figure 4-4 reduces to one in which the
However,

cooling jacket is the only optical element performing the role of flux
When the indices of refraction of the lenses, cooling jacket
concentrator.
and coolant are all made equal to one the same configuration reduces to the
direct coupling case. The other limitation of this code as currently
implemented relates to the reflective losses at the various optical surfaces.
No provision has been incorporated -into the code to account for the losses in
the lenses.

However,

a good optical design should make use of AR coated

optics to maximize transmission, and it

will therefore be a good approximation
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to evaluate those losses by estimating an average transmission coefficient
each surface. The code does provide an option to include the effect of
reflection losses at the jacket and laser rod surfaces considering unpolar
light and no AR coating.
4.2.3

Emitter and Absorber Characterization

In order to evaluate the integral over the angle of mission a t, it
necessary to define the irradiance function I(ai) I(a ). For this purpos
simple model of the directional dependence of the diode laser irradiance
(radiation pattern) will be used. This model is described in detail in
Reference 4.3. Assuming that the diode laser cavity resonates at the
fundamental transversal mode the radiation pattern is given by:
C (cos

I (9,0)

2 0cos 2 0

+ sin20)

K

/2

(K1 - sin2 9)

j3
÷ l+/ko

2

2
2
2
1/2
(Kl-sin 9) + (sin &sin Q+cos Q)/cosG
2

x exp

1 [(Xkocososin )2 +(TkosinrcsinQ)])

In this expresson C is a coeffi
Where 0 and 0 are defined in Figure 4-8.
Ko is the free-space wave number given by
cient of proportionality.
2 r/X c

Ko-

KI is the peak value of the dielectric constant of the graded index wavegL
It is related to the peak val
that constitutes the diode laser resonator.
of the index of refraction by:

K1

=

?-2
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Figure 4.8

Radiation pattern from a laser diode.
(M. Ettenberg, Laser Focus, May 1985, P. 86)
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A 11 is the propagation constant for the fundamentil transversal mode of t:
wavegulde resonator and it Is given by:
1
kooKo)
ko A yo0

1
11

ko A xo0

1/2

In the expression X0 and Yo are the parameters that describe the cha.
of the dielectric constant with position across the waveguide according ti
following formula:

K= K[1

5

-(

20

in terms of these parameters through the following
are defined Sand

relationships:
Akc

Xo

7 YO

and are also linked to the half power full angular widths of the radiatio
pattern by the following expressions:

1

1
- 2 sin "

.69

2 sn" [0.69

where

-

X

I and G11 are the-FWHPs pependicular and parallel respectively to

diode laser output slit (see Figure 4-8).
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The irradiance function I (a) needed for the two-dimensional analysis
can be obtained from I (9,)), by using the angular coordinate a and A3 shown
in Figure 4-9. The transformation formulas are:

V'sin2I3

sin 9 a

+ co~

COSl

Cos

*Cos a CosA
a

sin

- sing /sing

cos •

CO2

.i2c
a

1

-OCOS

CO2
CO

sina cosA /sin 9

For the two-dimensional analysis CRADLE performs an average of the irradiance function over the angular coordinate A . The integration over a is
performed by dividing the angular aperture of the optics in equal intervals.
Usually about 100 Intervals are used.
The characterization of the laser rod is done in terms of its radius,
index of refraction and spectral absorption coefficient>Y ( X ). A file
containing information of the latter covering the spectral range of interest
has to be created for the calculation of the spectral and total absorption of
the pump radiation by the rod.
4.2.4

Results

In order to arrive at conclusions applicable to practical designs, a
pumping cavity with the configuration shown in Figure 4-4 will be taken as a
reference design. In this design the laser rod is surrounded by a jacket to
allow its cooling by force convection using an axial coolant flow. The
pumping cavity consists of eight single or double linear arrays symmetrically
located around the rod. The output slits of the diode lasers are imaged neir
the center of the rod by using a symmetrical doublet of plano-convex
cylindrical lenses. Divergence angle for diode lasers in the direction
perpendicular to the Junction range as high as 60 FWI* (full width at half
maximum); typical values for high power diode laser arrays are in the 30o to
40 range. Assuming that the angular dependence of the irradiance follows a
gaussian function of the angle, for a collection angle 1.7 times the FWHM
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value the collected radiation will be 95 percent of the total output.
as can be seen from the irradiance function discussed in Section
4.2.3, the actual irradiance falls off faster than a gaussian and therefore it
can be considered that for that collection angle practically all the radiation
However,

emitted by the diodes is collected.

This means that in most cases,

the

collection angle required will range between 500 and 700.
I

The design parameters that have to be defined and entered in the

parameter file of CRADLE are shown in Table 4-1.

Data on the rod spectral

This information is entered in a file
Table 4-2 lists the value of the spectral absorption of a 1

absorption is also required by CRADLE.
named Spectrum.

percent Nd doped YAG crystal around the 808 nm center wavelength in the format
required by CRADLE, and Figure 4-10 shows a computer plot of this spectrum.
With the data shown in these tables, CRADLE proauces an output in table form
giving the cross-sectional pump power distribution for a 1/16 sector of the
Figures 4-11 to 4-13 show slices of this
rod as shown in Table 4-3.
distribution cut along the radial direction for different angular positions
defined with the index i (see Figure 4-6 for the definition of this index).
CRADLE also produces an angular average of the distribution and a radial
It also gives the
integration as shown in Figure 4-14 and Figure 4-15.
fraction of the power emitted by the diode laser array that is absorbed in the
rod.
Calculated total absorption for a YAG rod doped with 1 percent of
neodymium are shown in Table 4-4 for several rod diameters and for two values
of the FWHM of the spectral output of the diode laser array.

These values,

calculated for the full cavity with the configuration shown in Figure 4-4 are
also valid for the half cavity configuration discussed in Section 7. If the
rod diameter is taken as haif the diameter shown in the table and the reflectivity of the reflective coating applied on the rod is considered to be 100
The advantage of using arrays with a narrow spectral distribution is
State-of-the-art dicde laser arrays fabricated
clearly shown in this Table.
percent.

using MOCVD technology are already producing outputs with spectral spreads not
larger than 4 nm.
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Table 4.2

Nd:YAG rod absorption spectrum.
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TABLE 4.4

Efficiency of pump radiation absorption as a function of rod
diameter and diode laser wavelength distribution width.
Distribution center wavelength:

Xc

-

807 rnm.

Reflection

losses are neglected.

6 mm

:e

8 mm

Bandwidth,:A

200

63%

79%

40

91%

96%

20

93%

98%
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4.3

SIDEPUMPING OF A SLAB

In this subsection we will briefly describe the basic characteristic
zig-zag slab lasing and provide a discussion of the key design parameters
laser diode pumped slab laser.
A description of the design and performance of a diode pumped slab 1
developed by McDonnell Douglas, and a discussion of several slab design
alternatives will conclude this subsection.
4.3.1

Current Status

The concept of a slab laser geometry with a zig-zag optical path cor
in the slab by total internal reflection was first proposed by Martin anc
Slab geometry development was pursued by General
Chernoch in 1972g4.
Electric for potential applications to high performance military requirei!
In this report, we review the recent
during the past fourteen years.
development in Nd:YAG slab lasers relevant to laser diode pumping.
Solid-state lasers traditionally have been fabricated in a rod geomc
Under high thermal loading associated with optical pumping, the laser roc
manifests radially dependent thermal and stress-induced optical distortic
These effects include thermal focusing stress-induced birefringence. Tht
effects severely degrade the performance of rod geometry laser systems a'
pump power levels. Thermal-optic distortion is the principal problem in
obtaining a high quality beam at high average power from a solid state 1;
The distortion can be classified as the sum of that caused by index variz
with temperature and that caused by thermal stress birefringence.
In the slab-type laser configuration, the solid host material is in
form of a rectangular cross-section slab with plane parallel surfaces or
faces. The configuration is shown schematically in Figure 4-16. The sle
face-pumped optically, i.e., illuminated through two opposing slab faces
obtain the required inversion energy in the active material, and, simulteously, the same faces are cooled to obtain a one-dimensional, steady, tt
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Figure 4.16

Schematic of a zig-zag slab laser a); with Brewster
b); and definition of coordinate
angle entrance face
system C).
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state.

Thermal stress results in the slab from the heating which is conc(

ant with optical pumping and cooling. The volume heating is symmetrical
relative to the center plane of the slab, and, therefore, the thermal stre
averaged from one slab surface to the other is zero. These conditions le,
a high degree of compensation for thermal-optic distortion for a beam pas
from one slab face to the other. The laser beam is Introduced into the s
through suitable entrance optics, usually through a surface at Brewster's
angle, as shown in Figure 4-16
In this figure the z-axis is parallel to the long dimension of the s
and the x-ray plane represents a cross section of the slab. The x-axis i
perpendicular to the major faces of the slab, and the y-axis is parallel
those faces.
The-slab geometry offers significant advantages compared to the rod
geometry laser configuration.
The advantages primarily stem from the
rectilinear pumping and cooling geometry.
In the face pumped and cooled
laser, the thermal temperature gradient is assumed to be in the y directi
The x faces are assumed to be insulated-so that the slab appears to be
infinite in the x direction. Under these assumptions, the thermally indu
stress is also in the y direction.

Furthermore,

for light oolarized in t

or y direction there is no stress induced birefringence.
With the assumption that the edges of the slab are thermally insulat
one-dimensional

thermal state results in the slab which is symmetrical ab

the center plane of the slab.

Also, the thermal stress which occurs in t

slab is syrmmetrical about the center plane. Each ray in the laser beam
experiences the same index of refraction variations in passing from ene s
face to the other; thus, no wavefront distortion occurs. The stress-indu
birefringence disappears when averaged over a path between faces,

and no

depolarization results. Further, with uniform face pumping, uniform gain
across the optical aperture is assured, so there is no amplitude distorti
The zig-zag optical path also has the added advantages of averaging over
non-uniform slab pumping in the y direction and proving a longer gain pat
the laser medium.

the absence of distortion results only for a slab of
infinite extent, uniformly pumped and cooled. For a slab of finite width ond
length, edge and end effects give rise to distortion in these regions. Also
Strictly, however,

uniformity of pumping and cooling are important in achieving the low distorThus the maximum pumping power which can
tion inherent in the configuration.
be used without significant distortion is determined by the deviation from
uniformity of pumping/cooling and the edge and end effects.
Pump or cooling induced gradients across the slab width (normal

to the

plane of reflection), as well as end effects, are often the reason why the
slab configuration shows a disappointing optical performance.

The slab

geometry has the disadvantages of a more expensive optical fabrication and a
Also, the internal reflection
more complicated mechanical mounting geometry.
at the slab surfaces is sensitive to absorption in the coolant and to index of
refraction variations of the coolant. Due to the large polished and parallel
sides of a zig-zag slab laser, amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) can becQme
a problem in high gain materials such as Nd:YAG.
In the case of diode array pumping, the optical compensation property of
the zig-zag slab is not the primary reason for choosing this geometry.
Compared to flashlamp pumping, the heat load produced by laser diodes is much
reduced; furthermore, arrays are not capable of high average power operations
The attractive feature of the slab is the large rectanIn addition,
gular pump surface which matches the geometry of planar arrays.
the zig-zag slab provides for spatial averaging of the non-uniform pump
profile in the plane of reflection, caused by the exponentially decaying pump
at the present time.

i~itensity from the face of the slab. As we noted above, the slab has an
intrinsic compensation for non-uniform effects occurring for paraxial rays in
a plane of reflection.
The space based submarine laser communications program requires development of efficient, reliable, long lived systems which can deliver 1 J/pulse of
As part of this program,
455.5 nm at a pulse repetition rate of 100 Hz.
McDonnell Douglas Corporation has embarked on a program, aimed it the demonstration of the technical feasibility of laser diode array pumped slab lasers.
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The slab geometry was chosen because it

offers the advantages of

efficient diode couplig, spatial averaging of the nonuniform diode pumpir
complete elimination of thermal and stres; focusing, linear polarized outl
and high quality spatial mode output.
The end result of this development program was the fabrication and dE
stration of a diode pumped slab laser with 3.85 cm2 of pump area.

Develor

of diode arrays with the required density, efficiency, wavelength and pul.
repetition rate was the principal technical challenge of the program.

The

design and fabrication of the Nd:YAG slab, resonator and Q-switch follow r
Since this design represents
traditional and established design concepts.
state-of-the-art in laser diode pumping we will describe some of the detadesign features as well as given details on the performance.
The Nd:YAG slab had a pump length of 8.9 cm, a height of 0.69 cm and
thickness of 0.67 cm.

(Reference 4.5).

The Nd:YAG slab is pumped from one face only.

The opposite face is

bonded to a copper heat sink containing a reflective coating to return unt
pump radiation back into the slab for a second pass. An anti-reflection
coating on the pump face is used to reduce coupling losses (the diode arri
not in contact with the YAG).

Liquid cooling is employed to remove heat

the YAG and diode heat sink.
As shown in Figure 4-17,

the slab was pumped by seven planar arrays.

Each array was 0.9 cm long and 0.61 cm wide and had an emitting area of 0.
cm. On the average each array produced a peak power of 413 W, in a 216 L
pulse. Electrical input to each array was 58 A and 30 V, which resulted "
optical output/electrical

input efficiency of 24.2 percent.

The power der

achieved at the arrays corresponds to 750 W/cm2 . The total output energy
derived by the seven arrays corresponds to 624 WJ.
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Figure 4-18 shows the long pulse output of the laser. The data shown
The highest slope efficiency of convert
for two different output couplers.
of diode pump energy to laser output was 36.8 percent with the 51.8 percen"
reflector. The highest absolute efficiency of conversion of diode pump li,
to laser output ws 26.7 percent.
Figure 4-19 shows the Q-switched performance in adaition to the long
pulses for comparison. Threshold is higher due to the losses caused by thO
polarizers and the Q-switches. With a 51.8% reflecting output coupler an
output of 105 mJ was obtained. This represents about 18.2 percent convers'
of pump radiation to Q-switched laser output and a differential conversion
efficiency of 33.9 percent. This data was taken with 200OAsec pump pulses
With 216 'usec pump pulses and slightly higher pump fluence, 120 nJ Q-switc:
at 10 Hz was obtained.
4.3.2

Alternate Configuration

The output from. the emitting surface of the laser diode array has to
coupled efficiently to the laser medium. The standard approach is a close
coupled pumping scheme whereby the arrays are directly facing the slab or
surface. This is optically the most straightforward approach; however, it
places severe constraints on the packaging density of the diode array beca
the array has tu match the size of the slab pump surfaces.
For high average power operation the maximum heat dissipation from th
array (50-100 W/cm2 ) limits the performance of the laser. If the output f
the planar array Is coupled to the slab via a compound parabolic cylinder,
about a factor four in arrdy area can be gained, and the average power of
device can be increased by the same factor. An ideal light collector or
compound parabolic cylinder (CPC)

is a non-imaging device which can take a

large array output and geometrically compress it into an area as much as f
times smaller than the array (Reference 4.6). Actually the CPC Is a nonimaging light funnel as shown In Figure 4-20 that derives its characterist
optical properties from the specific shape of the external wall, which is
specularly reflecting.
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Figure

'(.2.

Path of a ray striking the surface of a CPC almost tangentially.
(Re6.

4.6)
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The ideal light collector is a non-imaging reflecting wall light chann
that concentrates a divergent beam of light by the maximum amount allowed b
physical principles.
Figure 4-21 illustrates the concept with two arrays and two concentrat
being used with a single slab.
Compound Parabolic Concentrators (CPC's) in both troughlike and coneli
geometries have been built and tested for solar applications. Such devices
can achieve a concentration ratio (entrance area/exit area)
x - n/singmax

(trough)

x a n 2 /sin 2 emax

(cone)

where 9max is the angular acceptance (half angle) and n is the index refrac
tion of the collector relative to the surrounding medium.
Each CPC has a maximum acceptance angle, i.e., an angle beyond which s
or all of the radiation entering the concentrator is multiply reflected and
This radiation is returned back to the diod
thereby not passed by the CPC.
array and doesn't reach the slab.
4.4

PERFORMANCE MODELING

In order to determine the power or energy requirements of the laser di
In this
array for a desired output, the laser efficiency must be known.
section, we will define the principal elements of a laser diode pumped soli
state laser that contributes to overall efficiency.
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Figure 4.21

Slab laser pumped by two diode laser arrays which
are coupled to the slab by two CPCs.
(Ref. SAIC prposal "Semiconductor Diode Pumped
Solid State Lasers, August 1986)

Laser

+--Diode.
•array

array

•,C~ornound/
parabolic concentrators
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Energy Conversion Efficiencies

4.4.1

The energy transfer from electrical input to the laser diodes to laser
output from the solid state medium can conveniently be expressed as a three
step process:
o

Conversion of electrical input to the laser diode array to pump
radiation. This will be expressed as the laser diode efficiency

o

Transfer of pump radiation to energy in the upper laser level of tt
gain medium (upper state efficiency TiU).

o

Conversion of the stored upper state energy into useful laser outp.
(expressed as output efficiency out).

r

With the definitions given above, we can write

Eout

(1)

'ro T7 u17 out EEL

where Eout is the laser output and EEL is th,. electrical input into the di,
arrays.
Each of the efficiency factors given above include several contributi.
elements and steps which are involved in the pump and lasing process. The
parameters which determine these efficiencies will be discussed below and
specific examples will be given.
a)

Laser diode efficiency

From the standpoint of the laser designer the parameter 11D is a given
and depends on the fabrication process of the laser diodis or arrays.
The rate of change of the upper laser level,

assuming no stimulated

emission, is given by
Nu

dNu
-

dt

NtWp -

(2)

-

Tsp
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where Nu and Nt are the population densities of the upper and ground state, Wp
is the pumping rate and 'sp is the spontaneous decay rate of the upper level.
In steady state the upper level population density is given by
(3)

Nu a N1Wp TSP

The stored energy density in the upper laser level is
(4)

Es a hvLNu

where hvL is the energy per photon of the solid state laser output.
The upper state population density and pumping rate can be related to the
total absorbed pump power Pabs*
It Is

(5)

Pabs ' N1WPhVDV

where hvD is the energy per photon of the laser diode pump,

and V is the

volume of the solid laser medium.
Combining equations (2)

and (3)

and substituting N Wp from equation (4)

yields for the stored energy aensity

ES

~Vn)V~

(6)

The pump power absorbed in the solid state laser is related to the laser
diode output power PD as follows:
(7)

PABS " PD (1-e -D)(1-r)

where a D is the absorption coefficient of the diode wavelength in the solid
state medium,

i is the path length of the pump radiation in the medium,

and r

summarizes the reflection losses occurring between the pump source and the
solid state medium.
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If we introduce equation (7) into (6) and note that
PD a ED/tD
where ED and tD are the laser diode energy per pulse and pulse length,
respectively we obtain

EML

TS

e

-a

(9)

-r)ED

Instead of the energy density we introduce EST which is the total ener
stored in the upper level
EST a EsV

(10)

We will examine briefly the terms of equation (9).

The first term is

Stokes efficiency which accounts for the photon energy ratio of the laser
pump emission

I

I

77V

a hV L/

o

(1)

The second term expresses the fraction of pump power remaining prior
extraction by the Q-switched pulse
17p m Tsp/to

(12)

For a pump pulse longer than the fluroescence lifetime, gain is reduct
because of the depletion of the upper level by spontaneous emission.

The

two terms in equation (9) determine the transfer efficiency from the pump
array into the active medium.

S7
(1-exp(-crD)0(l-r)

(13)
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A high efficiency is achieved by making the slab thick enough to absorb
the diode radiation,
array.

even in the presence of tempertature variations in the

Reflection losses and spillover losses at the edges of the active

medium expressed by the parameter r have to be minimized for efficient
Equation (9) can now be expressed as foilows
transfer of energy.

EST a-'I v 'p0'TQE[

(14)

EST .luED

(15)

or

We did add into the above equation the quantum efficiencyr7Q which
expresses the fraction of pump photons reaching the upper laser level.

b) Output Efficiency
Conversion of the stored upper state energy into useful laser output
depends on the following factors:
The spatial overlap of the resonator modes with the upper state inversion
density this is usually expressed by the beam fill factor 71B. Losses due to
amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) will reduce the available stored energy.
ASE losses can be taken into account by a factor 1J F"
I n Q-switched operation, the amount of stored energy extracted by the
pulse depends on the inversion above threshold as shown in Figure 4-22. We
will express the fraction of energy extracted by TEX" Optical losses L in
the resonator due to scattering, absorption or reflection further diminishes
the laser output. It is
1
17 R •(16)

where RI is the reflectivity of the output mirror.
discussed above can be grouped together
•OUT 'T7 B17F77 EXT

The efficiency factors

(17)

R
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Fractional extraction efficiency for a
Q-switched laser oscillator vs the
number of times above threshold.
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Therefore
ECUT

t0UT
O

(18)

EST

After having discussed the various steps involved in the pump chain of a
laser diode pumped solid state laser, we will give specific examples for
Nd:YAG lasers and compare different pump geometries with respect to these
factors.
4.4.2

Comparison

Table 4-5 lists the individual efficiency factors, discussed in the
previous section, for an endpumped, cylindrical and slab Nd:YAG laser. We
will first discuss the factors which are independent of the particular pump
The quantum efficiency of 24 percent was chosen, because the arrays
More recently,
incorporated in MDAC's slab laser operate at this efficiency.

geometry.

linear arrays based on GRIN-SCH technology produced by MDAC's research
facility have efficiencies between 45 and 50 percent. Clearly, with the
incorporation of these arrays into Nd:YAG lasers, the system overall
efficiency listed on the bottom of Table 4-5 will double..
Laser diode pumped solid state lasers with overall efficiencies of 10
17 a 0.76 is the
The Stokes efficiency
percent and above are within reach.
energy differrence between the 807 nm pump photon and the 1.064mm laser
The quantum efficiency 71 , for Nd:YAG is between 0.6 and 0.8
photon.
In the pulsed mode, the
according to recent measurements by Shazer (4.7).
diode arrays are switched on the off at a time shorter or equal to the
T p c 1.
In the case of cw or
fluorescence lifetime of 230 usec, therefore7
long pulse mode operation, ASE losses are zero and the extraction efficiency
is very high as indicated in the table.
The major differences between the three designs, as far as efficiency is
concerned, are in the area of beam fill factor, resonator losses and pump
transfer efficiency.
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Clearly the endpumped configuration has the highest beam fill factor due
to an almost complete overlap of the collinear pump beam and the resonator
modes.
Beam fill factor is worse in the slab laser due to pump radiation
spill-over, edge effects etc. which are characteristics of a rectangular pump
geometry. The value of71B-.75 is an estimate, based on the gain profile
measurement presented in Reference (4.5). Also the slab design has high
optical losses as compared to the other configurations, mainly as a result of
scattering losses occurring due to the many bounces at the pump faces.
Introducing a reflectivity of R - 75.6 percent and a measured optical
single pass loss of L - 6.3 percent (Reference 4.5) into equation 16 yields
TR - 0.79. In addition, the report mentioned that substantially higher order
mode diffraction losses occurred in the rectangular slab. The value of
- .65 is an estimate adjusted to yield the measured overall efficiency of
*R
6.4 percent.

With the exception of reflection losses at optical surfaces such

as windows or the laser medium, and spill over of pump radiation, the transfer
efficiency is mainly determined by the absorption of pump radiation in the
Nd:YAG crystal.
For laser diode pumping of Nd:YAG, the absorption band from the ground
and 2 Hg/ 2 manifold states is of interest.
state to 4F

45

The absorption coefficient of Nd:YAG for the transition from 419/2 to
and 2H9/2
H/2 is shown in Figure 4-23.
0

For a spectral width of about 20 A the absorption coefficient is a
-1
0
1o
and the average
For a bandwidth of 54 A, a is at least 2.6 cm
3.8cm".
absorption coefficient isa- 3.2cm"I.
The pump power absorption coefficient for nominally 1 percent doped
Nd:YAG at 807 nm can !e assumed to beaD - 3.2 cm" in a 54 A wide band.

______
_____
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i0,

We have chosen this value,

because the diode arrays in the MDAC laser had

The fraction of laser diode power absorbed vs.
a bandwidth of 40 A FWW.
Nd:YAG thickness is listed below:

0.4

0.72

0.6

0.85

0.8
1.0

0.92
0.96

The Nd:YAG slab of the MDAC laser is 0.67 cm thick and has a high reflecTherefore virtually all diode laser energy is
t " .95 is
Since the pump face and window are AR coated we think
absorbed.
The 5 percent loss accounts for
a good estimate for the transfer efficiency.
tance coating on the backface.

residual reflections on the window and slab surface,

small spill-over losses

of radiation not entering the slab, and some radiation absorb&d by the back
reflector. The endpumped configuration, due to the long path, has excellent
The sidepumped geometry is not quite as efficient in
In order to obtain the necessary inversion for high output
this respect.
power, the rod should not have a diameter larger than 4 or 5 mm.
transfer efficiency.

If one mounts the Nd:YAG rod in a semicylindrical heat sink with
backreflector as shown in Chapter 7, then the path length is doubled and about
90 percent absorption of pump radiation should be possible.
We will now turn our attention to the Q-switched performance of the slab.
The extraction efficiency of the stored-energy increases with the number
For example, at two
of times about threshold gain as shown in Figure 4-22.

times threshold, the extraction efficiency reaches 80 percent.

The round

gain at threshold is given by
1

R,R2egt-2

where t is the length of the gain medium and a is the optical loss coefficient, R1 and R2 are the reflectivities of the front and rear mirror. Frc
equation follows the threshold gain coefficients:
2ta- LnR1 R2
9th a
21
Using again the MDAC slab laser as example, we insert the following
parameters given in Reference 4.5 into the equation above:
21 a - 0.126
R1I

51.8 percent

R2-

1.0

1 - 8.9

round trip absorption and scattering losses

total pump length in the zig-zag path.

With these system parameters one obtains
1
9th - 0.044 cm"

From Figure 4-19 follows that the system is pumped 2.4 times above
threshold, which yields
4
9max M 0.10 cm"

The single pass gain Go - exp (gl) is therefore G = Z.4.
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This value is in good agreement with the measured data Figure 6-3 of
Reference 4.5.
In Nd:YAG a 1 percent gain per cm requires a stored energy density of E$
0.0031 J/cm3 . (Reference 4.8)
Therefore at Gmax the stored energy density i s
3
ESmax - 0.031 J/cm

There is an upper limit of the gain coefficient which can be achieved in
Nd:YAG before ASE starts to deplete the upper level.
usually if the single pass gluing G - exp (gz)

This becomes a problem

exceeds about 50, or gi - 4.

The product of gain coefficient times the path length in the slab for the
100 mJ laser is well below the ASE limit.
We will conclude this section by summarizing the salient performance
features for the pump geometries described in this chapter.
The largest payoff for all designs is an increase in diode efficiency.
In the case of the slab laser, a higher diode efficiency will not 'only
increase system efficiency but also allow higher average outputs, because
planar arrays have a power dissipation problem which limits their average
power handling capability.
From a systems point of view, the relatively low beam fill factor and
optical losses of the slab laser need Improvement.
In the sidepumped
cylindrical system, absorption of pump power in small rods even in the
presence of a back reflector is not as high as in the other systems. Optical
losses in an end pumped configuration are important because at the lower power
and therefore low gain in these devices,

reesidual optical losses are

particularly detrimental to laser performance.

From the standpoint of output power and energy the end pumped geometry i s
limited to about one watt or less of output. For a laser 'equiring large
pulse energies, the high power density afforded by planar arrays is needed.
We will conclude this section by summarizing the salient performance
features (besides efficiency) for the three various pump geometries described
in this chapter.
In the slab laser the higher beam fill factor and the optical losses are
the key areas which need improvement from the design standpoint. The largest
payoff in all designs is an increase in diode efficiency.
Due to the small pumping area, the end pumped system is limited to about
one watt.
The slab is capable of high energies per pulse. The side pumped
cylindrical rod yields high average power at less cost and complexity. For
high energy per pulse, the high pump flux afforded by planar arrays is needed.
For cw power operation or high repetition rate operation where not much
energy per pulse is required, the side pumped cylindrical rod yields the same
or better performance than the slab laser at less cost and complexity.
Figure 4-24 shows the projected power and energy regimes of the pump
configuration discussed here.
A side pumped slab laser is clearly the choice for obtaining high pulse
energies. Heat dissipation from the planar arrays limits the average power.
A slab laser with flux concentrator is capable of higher average power
compared to direct pumping, since the concentrator allows to spread the arrays
over larger area. Since planar arrays are limited by heat extraction, linear
arrays employed in side pumped cylindrical configurations are just as powerful
and can even exceed planar arrays.
If a sidepumped cylindrical laser is
repetitively Q-switched, pulse energies of up to 4 nJ can be obtained with

___
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commercially available linear arrays.

This would be for a pump system

consisting of 20 linear arrays of SW output each generating 20W average po'
from the laser. At a 5KHz repetition rate, one obtains 4 mi/pulse.
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5.

COOLING TECHNIQUES (Task 4)

In Section 5.1 we will address the problem of achieving compact, high
performance forces liquid cooling of planar a:nd linear arrays.

The advent of

high-density planar arrays with power densities of 1kW/cm2 per pulse implies
the requirement for effective and compact heat removal if high repetition
rates are to be achieved.
We will show that by scaling liquid-cooled heat exchange technology to
microscopic dimensions, an improvement of a factor of five should be feasible,
i .e.

the thermal impedance can be reduced from about 0.5 °C/W/cM2 character-

istic of current design to 0.1 °C/W/cm2 .
In Section 5.2 we investigate heat dissipation and cooling of the diode
pumped active medium.
The thermal load of a diode pumped laser is considerably less than for flashlamp pumping.
In order to take advantage of the
low heat load, conductive cooling of the active medium is very desirable.
Details of efficient heat conduction techniques for laser diode pumped slab or
cylindrical solid state materials will be presented.
5.1

HIGH PERFORMACNE HEAT SINKS FOR DIODE LASER ARRAYS
Adequate cooling of the crystal laser arrays is required for several

reasons.

At around room temperature the life of a typical diode laser

decreases by a factor of two for every seven to ten Celsuis degrees of
increase in temperature.

The emission wavelength of the diode lasers changes

with temperature, and for some laser materials that have very narrow pumping
bands, this may Impose strict requirements on the tempeature stabilization
function of the cooling system.

Temperature also affects the threshold

current and efficiency of the arrays.
The Shermal design of a diode laser pump system depends very strongly on
the kind of opeating mode.

Because of power and space limitations, diode

laser pump systems opeating in the pulse mode with low duty cycle will always
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produce low average heating rates.

Under this condition the design is noi

The situation
that critical in terms of reduction of thermal impedances.
much more difficult when the system operates in the cw mode. Here the mir
zation of thermal impedances is of paramount importance, and it is therefc
required to resort to some unconventional designs that will be presented
in this section.
In a diode laser the heat source is mainly concentrated in the activc
layer region and around the intersection of this layer with the facets. (
heating is distributed along the current path through the crystal and ovet
In a well designed device this heating source is not the r
contact areas.
important and can be ignored. Figure 5-1 shows the different media and
components in the path of the heat flow from the active layer to be coolar
and Figure 5-2 shows a blow-up of a particular diode laser design, taken
Reference 5.1, describing similar details.
From the point of view of the designer the diode laser can be fully
characterized by its geometry, thermal impedance and heat dissipation rat(
Given a particular laser design these parameters can be determined by mea:
ments or calculations. An example of the latter method is presented in
Cons
Reference 5.1 for the determination of the diode thermal impedance.
dering the particular design shown in Figure 5.2, the authors calculated
the junction-down configuration a thermal impedance of 20.6 K/W, and for
junction-up (with the substrate on the heat sink) they determined a value
It is reasonable to assume that a stripe of the dimensions sho%
82.9 K/W.
Figure 5-2 could provide an output of about 50 mW with an efficiency of 4
In this case, the power dissipated by the diode would be about
and the temperature at the junction would be, for the junction-down mount20.6 x 0.075- 1.54 0 C larger than at the bound layer, which is not very
significant. For a pulsed system it may also be important to determine tV
However, for a typical
relaxation time of the active layer temperature.
diode, this is in the order of 10 to 100 ns, and since for the majority o
percent.

applications the pulse length required is larger than about 100
relaxation time can be ignored.
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The heat sink design that has been selected most often in the past for
several proposed or built systems operating in the pulsed mode involved
mounting the diode in metallized BeO slabs that are stacked together and
attached to a heat exchanger or are bonded directly to grooves cut on the
surface of the heat exchanger (see Figure 5-3).
BeO has a high thermal
conductivity (half as large as that of copper) and being an electrical
insulator has the advantage of simplifying the overall assembly.
Furthermore,
it has a thermal expansion coefficient not much larger than that of GaAs and
therefore it does not generate as much thermal stresses in the diode laser as
copper for example.
However, for high average power applications, where the
need to reduce thermal impedances requires mounting the diodes directly on the
heat exchanger, other materials and design concepts are required. The rest of
this section will be devoted to a presentation and performance analysis of
these other design options.
Most of the diode laser linear arrays currently in the market are mounted
directly on copper sinks using a soft bond material such as indium. A soft
material is required to limit the thermal stresses produced by the large
difference in thermal expansion coefficient between copper and GaAs.
Indium
also has the advantagte of melting at low temperatures,

therefore reducing the

possibility of thermally damaging the diode lasers during mounting.
These
thermal sinks are of large dimensions as compared to the size of the array to
reduce the thermal impedance of the assembly.
Type I diamond has a thermal
conductivity five times as large as that of copper and its use as a heat
spreader has been suggested in order to further reduce that impedance (see
Reference 5.2). The use of a silicon submount as a buffer layer to absorb the
thermal strain differential between the diode and a copper heatsink has also
been suggested in the past and a recent study (Reference 5.3) has shown to
produce the desired effect when this submount is adequately sized. However,
silicon has a low thermal conductivity, and its use i-an severely degrade the
thermal performance of the whole assembly.
Area arrays built by stacking linear arrays mounted on copper slabs, such
as illustrated in Figure 5-3, have to be cooled by contact with a heat
exchanger.
A high performance heat exchanger capable of handling fluxes of up
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to 100 W cm2 and having a thermal impedance of about 0.1 °C/W for a 1 cm2 area
have been demonstrated (Reference 5.4).

Figure 5-4 shows the basic design of

this heat exchanger.
A cooling configuration as shown in Figure 5-3 could
have at best a thermal impedance of about 0.22 0 C/W for a 1 cn,2 area without
consideration of the thermal impedance of the diodes and bond layer.
maximum allowed temperature at the bonding layer is 60
temperature is

20 0 C

0C

If the

and the water

then the maximum heat dissipation allowed would be 180 W.

Fýor diode laser arrays with an efficiency of 40 percent this would correspond
to a maximum of 120 W/cr 2 of pumping radiation flux in the cw mode.
Considering ogair the dEsign of Figure 5-3 this would correspond to linear arrays
producing 6 W/cm.
State-of-the-art linear arrays can operate in the cw mode
at levels several times that level of output. Current developments point to
the feasibility of arrays operating reliably and with acceptable life at cw
output levels of 25 W/cm.
Obviously, new concepts for the mounting and cooling of these arrays have
to be developed.
The design' of Figure 5-3 fails in providing the low thermal

impedance

required for high flux area arrays because of the long distance between the
thermal source and the coolant channels.

A considerable reduction of this

impedance can be achieved if the coolant channels are placed immediately under
the bond layer as illustrated in Figures 5-5 and 5-6.

In these designs the

diodes are mounted directly on miniature heat exchanger(s) that can be very
conveniently stacked.
Figure 5-7 shows a constructional detail for the kind
of mount that has been proposed here.
A simplified thermal analysis for this
design are coalesced into a single one occupying the same width as all of them
together and having the same opening.

The area of contact with the coolant

for this larger passage is still about the same as for the original passages
taken together.

As a simplifying assumption the convective heat-transfer
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Figure 5.4

High performance heat exchanger
(Ref.

R. Byer, private communication)
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coefficient h is taken as independent of the wall and fluid temperatures a
defined as:
h - Q/npL(Tw-T f)
where Q is the heat flow, Tw and Tf are the wall and mean fluid temperatur
respectively, p is the cross-sectional perimeter of each channel, L is the
Furthermore, the temperat
channel length and n is the number of channels.
at the cold edge of the channel is assumed to be the coolant fluid tempera
(this would actually be the case for an infinitely wide channel).
For a one cm long linear array generating an output of 25 W with an
efficiency of 40 percent, the dissipated power is 37.5 W. If the maximum
temperature rise allowed for the cooling water is of S C, then a flow of 1
The cross-sectional area of the four coolant channels
shown in Figure 5-8 is of 0.0012 cm2 . Therefore, the coolant fluid mean

cm3 will be needed.

velocity will be about 1500 cm/s.
The determination of the value of h for the design of Figure 5-8 reqL
the following definitions:
Nu-hDeff/k,

the Nusselt number,

a dimensionless heat transfer

coefficient;
Pr-UCp/Kf,

the Prandtl number,

a property of the fluid (Pru6.4 for

at 23C);
ReuvfDeffP/u , the Reynolds number.
Here Deff is a "characteristic width" of the channel, defined as Deff
The terms uKf, P, Cp and vf denote
(cross-sectional area)/(Perimeter p).
respectively the viscosity, thermal conductivity, density, specific heat,
mean velocity of the coolant fluid.

For the design of Figure 5-8 the valL

the Reynolds number is 2250, which is just over the transition value of 21
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Therefore,

a laminar flow will be assumed for the calculation of h.

For

calculating Nu, we further assume that the flow is "fully developed," i.e
invariant along the channel length a good assumption if Pr > 5, a is the
for most liquids).
X/(Deff, Re,
(O<x(L).

Then Nu is a monotonically descreasing function of

Pr) where x is the distance from the entrance of the channe"

Asymptotic formulas are:
?r-"1/3
Sx

Nu-(

Nu

for x/(Deff Re Pr) << 0.02

Re

Doff

Rejý

- Nu0 0 , a constant,

for x/(Deff Re Pr) > 0.02

"fully-developed temperature profile").
Not knowing a priori which region we are in, we conservatively assut
that Nu has the minimum, asymptotic (large x) value Nu0 0 ; in any case th,
dependence of Nu of x is weak.

The exact value of Nu0 0 depends on the si

of the channel cross section but is usually between 3 and 9.
Thus we approximate h-kfNux/D,

where Nux is between three and nine.

result is consistent with an intuitive model for convection in which the
is conducted through the fluid to the middle of the channel,
transported away by the flow.

where it is

For a given coolant fluid, clearly the on

to significantly increase h is to reduce D.

Achieving very high values

therefore requires channels of microscopic width.
Assuming Nu=9, which is justified for a Reynolds number of 2250,
for the design of Figure 5-8, h - 3.6 W/cm 2 oC,
one cm wide mount results

mount

1.9 0 C/W.

th

and the thermal impedance
Considering the effect of t

coolant fluid temperature raise as equivalent to a thermal resistance Qf
(LPCp)", where f is the coolant flow rate through all the channels, th
p
total thermal impeoance of the heat sink design of Figure 5-8 results:

gheatsink zmount * Qfluid

2.0 C/W
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For a linear array dissipating 37.5 W/cm,

this would amount to a temper-

ature differential between the diodes and the cooling water of 75 0 C.
Assuming a stacking density of 20 linear arrays per cm,
impedance of a one

cm2

assembly will be 0.1

0 C/W,

the thermal

which is the same value

measured for the high-performance heat sinking design of Reference 5.4.

It is

possible that by careful optimization of the design of Figure 5-8 this thermal
re'sistance could be rendered even lower.

However,

the estimated value given

above is already showing a very acceptable performance level for this kind of
design.

In fact, if a more realistic value of 400 C for the temperature

differential between diodes and cooling water is considered, then, for diode
lasers with an efficiency of 40 percent, the cw pumping flux could reach the

2

value of 270 W/cm2

To complete the analysis of the design of Figure 5-8 it

is necessary to

evaluate the pressure drop along the channel and the circulation power.
laminar flow, the pressure drop AP across a channel of length L can be

For

calculated using the following expression:
12 uL

AP a

IZ
Wc

which is valid for flow between parallel plates and is only approximately
valid for the moderately high aspect ratio channels of Figure 5-8.

With the

value of vf estimated earlier, and the design value for W., 0.01 cm, this
pressure drop is about 30 psi,

a very reasonable number.

The circulation

power required for this flow condition is 0.32 W, which is almost negligible
compared to the array heat dissipation power.
Copper mounts present the problem of the disparity in thermal expansion
coefficient with the material of the diode laser arrays:
for copper vs. 6.8 x 10" 6 /K for the latter).

GaAs (16.5 x 10" 6 /K

The life of the diode laser

arrays is strongly affected by the large thermal strains developed in these
assemblies because of the degradation effects generated by fast multiplication
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of dislocations through the climb motion.

Dislocation slip induced by stri

seems to be the primary stage of the degradation.
There is no easily machineable material available that would have a
thermal expansion coefficient close to that of GaAs and still show the lar(
thermal conductivity of copper.

There is,

however,

the possibility of

developing metal matrix composite materials such as graphite fiber/copper
composites that would allow the tailoring of the expansion coefficient to
match that of the diode lasers without seriously deteriorating the high
thermal conductivity of copper.

Aluminum, magnesium,

titanium, lead and

nickel alloy matrix fiber reinforced composites have been fabricated at UnTechnologies Research Center since 1965.
effective,

This longstanding,

and highly

basic metal matrix corn., site technology has formed the foundati(

for extensive exploratory fabrication of gas turbine engine components as
as other aerospace related hardware items.
In summary,

we have shown that by applying liquid cooled heat exchang(

technology to very small dimensions,

the thermal impedance of the heat sinl

of the laser diode array can be reduced from about O.AC/W/cm2 to 0.1°C/W/(
This implies that for a given temperature rise allowed in the diode array,
average output power can be increased five fold.

The complexity of the

cooling system for the arrays brought about by a very high packaging densi
is greatly reduced if

the arrays can stand-off from the Nd:YAG laser.

As

mentioned before, compound parabolic concentrators or refractive optics cat
employed to accomplish this.
Heat dissipation from planar arrays becomes the limitation in high
average or cw operation.

The problem can be ameliorated by increasing the

efficiency of the laser arrays.
planar arrays is 24 percent.
dissipated.

At present,

Therefore,

conversion efficiency of the

for every watt emitted 3.2 W are

In the newest GRIN-SHC devices,

however,

conversion efficienc,

to 45 percent can be achieved routinely.

In this case, only 1.2 watts are

dissipated for every watt emitted.

the average emitted power could

Thus,

increased a factor of 2.6 without increasing the total dissipated power by
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being able to reproducibly achieve 45 percent conversion efficiency.

It

is

readily apparent that tremendous gains in average output power can be made by
increasing the diode efficiency above the current levels.

Such improvements

would be crucial in applications requiring high repetition rates, high power
density or where high conversion ef iciency itself is a primary parameter.
5.2
%

COOLING OF THE SOLID STATE MATERIAL
We will first quantify the heat load that the laser
medium must accom-

modate.

In a laser diode pumped solid state medium,

pumped system,

as opposed to a flashlamp

the only sources of heat are due to the quantum defect between

the energies of the absorbed pump photon and the laser photon (

n) and the

fraction of photons returning from the pump band via non radiative processes
to the ground state ( 71Q).
From Section 4.3 we obtain for the stored upper state energy:
EST,

Jv 7pTP

7

Q

EAB

where EAB is the energy absorbed in the gain medium.
The heat dissipated EH in the laser medium is given by the fraction of
diode pump power absorbed but not radiated:

EH . (1 It

qv T7 p

1Q)

EAB

is customary in flashlamp pumped systems to express the thermal energy

as a fraction of the upper state stored energy,
EH
EST

1- TvT7P 7Q
71v q P 17 Q
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i.e.:

71

Introducing the values for Nd:YAG given in Section 4.4
. 1, 17Q - 0.8 we obtain:

qv M 0.76,

EH
-- . 0.64
EST
Since the stored energy and laser output energy are related by EOUT
77OUT

EST and a laser diode pumped Nd:YAG laser has a typical value of
0.46 (see Table 4-5).
We obtain also:

01

EH
-- a 1.4
EOUT
It is instructive to compare these ratios with those obtained in
flashlamp pumped Nd:YAG lasers.
Mangir et al . (5.4) experimentally determined the energy stored and t
heat generated in flashlamp pumped Nd:YAG.

They found that the heat depos

percent stored energy is 1.5-2 times the value expected from the known spe
troscopy of the Nd ions in these hosts and the emission spectrum of xenon
flashlamps.
In flashlamps pumping,

there are other absorption processes which can

heat the laser host without contributing to pumping the F3/ 2 level of the
ions.
These include UV absorption by the host, absorption of IR from the
flashlamp ( X> 1.1

urm) by the Nd ion, absorption by impurity ions, which
not transfer this energy to Nd ions. The measured value of heat deposited
unit stored energy in a flashlamp pumped Nd:YAG laser is:
EH
-

= 3.25

EST
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and using the same value for

T/OUT

we obtain

EH
-

EOUT

-

7.1

In other words,

in a flashlamp pumped system, the Nd:YAG crystal has to

,dissipate five times the heat as compared to a laser diode array pumped laser.
For example, only 70 W of heat has to be dissipated in a diode pumped YAG
laser with 50 W average output power, as compared to 355 W for the case of a
flashlamp pumped system.

H DIODE

=

0.2

EHLAMP
The Nd:YAG slab or rod can be conduction cooled by attaching it to a heat
sink, or it can be gas or liquid cooled.
For laser diode pumped Nd:YAG systems, conduction cooling is attractive
for a number of reasons: the heat load is considerably lower compared to
flashlamp pumping, a cooling jacket and flow pAssages are eliminated in the
pump path thus increasing efficiency, and the design is simplified.
The thermal load of the laser medium is only a fraction of that of the
laser diode array.
Therefore the heat sink design is not as stressing. The
following example will illustrate this difference.
We assume that the MDAC
slab laser discussed in Section 4.3 is operated at 100 Hz.
Since the energy
per pulse is 100 mj and the efficiency is 6.4 percent in long pulse mode, the
laser has an average output of 10 W and requires an electrical input power of
156 W. Diode efficiency is 24 percent; therefore,

119 W has to be dissipated

by the diode array heat sink.
Since the array area is 3.85 cm, we obtain
2
31 W/cm . According to our previous calculations a laser diode pumped Nd:YAG
system with 10 W output will generate 14 W of heat in the active medium.
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For the single side pumped slab laser, bonded to a heat sink on one
this amounts to 3.6 A/cia

2

The heat dissipation in the planar array is 8 times that in the Nd:Yi
slab.

A steady state thermal analysis of a conduction cooled slab or rod

be partitioned into the following elements:
iradient and profile in the laser medium

9

Temperature

9

Temperature drop across inter

*

Temperature gradient in the heuL sink.

- of laser medium and heat sink

The temperature difference from the cooled edge to the pumped edge o
Nd:YAG slab is

/T

given by:

Pd
-H
kA

where d is the slab thickness,

load,

A surface area,

K thermal conductivi

With PH = 3.6 W/cm2 from our previous example, and with A = 3.85 cm2 ,
k - 0.13 W/°Kcm, and d - 0.67 cm
we obtain:

AT, a !8.5 0 C

In a cylindrical

geometry the temperature gradient for the rod cente

to the surface for uniform heat generation is given by
PH
47rkL

where L is

the rod length.

as shown in Figure 7-2,

If the rod is cooled one half of its surface

a reasonable approximation is to multiply

in order to obta n the temperature drop across the rod.

AT1 by

The interface between the Nd:YAG crystal and the heat sink usually
consists of a highly reflective gold or silver coating and a solder such as
indium or gallium or a silver epoxy between the crystal and the heat rod. The Nd:YAG crystal is usually bonded or soldered to a copper heat sink by
means of silver epoxy, indium or gallium.
In addition a highly reflective
gold or silver coating is applied to the crystal surface which is in contact
with the hea.

sink.

This metal coating reflects the diode laser pump
radiation back into the Nd:YAG crystal and provides good thermal contact.

In

the case of a zig-zag slab laser, a thick dielectric coating of SiO 2 , MgF 2 has
to be applied to slab followed by a coating of silver, copper and gold.
The dielectric laye- allows total internal reflection without the field
penetrating to the silver layer.
The silver reflects the diode laser pump
light back into the Nd:YAG slab and provides good thermal contact. The copper
and gold layers protect the silver and eventually are contacted to the heat
sink.
A Nd:YAG rod has to be mounted in a carefully machined saddle of the heat
sink as shown in Figure 5-9.

The attachment to the heat sink is the same as
that outlined above for the slab, although no dielectric coating is needed.
The temperature rise across the boundary is given by the equation:

•x
A T2 - PH

k

where PH is the heat flow rate, AX is
surface area,

the boundary thickness,

A is the

and k is the thermal conductivity.

As an example,

for a silver filled epoxy resin with a thermal conductivity k - 1.6 W/°C cm and a layer thickness of A X - 0.1 mm we find
T 2 - 0.020 C for the slab laser considered here.

~41
-U

*AJ
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All of the heat input can be assumed to be transferred to the heat sink.
The temperature gradient within the heat sink is given by

•T 3 -

PH d

-----

kA

where d is the thickness of the heat sink with d-5 mm,

and k-4 w/cm/K for

copper and PH and A as before we obtain

ST3

- 0.450C
As illustrated in this example,

the largest temperature gradient occurs

in the active medium, and the temperature drop across the boundary and within
the heat sink can be neglected.
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6.

RESONATOR DESIGNS (Task 4)

A large amount of research has been devoted in the recent past to the
design of new optical resonator configurations,

which could optimize the

efficiency of energy extraction from solid state lasers.
with stable cavities in TEMD0

In fact, operation

mode, while producing a beam with a smooth and

well-controlled spatial profile, results in a poor filling of the active
volume and hence in a large waste of the stored energy.

Recent developments

can be divided into the following two optical designs:
concave-convex resonators and unstable resonators.

stable telescopic or

Both schemes were exten-

sively studied and experimentally tested and found also commercial exploitations, exhibiting somewhat competing characteristics.

(References 1-8)

In stable telescopic resonators a magnifying telescope is added to a
conventional stable cavity to expand the mode cross section in the arm of the
cavity where the field interacts with the active medium.

In the concave-

convex resonator, the same effect is achieved by the particular choice of
mirror curvature and resonator length.

In both cases,

the beam quality

remains good, but the mode volume is still limited, for the TEM0 0 mode.
Furthermore,

at the highest intensities, damage problems arise for the optical

elements in the resonator section where the beam gets its smaller dimension.
On the other hand,

the unstable resonators have become very popular in

their confocal positive branch realization and provide the greatest energy
extraction, but the field they produce presents a strongly structured spatial
shape and the resonator is very unforgiving in terms of alignment tolerances.
In the large number of publications dealing with unstable resonators that
followed the pioneering work by Siegman (1),

very little attention has been

paid, both theoretically and experimentally,

to the subject of confocal

negative branch configurations.
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The main explanation is found in the unattractive presence of a foca
point inside the cavity, which can give rise to air breakdown or to damag4
Actually a few reports have occasi

optical elements in its neighborhood.

ly appeared describing the operation of negative branch unstable resonato
conjunction with dye and solid state lasers but those results did not
stimulate further developments in this direction.
On the other hand the negative branch unstable resonator exhibits so;
unique attracting features: First, they possess an intrinsically higher
misalignment tolerance in comparison with equivalent positive branch sche'
an aperature stop is located at the focal point a much smoothe
output profile can be achieved as compared to a positive branch unstable
resonator.
Second, if

Currently,

flashlamp pumped,

as well as laser diode pumped slab lase

employ confocal positive branch resonators.

A description of the main

characteristics of this class of resonators is given in subsection 6.1.1.
subsection 6.1.2 we will assess the pros and cons of employing confocal
For syste
negative branch resonators for laser diode pumped slab lasers.
having low gain,

such as a CW laser diode pumped Nd:YAG laser the stable

resonator is a clear choice.

The concave-convex and the telescopic reson

will be discussed in subsections 6.2.1 and 6.2.2, respectively.
6.1

UNSTABLE RESONATORS
The unstable resonator first described by Siegman 1 '

2

has been studie

Excellent reviews are
extensively both theoretically and experimentally.
The most useful property of an unstable
found in references 3 and 4.
resonator is the attainment of a large fundamental mode volme and good sp
mode selection at high Fresnel numbers.

In other words,

unstable resonat

can produce output beams of low divergence in a short resonator structure
which has a large cross-section.
The stable resonator, whose mirror configuration corresponds to a st
periodic focusing system, has a long slender Gaussian-profile lowest-orde
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mode whose diameter is of the order of a few times (LX )1/2.
of the laser medium is 2a,

If the diameter

then the area ratio of the laser medium cross

section to the lowest-mode cross section is of the same order as the Fresnel
If this Fresnel number is
number NFa2 /Lx characterizing the laser medium.
much larger than unity, the lowest-order mode will extract only a fraction
=1/NF of the energy available in the laser medium, and/or the laser must
oscillate in a sizable number of higher-order modes to extract all the energy
ftom the laser medium.
Therefore in order to produce a diffraction-limited output beam, the
Fresnel number of the laser must be on the order of unity or smaller.

This

usually limits the diameter of the laser gain medium to a few millimeters.
The lowest-order mode in the unstable resonator, by contrast,

since the

unstable resonator corresponds to a divergent periodic focusing system,
expands on repeated bounces to fill the entire cross section of at least one
of the laser mirrors,

however large it may be.

An unstable resonator may be used to obtain a nearly diffraction-limited
output beam from a large-diameter gain medium which has reasonable high roundtrip gain: 2G L >1.5, where G is the small-signal gain per unit length and
The light rays in an unstable resonator
L is the length of the gain medium.
walk outward from the center of the laser.
The laser output is taken as a diffraction-coupled beam passing around
An output beam from an unstable
rather than through the output mirror.
resonator usually has an annular or rectangular-annular intensity pattern in
the near field.
Immediately following its invention,

the significance of the unstable

resonator was recognized for the extraction of diffraction limited energy from
large volume gas lasers.

7' 8

However,

only recently have unstable resonators

been applied to solid state laser systems.
this slow acceptance.

There are a number of reasons for

The laser medium must be of high optical quality, for
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an unstable resonator to be effective.
This requirement has limited appli
tions of unstable resonators primarily to gas lasers because the time- and
power-dependent thermal distortions occurring in solid state lasers make t
type of resonator unattractive.
In addition, the output coupler of an unstable resonator, having the
dimensions of a few millimeters in typical solid state lasers, is much mor
expensive and difficult to fabricate in comparison to a partially transmit
mirror required for a stable resonator.
Furthermore,

the alignment tolerance of an unstable resonator is more

critical compared to its stable counterpart and the advantage of a large n
volume is achieved at a sacrifice of mode quality because of aperture
generated Fresnel fringes.

The output from a solid state laser is often

passed through amplifier stages, or the oscillator may be followed by a
harmonic generator.

The near field beam pattern of an unstable resonator

which consists of a doughnut shaped beam with diffraction rings and a hot
in the center is not very attractive in these applications.
As we will discuss later, several new designs have been successful it
circumventing some of these shortcomings.
About 10 years after its discovery, Byer et al 5,6 applied the unstat
resonator concept for the first time to a Q-switched Nd:YAG oscillator/
amplifier system.

They did achieve a marked improvement in Nd:YAG output

energy in a diffraction limited mode.
Despite these earlier demonstrations of the concept, the limited des
flexibility brought about by the somewhat cumbersome output coupling of tt
unstable resonator, and its poor tolerance to mirror alignment and optica
quality of the laser medium,
state laser designers.

didnot make it

an instant favorite among sol"

Most-commercially available solid state lasers st"

have stable resonators.
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A stimulus for further study and research on employing unstable
resonators for solid lasers was provided by the zig-zag slab laser. These
structures, having a narrow rectangular cross section and an optical beam with
very few distortions, are ideally suited for unstable resonators.
Today, most
flashlamp pumped and laser diode pumped solid state slab lasers employ
unstable resonators.
As a result of this activity, several commercially
available flashlamp pumped Nd:YAG rod systems also feature an unstable
resonator.
The most useful form of unstable resonator is the confocal unstable
resonator, introduced by Anan'ev et al. 7 and by Krupke and Sooy 8 . A primary
advantage of this configuration is that it automatically produces a collimated
output beam. Confocal configurations can be divided into positive and
negative branches as shown in Figure 6-1.
The negative branch confocal
configuration has significant practical advantages in the form of more easily
obtainable shorter-radius mirros and considerably easier mirror alignment
tolerances.
However, the positive-branch resonator seems to be universally
employed in practice because the internal focal point in the negative-branch
case leads to unacceptable difficulties with optical breakdown.
In analogy to high energy lasers utilizing unstable resonators the output
coupling can be accomplished by means of a scraper mirror or edge coupler.
Figure 6-2 shows relevant adaptations for solid state lasers.
Figure 6-2a illustrates an unstable resonator with an output scraper
mirror. It is inclined at an angle of 450 to the resonator axis and has a
hole in its center which allows light to pass through it and be fed back into
the resonator to sustain the lasing. Because the end mirrors and scaper are
oversize, this hole determines the size and shape of the beam outcoupled from
the resonator.
Figure E-2b ;hows the design of a typical positive-branch, confocal
.unstable resonator.

This design usually consists of a concave mirror M1 and a
polka-dot convex output mirror M2 , both of which are totally reflecting. The
polka-dot is a small circular spot of radius d centered on a zero-power lens.
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Figure 6.1
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BRANCM
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8RANCM

Positive- and negative-branch confocal stable
resonators
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The output beam is collimated as it

exits the resonator around the edges

the polka-dot mirror.
While these two output coupling techniques are borrowed from high en(
lasers the designs mentioned below are more germane to the design of soli(
In an attempt to eliminate the Fresnel diffraction fringes
state lasers.
which can cause damage to optical elements in the output of the laser, th(
radial birefringent element and apodized or soft aperture designs have bet
developed.
The radial birefringent element is based on a radial variation of phi
retardation in a radial birefringent element, when combined with a polari:
form a radial intensity filter, which perm.its realization of Gaussian-lik(
reflectance mirrors and soft apertures.
The design of birefringent elements and their incorporation into uns"
.resonators is discussed in detail in References 9-11.
In its simplest form,

it

is a lens of birefringent material.

When a

polarized optical beam passes through the lens, the rpdial variation in
thickness of the lens creates a radial variation in the polarization of ti
If the beam then passes through a polarizer, the radial vai
optical beam.
tion in polarization is converted into a variation in the beam intensity.
Thus the combination of a radial birefringent element and a polarizer fort
radial intensity filter which provides the capability for smoothly modula
the intensity profile of an optical beam.
Each radial birefringent element has essentially three parameters thi
determine the modulation profile of the beam, the center thickness, the r(
and the angle between the principal axis and a polarization
axis. The first two parameters are set at the time of fabrication, and tV
Although a single-element can be des
third is varied as the need arises.
to generate many useful profiles, multielement radial birefringent elemen
of curvature,

can generate a much larger set of modulation profiles.

A schematic of the radial birefringent element resonator is shc'•n in
Figure 6-3a.

The reflectance profile is shown in Figure 6-3b.

As one can see

from the curves the resonator has a flat topped intensity profile that is free
from Fresnel fringes.
Figure 6-4 shows a design in which the output coupling is accomplished
via a Q-switch and polarizer.
diffraction rings.

An apodized aperture eliminates Fresnel

A different output coupler is shown in Figure 6-5.

The

schematic shows a negative branch unstable resonator featuring an internal
aperture which has a diameter designed to remove diffraction rings from the
near field beam pattern.

A quarter waveplate and a polarizer provide the

outpLt coupling.
6.1.1

Confocal Positive Branch Unstable Resonator
The confocal positive branch unstable resonator is the most widely used

form of the unstable resonator for solid state lasers.
point

4n

the beam and produces a collimated output beam.

It avoids a focal
It has the disadvan-

tages of a hole in the center with resultant Fresnel fringes unless either an
apodized aperture or a radial birefringent element is employed as output
coupler.
The oesign of a confocal positive branch unstable resonator which takes
into account thermal lensing of the laser rod is discussed in References 6.12.
Referring to Figure 6-1 the annular output beam has an outer diameter of
D and inner diameter d, where d is also the diameter of the output coupler.
The resonator magnification
(1)

M -D/d

is the amount that the feedback beam is magnified when it travels a round trip
in the resonator and becomes the output beam.
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The geometrical output coupling is related to the magnification M by

-(2)

g "

For a confocal resonator, the mirror radii are given by
-2L
R1= M
M-1

(3)

2ML
-1
M-1

(4)

R2 a

Where L is the cavity optical length and R, and R2 are the output and
back-cavity mirror curvatures.
Note that the output mirror has a negative
curvature and thus is convex, while the high-reflection mirror has positive
curvature and is concave.
Siegman (3) has investigated the relationship between M and the output
coupling 8 for confocal unstable resonators and has shown that 8 is less than
geometrically predicted value (1 - 1/M2 ). Resonators should be designed to
operate at half-integer equivalent Fresnel numbers (Neq) to obtain best mode
selectivity. Equations relating M and 8 under these conditions lead to the
following expressions

1.4

M2 12
2

1.06:-

0.44S 2 (Neq ' 0.5)
.06,

2 (Neq . 1.5)
(Neq >. 2.5)

6

For positive branch confocal unstable resonators:
M-1
Neq

-

NF

(6)

2M2
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(5)

where NF is the conventional Fresnel number defined by the resonator lengt
and mode diameter d by:
NF = D2 /4LX

(7)

Physically, the half-integer equivalent Fresnel numbers correspond tc
Fresnel diffraction peaks centered on the output coupler, leading to incre
feedback Into the resonator.
The design of an unstable resonator usually proceeds along the follow
The diameter D of the laser rod and the radius F1 of the output
coupler are considered as given. The other parameters, cavity length, bac
mirror curvature and output coupling, then can be calculated for selected
lines:

half-integer values of Neq. i.e. Neq a 0.5, 1.5, 2.5 ....
For example, the resonator length is obtained on eliminating M from e
3 and 6. One obtains:
L - -1/21R 1:

+ 1/4D[:R1:/( XN eq)]1/2

(8)

Once L is known M can be calculated from eq. 3, and subsequently R2 a
5g can be determined. The actual value SA of the output coupling can be
obtained from eq. S.
Since M is the dominant factor, determining the stability and efficie
of the system, the procedure described above usually has to be repeated
several times until the right value of M is obtained.
The value of M has to b.e consistent with the gain and loss expected i
the system.
As a final step one has to take into account the effect of the laser
focal length f as shown schematically in Figure 6-2. One usually chooses
available mirror curvature R and calculates the rod focal length at the
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desired lamp input power required to achieve an effective mirror curvature
If the mirror to rod distance is less than the rod focal length,

R2EFF.

1
-

f

1
-.
R2EFF

then

1
(9)

-R2

Essentially the focusing effect of the laser rod is compensated by
increasing the radius of curvature of the mirror.
Equation 9 is only a first order approximation,

a more rigorous treatment

is found in Ref. 12.
6.1.2

Negative Branch Unstable Resonators

Due to the presence of an intra-cavity focal point, the negative-branch
resonator has been neglected in practical laser applications. Despite the
potential problem of air breakdown this resonator merits consideration for
laser diode pumped systems due to its unique feature of relatively large
mi sal i gnment tolerances.
Ewanizky et al.

(13)

found that their Q-switched Nd:YAG laser featuring

negative branch unstable resonator was not slgnficantly degraded with a mirror
In a similar system air
misalignment angle of as much as a few milliradians.
breakdown was not experienced for Q-switched pulses in the order of 170 ml and
12 nsec. pulse length.
Therefore, for small laser diode pumped solid state lasers, typical of
rangefinders and target designators with peak powers not exceeding 5-10 MW, it
is conceivable that a negative branch unstable resonator could be employed.
The design parameters for a negative branch resonator of the type shown
in Figure 6-6 are:
(10)

RI S 2L/(M+I)
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Arrang2ment of a typical negative branch unstal
resonator
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R2 a 2ML(M+I)

(11)

where L is the confocal resonator length
(12)

L a R1 /2 + R2 /2
and M is the optical magnification
M a R2 /R1

(13)

The aperture diameter of the output mirror is
d

D/14

(14)

Recently,

a variation of the negative branch unstable resonator was

described by Gobbi et al.

(14)

The design is

based on the proper choice for

the size of the field limiting aperture d located at the comaon focal plane of
the mirror.

If the aperture is chosen such that a plane wave incident on it

is focused by mirror MI to an Airy disk having the same diameter d,

then this

results in the removal of the hot spot inside the cavity and in a smoothing of
the spatial profile.
If the aperture diameter d is chosen such that
d - 2(0.61 A f )1/2
where f
aperture,

(15)

a F 1 /2, then only the Airy disk is allowed to propagate beyond the
and on- reflection from the mirror M2.

it

is magnified,

collimated,

and presented Fourier transformed at the aperture plane ready to start another
similar cycle.
The radius at which the beam gets zero amplitude is not determined by the
geometrical magnification M, but an effective magnification imposed by
diffraction.
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Meff
where f 2

1.5M a 1.5 f2 /f1

(16)

R2 /2.

The diameter of the collimated beam passing through the laser crystal
(17)

D a :Meff: d.

By adding the constraint on the aperture size that it match the Airy
disk, the usual hot spot in the focal plane is completely removed by diffr
tion. Actually the combination of aperture d and mirror M1 acts on the
resonator field as a low-pass spatial filter.
smoothness of the field profile.

This accounts for the

The disadvantage of this design is the limited value of D which can t
achieved in practical systems.
In order to fill a large active volume wit
diameter D, such for example a slab laser, either Meff or d has to be lars
(See Equation 17).
In order for d to be large, it follows from eq. 15 thi
has to be large which in turn leads to a long resonator. A large Meff
requires a very high gain material, for example a Q-switched Nd:YAG Oscillator.

The authors reported a beam diameter of D-4.8 mm inside the laser

This required a resonator of 125 cm in length and a magnification of M=4.
order to achieve the high gain required for this design the laser was pumr
2.5 times above threshold.
Another interesting feature of this design is the beam extraction frc
the resonator. Instead of a tilted scraper mirror as shown in Figure 6-6.
beam extraction was achieved by means of a polarization coupling scheme,
employing a polarizer and a quarter wave plate as shown in Figure 6-5.
6.2

STABLE RESONATOR
For solid state lasers with low gain, or for systems where a Gaussiar

profile in the near field is required, the stable resonator is the only
choice. Almost all laser applications require a small beam divergence, ei
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to obtain a small spot size at a large range, or a high power density at the
focal plane of a bias. Therefore, the challenge in designing a stable
resonator is to maximize low order mode power extraction.

More specifically

we can establish the following design criteria:
* The diameter of the TE 00 mode should be limited by the active
material
*

The resonator should be dynamically stable, i.e. insensitive to pumpinduced fluctuations of the rod focal length.

*

The resonator modes should be fairly insensitive to mechanical
misalignments.

Lasers operating in the fundamental mode usually require the insertion of
an aperture in the resonator to prevent oscillations of higher-order modes.
In this case, the efficiency of the laser is generally lower,

compared with

multimode operation, due to the small volume of active material involved in
the laser action.

Large-diameter TEMo0 0 modes can be obtained using special

resonator configurations,

but, if proper design criteria are not applied, the

resonator becomes quite sensitive to small perturbations in the mirror curvae
tures and in the alignment.

Also, in solid state lasers, thermal focusing of

the rod greatly modifies the modes and the pump-induced fluctuations of the
focal length may strongly perturb the laser output, even preventing any
practical or reliable use of the laser.
For efficient exploitation of the rod of a solid state laser operating in
the fundam.ental mode, two conflicting problems have to be solved. The mode
volume in the rod has to be maximized, but the resonator should remain as
insensitive as possible to focal length and alignment perturbations.

Early

solutions proposed compensation of the thermal lens by a convex mirror or by
negative lenses ground at the ends of the rod that exactly eliminate the
focusing effect of the rod.

With these methods high power in a monomode beam

can be obtained; the compensation,
ular value of the focal length.

however, is effective only for one partic-

Large fundamental mode volume and good

stability against thermal lens fluctuations have been achieved by a particular
choice of mirror curvatures or by insertion of a telescope in the resonator.
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In the f'-ilowing section we will discuss these two approaches which
to the design of convex-concave or telescopic resonators.
The Concave-Convex Resonator

6.2.1

The design procedure for resonators known as dynamic stable, in whir
fluctuation of the mode volume in the rod is kept under contr'ol by an ap:
priate choice of mirror curvatures, has been developed originally by Ste
5

et al.'

An expansion of this earlier work was published more recently
The design approaches are based on a

17i and Silverstri 18 .
16
Kortz6, Magni

evaluation of stable resonators with an internal focusing element that
The
represents the laser rod under CW or high repetition rate pumping.
criteria applied in these investigations, namely to maximize TEMo0 mode
in the active material, yet maintaining the resonator insensitive to mec
cal arn

optical perturbations leads to a set of equations which allow th

calculation of the resonator parameters.

Specifically the design criter

require that changes in beam diameter are minimized for large variation
focal length.
The design resulted in standard convex-concave resonators where the
maximum mode volume allowed by diffraction losses imposed by the rod ape
has been achieved.
In a stable resonator,
reflectors are refocused,

the waves which propagate between the two

i.e. they bounce back and forth without spreac

appreciably.
This fact can be expressed by a stability criterion

-I ,\1

0 <

-

(18)

< 1.

To show graphically which type of resonator is stable and which is
unstable,

it

is useful to plot a stability diagr3m on which each particL
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resonator geometry is represented by a point.

This is shown in Figure 6-7,

where the parameters
L
R(19)
L
92-a 1

-

R2

are drawn as the coordinate axes.

All configurations are unstable unless they

correspond to points lying in the area enclosed by a branch of the hyperbola
g9g 2 a 1 and the coordinate axes.
In any resonator, the TEMO0 mode spot size at one mirror can be expressed
as a function of the resonator parameters

2w_XL

[

1

[

_____

1

(

2

(0
(20)

1/2

- g 1 g2 )

The ratio of the spot sizes at the two mirrors is
2

9

wi

2.

w2

1

(21)

The stability condition (e.g. Equation 18) remains unchanged.
Beam properties of resonators containing internal optical elements are
described in terms of an equivalent resonator composed of only two mirrors.
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Stability di.agram for the passive
resonator

(Ref. W. Koechner, Solid State Laser Engineering,
Spring Verlag, 1976)
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The pertinent parameters of a resonator equivalent to one with an internal
thin lens are
L2
91 M-._-

f
where:

Lo0

10

L1
;

-

g2

.

•

f

R1

Lo
.,(22a)

R2

L + L2 - (L1L2/f)

(22b)

aped f is the focal length of the internal lens; L1 and 12 are the spacings
between mirrors MV,M2 and the lens as shown in Figure 6-8.
As an example we will consider a resonator with flat mirrors (R1 =R2 -00)
and a thin lens in the center (1-L32-L/2).

g "g91

w2

w•2

For f-O0

L
92 1 - 2f
XL ( -2 g
2(1

From equation 22 we obtain

(23)

,

-1/2
(24)

the resonator configuration is

plane-parallel; for f-L/2 we

o-tain the equivalent of a confocal resonator; and for f-L/4 the resonator
corresponds to a spherical configuration.
Figure 6-8 shows the location of a plane-parallel

resonator with an

Internal lens of variable focal length in the stability diagram.
Considering first the resonator's sensitivity to lensing effects,
that a resonator is insensitive to axial perturbations if
insensitive to changes of g, and g 2 .

we note

the spot size w1 is

A calculation of the relative sensitivi-

ties of various resonators to small changes in mirror radii is equivalent to
the introduction of a lens of some focal length f.
to have a low sensitivity to axial perturbations,
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In order for the resonator
i.e. small spot size changes

fI
L/2

M,

f

M,

(bi

Ia)

Figure 6.8

Goometry a) and stability diagram of
rcoonator containing'a

thin positive

(Ref. W. Koechner, Solid State Laser Engineering,
Spring Verlag, 1976)
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for large changes of g, and g2 ' it

is necessary that dwj/df - 0. This condi-

tion is met for resonator geometries which satisfy the following equation.

+ -.

29291 - 1

0

.

(25)

One particular resonator satisfying is determined by
1
9192 = -;
2

(26)

L1 - O.

In this case the internal lens is either absent or loc;vcý .st the surface
of mirror R1 . Figure 6-9 shows the resonator stability diay"•i. wVt? curves of
constant TEO 00 mode spot sizes. The curves which are obtained 1't,,r Puation
25, reveal that the spot size is fairly insensitive to variations of g9 and
by points on the
92 for resonator configurations which can be represented
Note that large spot sizes w, are obtained for
hyperbola g1 g 2 a O.S.
resonators with large 92 values. From Equation 22 follows that in order for
92>1, the radius of curvature of mirror R2 has to become negative, which
indicates a convex mirror according to our labeling convention.
As an example, we will calculate the resonator parameters for a
dynamically stable concave-convex resonator with a weekly thermally focusing
rod. The situation is probably typical for a Nd:YaG crystal side pumped with
laser diodes.
f-6m,

The following assumptions are made:
D-5mm,

Li-O.lm,

L2 -0.7 m

where f is the thermally induced focal length of the laser rod, D Is the
diameter of the laser rod and L, and L2 are the distances to the front and
rear mirror.
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Figure 6.9

Resonator stability diagram with curves for
constant mode size

(Ref. W'.Steften et al, IEEE 3. Quantum Electr. QE-8,
1972, P. 239)
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If we want to make the laser rod the limiting aperture for TEMo 0 mode
operation, we require about D-4wI.

Therefore

w1 -1.25 mm
Introducing the stability criterion (Equation 26) into the expression for
the spot size (Equation 20) one obtains
w12 a

X Lo
0/

(27)

g1

from this equation follows
g1 a 0.16

The other parameters follow from Equations 21 and 22.
g 2 -3.12
Lou78.8cm

Rz=l .lm
R2 -- 0.36 m

w2.0.28 mm
Figure 6-10 shows the schematic of the resonator.

As can be seen,

the

mode size is very small on the convex mirror and expands towards the concave
mirror, with the laser rod being the limiting aperture.
Recently resonators with an internal lens representing thermal effects in
a pumped laser rod have been thoroughly analyzed in an entirely general way.
It has been shown that, as a function of the dioptric power of the lens,

two

stability zones of the same width exist within which the mode spot size on the
lens always presents a minimum in both zones.

Corresponding to this minimum,

the output power is insensitive to the focal length fluctuations, and the mode
volume inside the rod is inversely proportional to the width of the stability
zones and hence approximately proportional
which the resonator is stable.

(Ref.

17,
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to the range of input power for
18)

2L2

L

M2.7m

.imMi

ILaser

R 2 - -0.36 m
w2 =

Figure 6.10

0.28mm

Rod

RI- 1.1 m
f-6m

wj- 1.25mm

Concave-convex resonator for a weakly focuss
laser rod.
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These design criteria provide equations which allow the calculation of
the resonator parameters, namely, the two-mirror radii, of curvature (R1 , R2 )
and the two distances of the mirrors from the rod. As an example, Figure 6-11
shows the parameters of optimized resonators for typical CW Nd:YAG lasers.
From this figure the values of the curvature radii and the position of the rod
can be readily obtained for a given focal length and for a given spot size of
the mode in the rod.
The parameters used in these curves are defined as follows:

R1,

R

--

radii of curvature of the mirror, positive if concave, L1 , L2 distance between
the mirrors and the principal plane of the rod; f is the focal length of the
rod. The distance from the end of the rod to the principal plane is H-1/2no.
Figure 6-12 shows a resonator design based on the results presented in
Figure 6.11. We assume mode radius of W30-3 mm in the active medium.
This
is the optimum mode radices for a 6 mm diameter rod. The length of resonator
is given as 150 cm.
For a focal length of f-17 cm (1/f - 6 m-1) we obtain R1 -- 14cm, R2 -55 cm
and L1 -130.
6.2.2

Telescopic Resonator
19 ' 2 0

and Sarkies 2 1 , reported using a telescope in an Nd:YaG
resonator, see Figure 6-13. An attractive feature of the telescope is that it
allows easily controllable adjustment to compensate thermal lensing under
varied pumping conditions. Also the telescopic resonator avoids the very
Hanns et al.

small spot on the corvex mirror of the convex-concave mirror design. This is
particularly important at the high power levels typical for Q-switched Nd:YaG
lasers.
By introducing a suitably adjusted telescope into a Q-switched Nd:YaG
laser resonator, the investigators mentioned above have been able to obtain
reliable operation with a large-volume TEMo00 mode.
The basic principle behind
the resonator design is that of choosing a telescope adjustment which
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Dynamically stable resonator for a strongly
focussing rod.
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compensates the thermal lensing in the laser rod (thus permitting a large spot
size) and at the same time ensuring that the spot size is insensitive to
fluctuations in focal length of the thermal lens.
The telescope performs two distinctly separate functions.

Firstly, it

reduces the size of the beam to increase the diffraction per unit length.
Since the beam size on the input side is always the same as the rod diameter,
the diffraction is constant and dependent only on the telescope magnification.
Aperture at the telescope output is set to be D/M where D is the rod diameter.
Secondly,

the telescope is an element of variable focal length.

It can

therefore be adjusted to place the resonator anywhere on the stability
diagram. Because the ratio cf the diffraction losses of the higher order
modes to the lower order modes increases as the telescope output beam
decreases, the telescope can be adjusted to ensure that modes above a certain
order do not reach threshold.
by two telescope parameters,

Thus the mode selection process is controlled
the magnification M and the focal length f.

Clearly sufficient mode selection can be achieved by either parameter alone,
but, on the one hand too high a magnification may result in a'very high power
density in the feedback beam which could exceed the damage threshold of the
On the other hand too much bias introduced by the telescope could
components.
Thus the correct balance must
result in a laser threshold that is very high.
be established to ensure optim-im operation.
The telescope adjustment is chosen to minimize the effect of focal length
variations in the laser rod and at the same time ensures the optimum modeselection properties of a confocal resonator. Manna et al.
detailed analysis of the telescopic resonator.
design equations relating the mode spot sizes,

(19) performed a

The analysis yielded simple
resonator length, telescope

magnification and defocusing and diffraction losses.

A short summary of the

key design parameters is given below.
One can best understand the role of the telescope by considering,

for

simplicity, a short telescope of magnificatin M (where f2 a -Mf1) located
close to the laser rod.

Thus the lens focal lengths are taken to be short
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It can be shown that for small defocusi
compared to the resonator length.
of the telescope, i.e.S<< fl, the telescope has two main effects: it cha
the beam spot size by a factor- M and it changes the wavefront curvature
though it consisted of a single lens of focal length fT a "f f 2 M/b . Thus
telescope can be adjusted to achieve compensation of the thermal lens fR t
making fT -_- f' where f' now refers to the focal length resulting from tt
i, 1/f'-l/fr+l/fm. The effect of the magnific
i.e.
combination of f. and f
tion M is to modify the condition for insensitivity of spot size to varia 4
of fR. This becomes f/M2 .L where f is the focal length resulting from thE
i.e 1/f - 1/f + 1/f'. The spot size in thE
combination of fT, fR and Iem
M2L A ~)1/2
lase rodii
which can also be written i
laser rod is again given by W1 = M(2L X/ )0
. Thus introducing the correctly adjusted telescope allows
* M(2L A/ 7,-))
same large mode volume in the laser rod to be maintained but with a reduci
of cavity length by M2 . The main limitation of this approach is that it
exposes components in the reduced beam to higher intensity and thus great(
damage risk.
The authors have presented some of their key findings in graphical f(
Figure 6-14 shows the results of spot-size versus telescope defocusing
corresponding to a particular resonator. The main feature is the broad
minimum for spot size in the laser rod (upper curve), implying insensitiv
of spot-size 8 . Note that a change of S with fR fixed is equivalent to
change of fR (due to changed pump conditions) with 8 fixed, since both
correspond to a change of combined focal length f. Thus Figure 6-14 also
represents a plot of spot size versus fR" The minimum of the upper curve
therefore implies insensitivity to fluctuations in fR" The desired opera
point is at the bottom of this minimum and the telescope must therefore b,
defocused by the correct amount to ensure this. In arriving at a resonato
design the main parameters to be chosen are spot-size w1 , in the laser ro
resonator length L and magnification M.
These parameters are interrelated as follows:
W1 a M(2Lx/r )1/2

Af/ r)1/2
( A
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(From

Ref. 21)

"
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Spot size versus defocussin'g of telescope
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W is chosen for best utilization of the laser medium.

For a 9 mm r

diameter, the authors selected w1 -2.5 mm to be optimum. With W1 chosen t
choice of values for L and M is made to give an acceptable compromise bet
a small M and hence an inconveniently large L or small L and hence large
which may then lead to excessive intensity in the contracted beam.

When L

(f-2M2 L

hence M) have been chosen the value of f is fixed
for the simplif
resonator) and this in turn fixes 5 through the relations 1/f - 1 /fT + 1
1/fm and fT = f 2 /5

This assumes fR to be known,

fR is usually determin
passing a HeNe laser beam through the laser rod and measuring the beam wa
.

at the desired pump level.
A circular aperture to select the TEM0 0 mode is inserted and centere
In practice we have found that the aperture diameter should be

-- 15 time

calculated spot diameter at the point of insertion to ensure suppression
the TEM0 1 mode.
6.3

COMPARISON
The prime resonator configurations for laser diode pumped solid stat

lasers are the confocal positive or negative branch unstable resonator an
covnex-concave or telescopic stable resonator.

The particular choice dep

on the gain of the solid state laser material,

the beam quality requireme

and the particular size and shape of the active material.

The positive b

unstable resonator has the great advantage that it can be designed to fil
large active medium in either a cylindrical or a rectangular geometry.
the most widely used resonator for slab lasers.

I

The disadvantage of this

of resonator is the hole in the center and diffraction rings in the beam
profile which are typical of polka-dot or scraper mirror designs. At the
expense of a more complicated design,

apodized aperture and radially bire

fringent elements can be used to reduce these effects.
configurations mentioned above,

Compared to the o

the positive branch unstable resonator is

design which is most sensitive to mechanical and optical perturbation.

T

negative branch unstable resonator has a considerably higher stability to
misalignment and thermal lensing effects.

However,

due to the internal f

the design is useful only for lasers with peak powers less than 10 MW.
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A

modified negative branch unstable resonator employs a pinhole at the focal
point. The diameter is such that only the Airy disk of the diffraction
pattern is transmitted. This design leads to a very smooth output profile in
Both unstable resonator configcombination with a high alignment tolerance.
urations are not suitable when the gain becomes very low. This may be the
case in CW pumped solid state lasers, particularly in materials with a lower
gain as compared to Nd:YaG. In these cases a stable resonator with a
qoncave-convex mirror configuration or containing a telescope will have to be
used. Recent advances in stable resonator design for solid state lasers have
been directed at finding regions where the structure is insensitive to change
of the focal length of the laser rod. Thermal lensing is a design parameter
in these dynamic stable resonators. The choice between the convex-concave and
the telescopic resonator is not easy to make. The former has the advantage
that it uses no additional optical elements on the other hand, the telescope
required in the latter design provides a convenient way of optimizing the
resonator for different operating conditions.
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7.

SPECIFIC CW LASER DESIGN

In this section we will bring together the various system elements
discussed in the report in order to design a highly efficient solid state
laser for underwater illumination. Our design goal is an average output power
of three watts in the green, and a wall plug efficiency of at least 1.5%.
The performance of a diode laser pumped Nd:YAG laser system with second
harmonic conversion to the green depends upon detailed design choices for each
6

sub-system.
7.1

SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

Several critical design choices have to be made with regard to the diode
array pump configuration, resonator design and harmonic generation.
The power regime of this laser made the side pumped cylindrical rod a
clear choice. A diode laser array configuration and performance is identified
that is within current capabilities of several vendors. One of the key
technical issues to be resolved is the selection of an efficient doubling
method. We considered the following approaches for the CW pumped laser:
* Intracavity doubling
* Repetitively Q-switched plus intracavity doubling
* Modelocked with internal or external doubling
The intracavity power density is low in a CW laser; therefore, the beam
has to be tightly focused into the nonlinear crystal for efficient conversion.
In addition, the doubling crystal must have a high nonlinearity. Most often
used with CW lasers is barium sodium niobate, Ba2 NaNb 5 O15 .
The low gain of a CW laser, combined with the critical adjustment of
focusing the beam to a small area idside the doubling crystal, make this
approach not very attractive for a fieldable military system. The same can be
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which is

said for modelocking,

also very critical to operate and require!

feedback loop for stabilization.

In addition,

there is a deleterious

interaction between modelocking and intracavity harmonic generation (7.1
The design we selected is the CW pumped repetitively O-switched Nd:'
laser with internal frequency doubling.

Since the peak power of a

continuously pumped, Q-switched Nd:YAG laser is in the kW range, a much f
power density is achieved compared to CW operation,
focusing into the doubling crystal is

and therefore less

needed.

As for continuous lasers, output of a CW pumped, Q-switched laser i:
Typical
frequency doubled most efficiently with an intracavity crystal.
average harmonic output from such a laser can be as large as the fundamer
output.

Such lasers typically emit pulses lasting several hundred nanos(

at repetition rates of several kilohertz; average powers are normally a
watts, although average power has reached ten watts in one device (7.2).
A back-up to the repetitively Q-switched laser with internal doublir
the externally doubled repetitively Q-switched laser.

It

has the advantz

that the function of the oscillator and doubler are separated and oscilli
performance is not affected due to heating of the doubling crystal.

Howt

even with Q-switching the power density is still low and an external

foct

arrangement has to be employed.
The next critical

issue is the selection of the doubling crystal.

selection of a nonlinear optical material for this application is limite(
the average power and peak power densities that a crystal can tolerate.
Thermally induced phase mismatch,
the average power capability.
density capability.

resulting from beam power absorption,

The damage threshold limits the peak powet

There are only a few optical crystals materials aval
KD*P,

CD*A,

and the most

that satisfy these requirements.

These are:

recently developed KTP crystals.

Each of these crystals has properties-

are unique for certain applications.

Table 7-1a lists the nonlinear

coefficients and damage threshold of these crystals.
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Angle

I Type

I
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I
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Properties of nonlinear crystals.
Nonlinear coefficient
a) and phase matching properties b).
(Milek et. al.
Report AD704556, Hughes Aircraft Co.
1970)
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properties of these crystals and the results obtained with them are revie
below.'
KD*P (Deuterated KH2 PO4 ).
nonlinear crystals discussed.

KD*P is

the most highly developed of the

The deuterated material is required to rec

absorption at 1.06)rm and thus minimize the thermally induced phase mismE
Crystals are available in large sizes with excellent optical quality.
The KD*P crystal has a low absorption constant (<0.01 cm"1) and a hi
power-density damage threshold at 1.06 um.

Effects due to thermally indL

phase mismatching are negligibly small at an incident average power level
to about 25 W, with peak power density of 250 MW/cm 2 and a 35 ns pulse dL
tion.

Nonlinear absorption due to two-photon processes is also insignifi

under these conditions.
CD*A (Deuterated CsH2 AsO 4 ).

CD*A is isomorphic, with KD*P and is usL

found to be a more efficient harmonic converter than KD*.
tuned, 900 phase-matched CD*A is a preferred configuration.
phase-matching temperature of the crystal at 1.06Aum is
ture is sufficiently high that the crystal is
dehydration,

which occurs at about

150 0 C.

The temperatur
However,

110 0 C.

th(

This telnr

susceptible to damage due •

The damage level for a temperi

tuned CD*A was less than lOW at an energy density of about 2 J-cm" 2 (35 r
This property has severely limited the usefulness of 900 phase matched C[
for high-power harmonic conversion.
KTP (KTiOPO 4 ).

KTP is a new type of nonlinear crystal which is curt

under development.

The crystal exhibits several unique properties, inclt
a high nonlinear coefficient comparable to that of BaaNaNbsOi 5 , a high di
threshold, and a low degree of sensitivity to thermally induced phase mi,
match.
These combined properties make KTP the most attractive crystal f(
high-power frequency conversion (Ref.
The spectral , angular,

7.3, 7.4).

and temperature phase-matching characteristi(

second harmonic generation at 1.061 irm in KTP are shown in Table 7-16.
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TI

large temperature bandwidth observed is a unique characteristic of this
Because of its large nonlinear coefficient, this further
nonlinear material.
reduces the length of crystal required for high conversion efficiency. As a
result, a second harmonic generation efficiency near 50% can be readily
obtained in a 3.5 mm crystal length at an incident power intensity of about

2

100 MW/cm

The best performance from our system can be achieved with KTP; therefore,
'e will select this material as the doubling crystal.
Based on the foregoing discussion, the system configuration shown in
Figure 7-5 was selected. A Nd:YAG rod is pumped by linear laser diode arrays.
The system is Q-switched by an acoustic-optic resonator and contains the
doubling crystal in the resonator. A concave-convex design was chosen for
good mode selection, and for a small beam waist at the location of the
doubling crystal. The cavity is folded in order to recover both harmonic
beams.
7.2

SOLID STATE GAIN MEDIUM AND DIODE ARRAY CONFIGURATION

Due to its high gain and good mechanical and physical properties, Nd:YAG
is our first choice for this laser. However, ND:YLF is a close contender.
For CW pumping, the gain depends on the product of cross section s and
population inversion, which in turn is proportional to the product of absorbed
pump light and upper state lifetime Tf. In Nd:YLF, the 5Tf product is 1.5
times larger as compared to ND:YAG. Since CW threshold is inversely proportional to this product, all other factors being equal, Nd:YLF should be a
better material compared to Nd:YAG. It also has the advantage of producing a
polarized beam. Whether one can take advantage of the better properties of
Nd:YLF in a diode pumped system depends on other factors such as crystal
quality, optical losses in the material,

etc.

Assuming a Nd:YAG for the gain medium we will design the laser array pump
such that the system can generate 15 W of CW output, multimode, unpolarized in
an empty resonator at 1.064um. As we will discuss below, this is our
estimate of what is needed to produce three watts average power in the green.
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Insertion of an acousto-optic Q-switch into the resonator and operation
TEMo0 mode will reduce the average power to about seven watts. Optical
associated with the doubling crystal and polarization losses will furthey
reduce the power to about 4W. Intracavity doubling will recover most of
radiation.
An acousto-optic Q-switch has a slow opening time. As discussed in
Reference 7.5, the transient effects associated with slow Q-switching he-,
mode selection. With a low optical distortion medium, the diffraction lc
difference between the lowest and higher-order modes so that the lowest-(
mode dominates in the Q-switched mode.
The diode array has to be designed to produce 15 watts of output fr(
basic laser. In Section 4.4.2 we determined the optical efficiency of a
pumped cylindrical rod to be about 17- 0.35. Therefore a diode output
43 watts is needed to produce the desired output. Assuming a laser arra,
conversion efficiency of 25% and an efficiency of 95% for the power cond'
tioning unit, the system requires 182 W of electrical input.
Linear arrays with five watt CW output are commercially available ft
Siemens and Spectra Diode Labs. In our design of a conduction cooled ro(
four linear arrays are mounted around the semicylindrical area, i.e. 20 t
of pump power. With a three cm long Nd:YAG rod, a maximum of 60 Wof pup
power would be available. Reducing the power level to 45W or 3.75 w fror.
array will increase lifetime. The detailed optical design of the conden!
lenses and the pump distribution can be obtained from the computer progri
developed by FIBERTEK, Inc. The input parameters for this analysis are:
*

Radii of lenses (focal length)

*
*

Diode to lens separation
Lens to rod center separation

•
e

Lens spacing
Refractive indices

@ Diameter of Nd:YAG rod
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s

Absorption spectrum

* Diode center wavelength
* Diode output spread (FWHM of statistical

spread)

The small signal gain of the Nd:YAG rod can be calculated from the pumped
;olume and the projected stored energy in the rod.
For a 30 mm long crystal
of 3 -m diameter we obtain V a 0.21 cm3 .
Taking the value of 77the upper state level,

-1

0.54 for the fraction of pump radiation reaching
then P - 24.3 W and Es -- 26.6 x 10-3J/cn! 3 or G0 = 0.08

cm
Figure 7-1 shows a cross-section of the semi-cylindrical pump geometry.
The rod support structure provides a heat sink for removal of waste heat from
the crystal, and it also reflects back puwnp radiation for a second path in the
rod.
A sunmary of the salient features of the oscillator is provided in
Table 7-2.
7.3

Q-SWITCH
In an acousto-optic Q-switch,

an ultrasonic wave is launched into a block

of fused silica, which acts as an optical phase grating when an ultrasonic
wave passes through it.
The high optical quality of fused silica combined
with a very high damage threshold makes an acousto-optic Q-switch the
universal

choice for CW lasers.

The low-gain characteristics of CW-pumped solid state lasers do not
require a very high extinction ratio for Q-switching but do demand exceptionally low insertion lcss.

Since the best optical quality fused silica with
antireflection coatings can be used as the active medium, the overall
insertion loss of the Q-switch can be reduced to less than 0.5% per pass.
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Table 7.2.

Summary of system parameters for cw laser diode pumped,
repetitively Q-switched, intracavity doubled Nd:YAG laser.

Laser material length, cm:

3

Resonator length, m:

.35

Inversion volume, cm3 :

.21

Average output power, w:

3

Energy per pulse, mj:

0.5

Repetition rate, Hz:

6,000

Pulse width, nsec:

100

Output wavelength, nm:

532

Peak power, kW:

5
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The performance data of an acousto-optic Q-switched Nd:YAG laser witt
output comparable to the system under consideration is shown in Figure 7-;
For repetition rates below approximately 800 Hz the peak power is indepen(
of repetition rate.

At these low repetition rates there is sufficient tir

In the tran'
between pulses for the inversion to reach the maximum. value.
tion region between 0.8 and 3kHz, peak power starts to decrease as the
repetition rate is increased.

Above 3kHz, the peak power decreases very

rapidly for higher repetition rates.

The optimum repetition rate for a

frequency doubled is between four and eight kHz.

The lower repetition ra"

yields higher peak power which produces higher harmonic output, whereas tV
higher repetition rate yields a higher average power.
We assume a repetition rate of 5kHz.

According to Figure 7-2 peak pt

on the order of 15 kW can be expected from the laser. Typically these la:
The circulating power is
operate with an 80* reflective output mirror.
Efficient frequency doubling in KTP requires about 25-3
This power density can be achieved if the beam diameter is reduc(

therefore 75 kW.
MW/cm 2 .

0.5 mm in the resonator.

The particular concave-convex resonator discuss(

the next section will accomplish the desired beam compression.
7.4

OPTICAL RESONATOR

In our opinion, the dynamic-stable concave-convex resonator treated
Section 6.2.1 is the best choice for the CW pumped, repetitively Q-switch,
and intracavity doubled Nd:YAG laser. The resonator maximizes TEM0 0 mode
volunme in the active material, and it provides a small beam waist at the
convex mirror, which is necessary for efficient doubling.

We assume a we

focusing rod with f=6 meters, a diameter of 3 mim, and a separation of the
-from the concave and convex mirror of L1 2 0.05 m and L2 a 0.3 m.
The mode size at the Nd:YAG rods is W1 -D/4 = 0.75 mm.
design procedure outlined in Section 6.2.1 we obtain
Lo-

35 cm

l= 0.2

(from eq. 22b)
(from eq.
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27)

If we follow

Figure 7.2

Performance of a repetitively
Q-switched,cw
pumped Nd:YAG laser system.
(W. Koechner, Solid State Laser
Engineering,
Springer Verlag, 1976)
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0 3

0 6

O

-

'

g2 a 2.5

(from eq. 26)

w2 - 0.2 mm
R2 - 23 cm

(from eq. 21)
(from eq. 22a)

RI - 47 cm

(from eq. 22a)

Figure 7-3 shows a schematic of the resonator. The mode size is ver.
small at the location of the doubling crystal. and expands towards the con(
mirror, with the Nd:YAG rod being the limiting aperture.
7.3.3

Harmonic Generator

The second harmonic generation efficiency depends on incident intens
crystal type and length, and on laser beam spatial mode quality.
KTP is a relatively new nonlinear optical material that is increasir.
being used commercially for second harmonic generation of the 1.06 m Nd:
laser. KTP (KTiOP0 4 ) has been shown to have particularly favorable prope
for use in second harmonic generation of 1.06 um Nd:YAG lasers. The lar
nonlinear optical d coefficient combined with a high optical damage thres
make this material presently one of the most useful for nonlinear opticai
devices.
The supply of commercially available KTP is limited, furthermore oni
small crystals can be grown. Crystals are currently only available in si
up to 5 mm cubes. For the laser designed in this section, only a very sm.
crystal is needed. A 3 mm cube is sufficient to obtain the desired conve
efficiency. Also there are clear indications that KTP crystals of suffici
quantities and quality will become available in the near future.
Several companies such as Inrad, Alrtron, Virgo Optics, and Ferroxcu
are now exploring the fabrication of this material either by hydrothermal
flux growth methods. In addition, the next development in this technolog.
be epitaxially grown KTP presently explored at Bell Laboratories.
The energy conversion efficiency of one DTP crystal (3.5 mm length)
function of input power density is shown in Figure 7-4.
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The intracavity frequency doubled Nd:YAG laser can be significantly
affected by thermo-optical effects in the frequency loubling crystal.

The

slight absorption of the circulating 1.O64 Mm power, as well as the 532 nm
power produced by frequency doubling, can modify the laser parameters through
complex interdependent relationships.

As a result, the laser performance may

degrade and become unstable.

0

At the level of 4 watts average power, in combination with the low

absorption KTP material,

no thermal instabilities are expected.

Extraction of power only in one direction simplifies the design; however,
at the expense of 50% reduction in output power. Combining the two oppositely
directed second harmonic beams together for higher efficiency output has been
tried in the past; however,

interference effects caused large output

fluctuations.
The two frequency doubled beams are phase locked via the fundamental
However, dispersion in the air of the green beam reflected off the rear
mirror and directed a second time through the harmonic generator will cause a
beam.

time varying phase difference of the combined beams.
quarter wave plate at the harmonic,

Introduction of a

inserted between the doubling crystal and

the rear mirror, will combine the two green beams orthogonally polarized and
In order to leave the fundamental
no Interference effects will take place.
beam unaffected,

the phase retarder must be half wave for 1.064 um.

The final

design of the optical resonator containing the harmonic generator is shown in
Figure 7-5.
7.4

POWER BUDGET AND EFFICIENCY SUMMARY
The energy flow of the underwater Illuminator system is illustrated in

Figure 7-6.

A summary of the system efficiency available with today's

technology and projected performance available in a three to five year time
frame is shown in Table 7-3.
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Conceptual design of a cw laser diode pumped,
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Nd:YAG laser.
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Table 7.3 - Projected Efficiency

Near Term

Long Tei

Power Conversion

.95

.95

Diode Arrays

.25

.50

Upper State Transfer

.54

.54

Output Efficiency

.64

.64

Doubling Efficiency

.20

.30

TOTAL

1.6%

4.9%
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8.

CONCLUSION

During the 1970's and early 1980's, solid state laser technology went
through a process of evolutionary changes,

characterized by incremental

improvements in system performance and reliability.
However, during the last several years rather dramatic possibilities
have appeared on the horizon which could bring about a revolutionary change in
solid state laser technology.
e
*

The most important developments are:

Laser diode array pumping of solid state lasers
Tunable lasers

@ Phase conjugated and Raman shifted lasers
e

High performance nonlinear materials such as KTU and organic crystals.

We are Just on the verge of seeing these technologies emerge, but none
has yet reached the maturity needed for large commercial or military
applications.
This report is c(,ncerned with the most far reaching new technology,
namely laser diode pumping of solid state lasers.

The report provides an

assessment of the technological and economic issues surrounding the use of
diode arrays for pumping solid state lasers.
Laser diode pumping requires a different engineering approach to the
design of solid state lasers.
sources,

laser materials,

The pertinent characteristics of the pump

crystal geometry and diode pump configuration,

cooling cycle and resonator design are covered in this report, together with a
specific laser design.

Economic issues and manufacturing processes for mass

producing diode arrays are treated also.
Just as vacuum tubes have been' replaced by the transistor and later by
integrated circuits, we envision gas filled arc lamps being replaced by linear
and planar laser diode arrays.
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The development and commercialization last year of these arrays have
opened up the possibility of creating practical all-solid state lasers, V
high efficiency and long lifetime.

potential advantages of compactness,

Solid state lasers with wall plug efficiencies of 10% and higher wil
possible in the future.
Laser diode pumping always looked attractive but was not practical c
such technological barriers as low efficiency, low power, and short lifet
The significant progress made in diode laser technology coupled with the
emerging technology of linear and planar diode arrays has removed these
In the newer devices, efficiencies of up
former technological barriers.
50 percent can be achieved,

and lifetimes of 10,000 hours have been built

employed at pump sources for solid state lasers.
Feasibility of such arrays has now been demonstrated, but manufactur
costs are prohibitive and must be reduced sharply before widespread appli
tions will emerge.
The future of laser diode pumping seems to be assured at least for
specialized military applications,

but widespread commercial uses will bf

slowed by their relatively high cost.

High costs are not inherent as rec

cost studies by SDL and MDAC have shown.
arrays increasing,

With production of laser diode

cost carn reach a very attractive level.

Technology is available, and it

is mainly an economic issue to find

application; which will drive costs down and stimulate further use of thi
systems.
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Appendix A

CRADLE Source Code Listing

Page Al to A37

r:-ALE.E~

code

Sor

listxnall.-a

SL)YNAM IC_
sO
a
C aI
I
EF-FErCFF Go2Tr 4@0(00: ?ILIMLINESV.
SDEFD8L
jo)~:
*WNOH~,:
W
WtTNUW'r%(Tl.
DIM WINVOLAJ"4
DIM LAMSDAfý40c , AAEý5140-. 0FE:(0,1_'0 , ¼'OL(0) , LL(40ý , ATTF1ILtTE.WT:SDIM SLIM(ZO.10) , 5L'MM(2.ý'.101 . FIRST'ý20.10) , LALýTCý0.10)

DIM 4SkF'12,
10

201

LOSS12).

INTARSOPF'(23

TF_110:ý EYt I".":NEXT
EDIT. CALL1C: SCREE.N 0,0,0,0:WIDTIPOP

AL'-SEN5S'0)

I%-!

18O:CCLOR

15.0,01CLS;KEY OFF-'~w-~

Coni~ioLueeation 4xle-Re^-d
2:0 so-,Us qq10
Ma~in Men. 2:0 rzT`a0:G0SL'E( 0000
hrXf'.1) Then :20
tIAtl:4bS=
J=+ 1e''~t'en
..... I
Then error- :01
len (a*' =2 tmn 0S=riqht1'E*.l):i# b.f-cmr~S(18S
:::
I
p:rx~
sr I I .- as 10)
c1S~E2"1ct
,::5 IF 1NSTR;MEN'Jr.;-S1 -1 THEN
..70 ELSE MESSAGE = Enter only the letter-'s) beteween the [I to m a

r:C
_

-18

S:Gn-TO

X'Esc aaair, if 'oLi- vqisb tc termy'r
IF AfIn''Y" THEN EY TEXT" I: MESSAGES-" Pres
QC9
7HEN 600 ELSE
EXT%:
selection".IF
new
a
ate Program. or enter
Z-0

240 IF AS=CHFE:(:')

THEN AS=-x" GOTO 2:0

:60 IF AS=",El TH~EN GOSUPE 400:GOTO 510
-0 1F Ax"D- THEN OPEN "RETURN. BAT" FOR, OUTPUT AS#l: PRNT01"RALE.EE :ýL-DEE
H-A1N"CDLIN`STL. EXE"
_ZL IF ArIL" THEN GOSUS 400:GOTO 4-0
Z90 IF At-"S THEN GOSUB 400:6OTO 450
:00 IF AY-wV" THEN GOSUP 400:c'OTO 480
IF AS-IP" THEN 6SOSUb 400. GOTO '-:,
-1
ý20 IF A t- "C " THEN 170013
':40 IF AS-1WI" THEN gasu~t 7000:qoto 220
Q1B EYT*;-r
-9Q GOSL'E Ql00:t3OT:) 221
400
401 'i Get second part of menu selectionl
40:
410 GOSUES J10q0:IF ASwS" OR AXIinC" THEN print af;:F-RETUFN ELSE RETURN -qýI

4=1
4-0
440
450
451
.465:
460
410

Load from cisk

IF AS-"S" THEN FILACT'.1
GOSUE' 4000:GOTO :98

ELSE FILACT11-

1 Save to dist
I .
IF Asi"S" THEN FILACT*1-2 ELSE FILACT.44
G05UE4 4000: C01)l0 -.P

480
481

'1

View parapmeters

490 IF AlSWS THEN VWACT!1=l
1-10 eOSUEb 5000:GC'TC' -q8
tf1

1

Edit

ELSE YWACT%='

F:1eý-.

1 -_ IF AZ"S" THENI EDITP'-CT*,.=1
5:0 OOSU~i b~oa:GOT' :qE4

ELSE EDITACT*,=2

*CRADLE.E4AS

557 1Print

Sou.rc:e code listing.
pa'rameters

!T40 IF A-S-"S" THEN VW.ACT%'.7 ELSE VWACT',=4
550 GOSUB 5000:00OT
1.;?
41'
I
Ez-it oquard

routine

610 if edit.c*1ll
then 620 else end
-l-~1:aS-"Have you savea all of yotxr data 4ije(s) to
c~reoI:attr'.nl58:e~osub ii000:oosvb 9g9.s
6~40 ax1nievs:if a$'then 640 dele aC)SL'r ¶110:i+ asJ'Yl

V"1ci
then eno

40CO
4001 'I
Write and Read file operations
40O:
4010
40-0 '1 Routine to open standard window
4 07,0
40-- IF FRNT*,1 THEN LFRINT "FILACTY. -":.FILACT7.
4C40
:WWIDTH%40:WHEIGHT*,m-I:X%-19: Y%-17: 4.f+g~z1: f .bqil:color
att~(.~~1and 7)*l6
.fg:gosu0 .1000
4041 !P FILACTV...: THEN FILDOS-"SpectrUM" else 4:1dol-tCradle"
4050 014 FILACT'. GOSUB 4100.4Z-00,4400,4tS00
40&0 IF EDr~rACT%'.a
THEN 4065 ELSE SCRNACTY.-4:GDSUB 11110
4065 GOSUE
.:127(:RETURN
4100
4101 '
Read Spectrum file
FILACTV.Ul
410:
4110 TS-ILoad '4SPCDEFS+*.".EXT1X5.
into inemory ': X".1: Y~l: color 4
OSUB 72750
41:0 GOSUB 11090:14 a$uchr$(-7) then 4190 else IF A$*'"" THEN ARCHIV
OTO 4171 ELSE IF A'
N"THEN 41=0
41:0 qosub ::8290:EXTg-EXTlr:FILE$-SF'CDEFt:FuFFOSEt-'Loadina.:GOSIE-( 1!
IVOS"NULL' THEN GOTO 4190
41:1 AtinAPCHIVO*:GQSUB 1l0:0:ARCHIVOSuAS:color ff~f~y
X.iY
CWS%:GOSUE '-'20 0:TS="FeacainQ '+O)RIVE1.+APCHIVOSF+". 4-EXT15zGOSUE4 71Sec
4140 Az.=ORIVES+FATHTf+AACHIVOT-o-.+E-XT IS: GOSUB
10FmXim
415.0 CL.OSE#l:OFEN F-t FOR INPUT AS*L
416-0 1,zT!4-1:INFUT*1,LAME4DAfI*,),AAEtS(VV.)
4170 IF EOF(1) THEN 4180 ELSE 4160
418e SCF'DEPS-ARCHI VOT: SPCL INES%=I%: MESSAGE!s "Read "+STR*(SPCLINES%)
date from file '+SFCDEF*-". ";RETURN
419~0 fSin'NULL":MESSAGE1in'Load routine aborted. Current Spectru(M file
emliins un~hamqed. ":RETUPN
4200 '
471'
Wr-ite Soectr-um file
PILACT%/*- 1
4 -0::
4710 TJSavrn "*SPCDEFr+"'1."EXT1X+'1 to Disk
":)f%1:Y/.=1:Color f .fo4
b .2S
47.20 '305UB 1 1 OP 0 : 1 4 s~vChrJ(Z7) then 4790 else IF Alm"'C THEN ARCH-4'.
r)TO 47-.l ELSE IF AZ. "N" THEN 4720

".VOStNULL" THEN G31)TO 47-90
0:T$=-Writirng

'+DRIV)E

RCHIVOx+g-.*-ExrlX:I3oSU_,

-1-JE0

ZRAL.E.ElAS
4'40
4745
4750
4 75 1

zq

Soorce code listina.

,.RCHI YOt+'.
ASCR I VEI *THZ
gcsub 16100:if spclines*.0
CLOSE#I:OFEN Fsr FOR OL'TFUT
FOR I;1=1l TO SPCLiNES'.

1l0:0: 7sAx1%"EYTj_?*:GO~jLI
theni gto 4:EiO
mS.#1

4770 NEXT
4_780 epcd*4 Swarchi vrOIMESSACGEZ=Saved"+STRX(SF CLINES*.)+" pair(s) o-f (%,_= r-:. 4ile
".spcdeiA+". "3RETURN
reVr
47QO Ft= NULL";:MESSAGES-"Save routine aborted. Current Spectrum filie or. als.
airns unchanoed. ":RETURN
-ile
41401 '1 Read Cradle
4402
4410 Tfu"Load "+CDL.DEFS+"."+EXT2T+"

-

then
44:0 GOSUB 11090:lf aS-chr1t'71)
OTC 44:1 ELSE IF At,: "N" THEN 442!0

FILACT%7.into memory

':

i

XV.=: Y7-i: colorff..&

4490 else IF AS5"Y' THEN AR~CH IVOP'CZ'LZEý!

50000: IF AR.CH
4470 qosub 7:ego: E;TS-EXT2:::F ILES-CDLDEFS: PURPOSES- "Load xng ":GOS'UE
IVOS-mNULL" THEN GOTO 4490
4471 AZ-4RCHIVOS:GOSUBl I10ZO:ARCHIVO-S~: color i.4g/.,4.bq% z'.in1:v%ml:w%=Nur0WIN[r
OWS%: GOSUE' :2890: T~w Read ing -'+DRIvEx+ARCH IVOS+". " 4EXT2_S:GOSUB
4440 AJ.uDRIVEt.FATHt.+ARCHIVOSt.'. +EXTIZ:GOSLJS 1 100:FS-AS
4450 CLOSE*i:OFEN FS FOR INPULT AS*1
4460 INFUT#1,RI, RO. XL, AFANGLE, TE, TG, INDEX, P:ROD, NRO)D
4461 INPUT*1,RW.ATEF;, RJACt-ET, NJAC[:ET, NWATFER, N, XD, YD, TPF, TPR, LAM[(0;O, SIC4470 CLOSE01
4490 CrLDEFS-ARCHIVOS: MESSAGES-"F1 lIe '.cdld**Z-" Successfully loaded. ":RETUJRN
4 4 QO FT- "NULL": MESSAGES-"Load routine aborted. Current Cradle -file in memory rem
ains unchanged. ':RETURN

7isea

4500

4501

'

Write Cradle

4510 Tz-"Save

FILACT/.-4

f110

"+CDLDEFS5.".'ExTt.r-'

to Disi -

": X%1-1: YY.1: color

1
fo1f.

11090:zf #Stchrt(:7) then 4590 else IF AS-"Y' THEN ARCHIVOSCL'LL~tE~zx:'_
N" THEN 45520
OTO 451.A ELSE IF As
Az'~
JS70 gosuo -7S90:EXTt-EXTZt:F':LE,=-CtLDEFt:F*LPrFOSEt.-'Sauving":GOSUE' 50w0: 1
1'0'CS":NUL.." THEN GOT0 41590
4520 GOSUE'

4571 AS-ARCHIVOt:G0SUSt 11 Z0:ARCH-IV0Su.4*:colu.r f4~.fb~:~.1Y:~UwN
OWS%:GOSU8 72:O00;TSm'Writing "*DF~IYEt+ARýCHIVOt+',"+E4(TI:GOSUl

:1580

45wp4 0 AS-DRIYiEt+PATHtARCHIVOr+'. '-EXTI:'35OUfr 11I0:F&S-A
4w-'0 CLOSE01;0PEN FS FOR OUTPUT 6AS*1
41,oQ FrZINT*1.F1, RO, )L.. (-4Fr'.NGLE. TE, T5. 'INDEX:. RPOD. NROD
1-1. XD. YD, TPFR. TFF. LjAMEDi:.Ca-51
ý I;ANT*l ,RwATEF.
RJACý E7, NJAC) ET. NWATEF;,
"0'70 CLOSE#!
47 60 cd Idef Saarchivo4: MESSAGES- "F Ie "+cdlIdet+S+"Success+ ul Iv Wr itten. ":;ý TL'F 'J
em-~
45.90 F1-"NULL":MESSAGEtS-Sve routine aborted. CLrrent Cradle file on di.ns Unchanlged. ": ETURN4
5000
iew' La paramneter routine
5001
1
'rý4N 5010 ELSE -£CRNACT%-:~GOSUEl 11l1i4:.'ol~or
wOU.S Tr VWAcýr%
¶'114 ON 'JWACT%. -_OSUL'
:ýOZ~s0.552o ,5w7:0

0c~-

CRADLE.BtAS
v iew

Source code listing.
a Spectrum f ilIe

50::
then messacela"No Spectrum -file in, memory.
zpcdefT-"MULL"
9SUb 16100:if 5PClineS7.i0 then spclifles*.-1
LEFT%-INT(SF-CLlNESZ/z'Z: RIGHT*/*:SFCLINES*/-L.EFT`/
IF LEFT%.
RIGHT% THEN LEFT aLEFT%*l:RIGHT%.RIGHT%-I

Z05ii

502t
5070
50-71
5040
5050
5051
505:

':r

'

sub 99Q6
aZ-l: AZ-"Wevelength'I gosuib qQQ6a%n40:
b-,:
a*'n15iAiin'Absorption coeffxcient":qcsub 9 Q96I8Z-55;9osub 9~QQ*
b%-2: a!'4: AS-" (MM) ": o0Ub QQ9t-: a~xAL4:: 00SL'h 9996
sos~x::Al-" (cm -I1 ": gosub Q99Q6: a7.u6::gosum 9996

Ie:
lb,=:
:
a-TR
I NG (SO, I q) : qosub 99c,:ý t1r %-m1 1: AS-STR INGx (1 A:
=4 TO 2Z STEP 2:gosub 9q96 NEXT:~'..
:/4as.STRINGS(79, 196) :gosi.
r
.
5070 FOR A*Zv4 TO LEFT-+5080 LOCATE A/.,CC1L'.:C0OLR :.7:FRINT USING
W'
*.(OFFSET%+ (A%--)):: COL(
USING "****.#":LAMSDA(CFFSET%*(AY.-:) ) LOCATE AZ, (COLY.*O) :FRINT USI!
.AABS(OFFSET/.+(A%-'.1)):
50qO NEXT A*Z
5100 IF OFFSET%' 0 THEN 5110 ELSE OFFSET%-LEFT%:LEFTXmRIGHT%:COL%.i40:
Z110 SCRNACT%=7:GOSUB 11Il0:attr%-7:AS-"Press any key when ready tor
in menu 'a60SUB 11000:bVr--.1r51gosub 95rvb:GOSUP 11090
51"0 IF AS-"" THEN 5110 ELSE MESSAGES-"Viewing of Spectrum file
".SF'C
TlI*. torminatod":RETURN
VL

51'1View a Cradle file

5~ fcle~"UL

tm~tn messageS.lNo Cradle in memory ':return
52ZO attr~u2:9%-I:A$-Viewxng of Cradle -file "*DRIVES.PATHS*CDLDEFx+'
I#*~
SUBS 11000:gosub 9996: FORM*-"##.
Lens parameters -":gosub *Q4?6
5:40 b%-:: a%02: AS-"52Zo b*Z=: a%-n7 : A**"Lens radii of curvature (First and Second)
b`,S7:print USING FORMS:RI,ROt:qosub 99Q6
Z:60 B%-4:
AS-"Position of the lens surface clouest to the rodb%,57:PPFINT USING FORMS~ XL:1Q0SUb @99P6
%270 EZzASm"Full
aperture of the lens pair system in degrees
b,'57:F*RINT USING FO~n : APANGLE: :gosuo Q99t)
=80o B%=6:
ASa'Edcle thickness
;%.57:FRINT USING FORM2F.IEstgosuo Q996
5290

ASu"1(3&o between

BZU72

lenses

bX..57tFRINT USING FORMIITGI::osub QQ96
AS-"Lens gl~ass inde;: of refraction
b*,5'7:PFINT USING FORM~t-INDEY::ooSLub QQQ
s~x
E~uQ:a~:AS-"Rod paroineters -":qo-sub QQQ
5.~0E4Y.10:ain7: AS-"LASER rod radius
b%.57:PRIfJT UJSING FORMZ:RROD:sa osub Qq~
5'70 ?/.=11:
AS-"Rod inde% of re4raction
b%.,571F'PTNT USING FORMS; NROD: : qoSUb OC9~6
5:40 e1:&=
AS!-"- J.ac~t and coolant parameters
r5750 SZI:~:AI-"Jacjst
nm',nr r-3dlIu
b*Z.._7:PPINT USINU. FORMS: FWATER::(;0S~b QQ1?
5760 &%Z'14:
AS-t=~'Jei
OLuter radivs
b~.
IN~ IjIN7F~rZ*MY:Fýi#-,)AET: :aosu.b 99%
57
,
AS='.Jaclet mndle: o4 refraction--

Z:00 Fe.-e:

lT;T

L5

Tvcr

'Rl.T;
Dj

r*jj(ACI

E7:

~

OO

-'lO0gULb

QIP_

CRADLE.BAS

Source code listing.

580.e Et%-i6:
AS-"C00OI.?nt inae-: of refrAction
b%, 57: PR INT USING F0RMI:NW1ATER-;:gotub QQ9.6
5901Q:O~
Al."- Diode LASER parameters _--_' OOasub 99?96
5400 £'u6~:Asi"LASEF' medium inde:- of re-fraction-~---b*,.Z7:prlnt USING FORMS;N3:Gosub qqc96
54;e. 9-%-9:
AS-"Diode LASER Output slit coordinates
b%.5t7:PRINT USING FORMS;:XD,YD: :gosub 9996
54:20 8%-20:
AS-"Seam angular width t"10oSut 99%6
SA0~1:~L:tapredi~lrto
the active laver
.17:FRINT USING FOFM:MtTPF'i:o:osub 9QOA
5_440 6%=._:
As*"parallel to the active layer
.57:PRINT USING PORM7:TPR::qosub 999%!

..

:,

Locate
.,:locate
DcAte

'±

n%

zzC:
t e -z

b..5':PRINT USING FORMSiLAM8DA0;:qigsub QQ96
ASa"Standard deviation
':icca~te
b%,57:PRINT USING FORMS:SIG;:gosut 9996
5470 SCRNACT%su:GOSUB 11110:COLOR 7,0:ASu'Prqss any kiey when ready to retuirn to
main menu":GOSUE4 1iWO0tLOCATE ::,A7.:PRINT AS::GOSUEB 11090
5480 IF' A$-"" THEN 5470 ELSE MESSAGE$- "Vi ewi ng o4, Cradle file
".CDLDEPI+". "'1ET:
S+" torminated":RETURN
5460 B%=24:

55:1

'1 Print a Spectrum file

VWACT,--=

5.025 iF spcdef *-"NULL" then message*-"No Spectrum in memor-y. "sreturn
!rZ
PRNACT%u1:GOSUS 1l190:8%-j1zAZ-""s1GOSU8 1.1170:LOCATE 8%.l:CDLOR 2.~tr,:PRINT "Enter Title 1i:FIG%-i67tGOSUB~ 1020zTITLES-IPS
5=:7 A~u"Primting Spectrum file
"+SFCDEFx*". "+EXTlS:GOSUB 11170
50.1.8 LFRINT TAS(11:*"Timne:";TIME5::LF'RINT TAS(57):"Date:":,DATES
55219 At-"Rod Absorption~ Spectrum":GOSUE' 11000:LPRINT TAS(A.):AZStLFRTNT
550.F'RNACTV-2030SUP 11190jLPRINT TAB(II);TITLES:GOSUE 11I90:LPRINT
5545 LPRINT TAE4(15)sSýTRINGS*50,196):LF'RINT
Z550 LPRINT TA820 :"Rfe@+rence
Wavelength
Absorption"
555:- LPRINT rAE4:o0:" Number
(mm)
coefficient"
555: LFRINT TAS':0);1"
'cm -11"
5554 LFP'PINT TAF(15):STRINGIS50.19):
5S70 FOR A%sI TO SPCLINESY.
5580 LFRINT TAS'::) : LPRINT USING "#*": (A%)s:LPRINT TAS(.5 ::LFRINT SiNGl4C "ose
#"1LAM8DA(A%);:LPRINT
A('5Z)tzLPRINqT USING "*#*"ASA
5590 NEXT A%.
5591 LF'RINT TASý(l5):STRINGZ(50,l1%,
t59: Aga"
"*DRIVES+PATHS+SFCDEFIý+'. "*EXTIZ: FOR !%-I TO 40-1EFCL:'4ES`.*:;
LPRINTt NEXT: LPRLNT A~SLP'RINT CHR$(l::)
56-0 MiESSAGErm'FrInting of SpeCtrum1 file
"-SF'CDEF1f.'. 'E)T1.r."
comLD.ete':FECTUF-N

~ -:

IHard

coo'y

o

a Cradle file

WAT.i

57:4 if cdldefz-"NU.LL" then meSgS~OVe-"No Cradle file in memory. "trot'_.r,
5725 PRNACT%-1:GOSL'S llj90:B uj:A1&-":GOSUE-- 111'7 0:LOCATE E'Y..:COLOF' .0:2'-'4'-PRINT 'Enter Title ":smoao%=0:FIG%-6':G3OcSU1
107-0:TITLE-IPIFr
5726 LPRINT TAB, 1li)"Time: ":TIMET;:LF.;.IT TAB (64):"Date: ":DATES
t
!ý7:- At.' radlF PAPAM'ETEF FILE":GD'SLIEI 1 lOO0sLPPIPT TAEU1AV) sAZ;LFINT
91':s FRNACT"-2:GQGLuE
l91P:LF'PrNT rAEU&);TITLEt:rOO_:UE' 111QO
57Zc? AT-"Frintino 'Cradle 'ile
.+CDLDEFS+".'.EYTI2:GO3-L'ES 11110
177-0 FORMI"1##.#~
5:± I-PF INT :LFRINT TA? (4) STRI NCt -71 ~
LP~INT

!Lource cade listing.

CRADLE.E'A'
57: OSUB
S
M-7:~ L.FRINT

q
"

Note:

Unless otherwise

specified, all

dimentions

er'

wevelenpth is in nanometers and the absor,
5774 LPRINT "Th~e
ci ent.
in inverse centimeter-s. Angular apertures
Z775 LPRINT "is
es."::GQSUS' 111903
LFFPINT TAE'4);STRINGf(71.196)&:LF*RINT
517
Paramet
-Lens
5740 LFF:INT :LF*PINT :PRNACT'1u:GOSU5 11190:LFRINT
11 IqO
Lens ra.dii of :-urvature (First and Second)
Z-'50 LF-PINT
INO FORMS: RI PFO
5760 LPRINT
Position of the lens surface closest to the rodING FOr,*MS:XL
Full aperture of the lens pair system in degrees5-770 LFRINT
ING FORM*~ AF.NGLE

5780 LPRINT

Edge thick ness-

ING FORMZ:TE
Gap between lenses
45790 LPRINT "
ING FORMS;TG
Lens glass index- of refraction
5,800 LPRINT "
ING FQRMS: INDEX
parameters
5810 LPRINT :LPRINT :GOSUEB 111903LFRlNT "-Rod
5820 LPPINT 11
LASER rod radius.

--:3OSU

ING FORMI:RROD
Rod imde;, of refraction
5870 LF'RINT 11
ING FORMS:NROD
-Jacket
and coolant par
5840 LFRINT :LLFRNT :60SUE' 11190:LF'RINT
OSUE' 11190
Jacl:et inner radius
5850 LPRINT
ING FORM*:RWATER
Jac&-et outer radius
5860 LPRINT "
ING FORMS;R-JAC-iET
5670 LFF:IN? "
jaclet indC!: Of refraction
ING FPOMX: NJACf ET
Cool-Ant ince:: o4 refraction
seeO LPRINT
ING FDRMS:NWATER,
D iode LASER parameters
5B90 LPRINT :LPPINT :GDSUB 11190tLPRINT
190

Z900 LPRINT "

LASER medium

inde,-. of refraction

ING FORMS;N
coordinates
Diode LASER, output slit
5910 LPPINJT "
ING FORM?: xD.YD
iýnqular width
5920 LPITEkeam
590':
LFRINT "poroendicular
to the active laver
ING ;C:'MS: TPF
V940 LF'RINT -parallel
to the active layer
INS FORMS:TPR
Center w.avelength
1-750 LRRINltT '
IN'G FOPMZ:LAM&LUAO
59'L-O LPRINT 1,
tandar-d deviatior.
ING FORMZ;SIG
!5980 AS-,.
4DCRIY1.EI'F-THA +CDLDEFI.+". *EYT2Z: FOF I.1To
T A~Z:LPP'INT CHSR(Zl2
MESSAGET "r-intino 7,+ Cracle file '--CDLflEF!-'.-E4TZ1+
5cYQ

1,5: LF-9ItJ
::omo1je

CPR.-LE. B4S

P q

Source code listing.

Edit routines Cradle zrd ýiectr-um

I

'SET CURSOP KCYS ON
600:- DEF SEG=O: P01E ý,H4 18,F'PM (!,.H417) AND 2:
,b004 OEF SEG-0 *-OK.E ?,H4 IA. PEEt (!M4IC) :DEF SEG 'CLEAR~ THE KEY BOARD
'Open editor scr-een
,t00S ed~it.call"--l:SCRN.ACTY%-4:GOSUS 11110:COLOP :,0:CLS
page ý010 ON EDITfACT%. GOSLIB 61713,6020
I+
-b.01I EDITACT' - u@:SCR-NACT*`u1:GOSUE, 11110:MESSAGEStSe SL~rL to Cave your 'E
ilt oefore *,c'.e,:lt this prorarm":PETURN
Edit Crtdle file%
6021 '1 oozz
'Generate screen
6070 GOSUS 12000
a07
'ON r.E'y(:) GOSUE* 12650
:6'
'ON KEY 4) GOSUB
6 07
6074 'KEY(7) ON:I.EY'4) ON

~

T=

607Z Cradlw.R0T/.ut:GOSUB 1:750
6040,
6051 '1 E~pect key +or editing Cradle
61052 1
6060 GOSUB 12670tiF modoV. then &Imtnl else 6060
6070 IF LEN'AX)-:*THEN AS-PIG$ITZ(AZ,1)
6080 IF AS-CHRZ*:7,
THEN EDT*jnCradle":KEY(=) OFFsk--EY(:)
60W0 IF AS-CHPZ(17) THEN GOSUB 1-6R5
6091 IF'AX-CHR'5('6l' THEN GOSUE' 12650
609:- IF ASwCHRZ(6-)
THEN GOSUE' 12670
6100 IF AS-CHRS(7Z) OR AJ'-CHF'f(75) THEN GOSUP !Z690
6110 IF ASoCHRS(77 ) OF AS-CHRS(e01 THEN GOSL&
)2695
6111 if &Swchrl(71) then cradle.rot.now~in1:oosub 12700
6112 if *5ichrl(79) then cradle.rot.new%-'20tqosutb 12700
6117 If a~hi')then
gosub 1:000:GOTO 60S
6114 14 #Zwchv1(7') then 6115 else 6117

6115 cradle.rot.new%-cradle.rot/.-4
L116 if cradle.rot.newZ.1
then cradle.rot.newZu1:
611- if
*SincMr3'(8l) then 6119 else 6120
-t,1 8 cra
6 11q

if

trmen cracle.rot.neW%-:010:qSL1t

i::Z-0

'home
'end
-er5'

PdtgL' P
lZ700 else goSUb 1::-oI
pe';ieJ-

IE;:pect

inout

Go'3us 15"70:14

F LEN-'4fI-

t=70 IF AZwCHRX(:7'
11ISCO~: PETUP'N
~;0IP AS-1:HFr~j' 1:

'0OSLIC:3

12700 else

files

b6140 GOSUB 15000
614;
ON ý E'i7') GOSUPF
15'r20
6 17 - 'ON IKEY(4) '3SUIP 151540
6,184
KEV4(7) rCf4:#EYI4) ON
tlQ5 Sp
Jcr-m.r-T*,.9lOSUE1 115710

6:10

OFPF:,ETIUF.N

ew.rot.new,'cradle.rot*'4.i

cradle.rot.new/..0

61:0 GOTO 6060
61:0 '
.51':
1 Edit Spectrum

6:01

gOSLlb

OFFO:EY(4)

'3enerate screen

conrtol1

modo~'.

then

ýT-~irx~

el,3e -5=1C

THENJ AZ9-1:,WvrXiulx.
THEN EDTr-E-c-ectrUcM':i

Y(:)

THEN C-QOSUE- 1-515-0:qcta

-:710

OFF:ý F\ cT

Qr'F::!E'I

.

Mn

Source code listing.

CRAeDLE.E'AS

6-41 IF AX-CHRX(61. THEN
624 - IF AS=CHPRi(z2) THEN
IF AS-CHRX17'. then
,t25
if AX-CHPX55) THEN

eý6

IF AX-CHR't'ý7')

6::bi
b:6
6
.!)-64

if

GOSUE'
GOSUE'
aa~uo
GOSUE

then gosuo

AS-CHRS(80) THEN GOSUEC
aiincmrT(71) then~ gosub
x46 a$inchrX( 7 Q) then goSukb
i
if a$achrl(77) then gosub
ii

A-s-cmrsrfe'1

Sif

-tb it
!:,67 if

l550:goto 6Z70
155 4 0!qoto 6270
1570:goto !)70

15210:GOTO 6-70
151SO:GOTO 6-70
IZ560:GOTO
15770:GOTO
1!,780:GOTO
158--0:607`0

6Z70
6270
6'70
6270

then gosuo i~eeo:GOTO 6270
1600k0:C'TO 6270

aT chrT'4o) thien gC0SLb
then q0SLID
rl
a

25000:qosut

1S'70:GOTO 6270

Show program diagram of Cradle

701'
7010 *croen

7015 de+ se-,t0
.9
00bload "Cradle.PIC"
aXZ'" then

"70-0 a~tinir$eyX:i*

700M

7075 screen 0.0,0,OzrlessageZm'Displaying of parameter diagram was cc
es5+ul y1y':retu.rm
of parameter diaoram was At
7040 screen 0.,,:esgX-Dslyn
aly"*strZ(tomp) :returri
MAIN MENU OF CRADLE PR.OGRAM
9001 '1I
Q00: 1
Mensu:GOSUE' 9900
Q010 TITLESZ'CRADLE":TgaMahif

Q0:0 attr%-QVsu-2a&wl
Q0=1 a4inSTRINGZ&S0,Z05) gosUb q996
40=: FOR~ b%-7 TO QtaZaSTRINGZ(80,72):'osuo 9996r1NEXT
999a
gTIG(00':o
q027 b~C
Cradle Parameters":gosub 99qP&
. .. Edit
cPO70 ~aIaC.
Cradle paranieters";gosub 9996
00-1 &%~-4:ax-"LCJ. .... Loadi
?07: E'%=5:sX='1CSC3 ....Save Cradle parameters":aosut 9Q96
~Q96
Cradle parameters": gosub
. .View
Q07-1':VX
q0-4
.':iC.
rntCradle parametors'zgosut) 9996
9o~ E'4u83Az-(W3......parameter do-Finitioms diagram':gosub Q9Qc-!
Total Absorption": gosub Q996
0076 E~.wC...Calculate
Edit
Spectrum parameters'zgosub Q996
90~40 F4~au0a'ES....
ELS I.... .Loa r. Spectrum parameters":Qosub 9996
0041 9*1 4: As-

Sv
q04:'E5a-SS.
Y ew
x =,,=rvS ....i
Q04-

Spectrum parameters"sgosub qq96
Qq?6
Er'ectrom parameters":qosuLnt

Spectrum parameterz:0:asub P~~
3'......ch~niieiview proaram De4Ak1.ltS':'qoSu-t QQc'--.
QIZ46 p~aQ:.y=xzry,,Etc3.exit program 'press eitne- twice' :goguo 99qc
Q044

&!:=7::%Zv"t0C.... PFr 1nt

Q04S E-,

1;0.

liorite

15.1:c.olor 1-P.0-3osub 1;'q9l

'Show note'

1110 jostvt 1140L0:1oc.:.*e 11.1:C'AL.L CLFEL1L:XF7: E(%=I J-TTR%- 14:Ara "Ent
C-r- -)
':GOSIJE' QOrW- LZ1CA~TE P *29:COLOF, 14j.0:ýttrZ14:FTrG-'ml-:GOSLtS 11C
q Cin
-t

Diz-plv To~p

line
.- E INI;1s''

C.ub
ýQN

~q9t)
FETLIPN
Read proqram corvtxl'rations

Q011

9017 on error qjoto P914:goto 9920
Q014 iz err='. OR ERP-6e
then messaoetw"PIease COr-FIOUre Your CRADLE prr-C7-Z'.oticn. ED] from the MA~IN MENU. )":scdeff-'NULL":cdldeft-NULL':resL.-me
qc;':O CLDSE#1:OF*EN\

7Q-

con-ioa.cd] "F'JF

!NPUT AS

CLOSE#1
on error qoto 40000
qQ40 AS-COMM¶ANDS: CALL LJFCASE(AsX:iIF INST;ý(A"MA51 **)0 THEN pr ~t%=1:lprjrt
inter Active at "+timeZ5*
on "+da~teS+"
ELSE FRNThue
QQ42 on error aoto RQeO
ýIQ45 IF SPCDEF3-"NULL" THEN f%=O:goto 9960: else 4%in1
c'950 AFRCHIYO'f-Sr-CDEFS: gosUE' 4140
'-ae@ if cdldefS-"NUL!.j' then 9q70 else f~uf7*l
9965 archivoS-cdlde4*:gosub 4440
9QQ0 moss aye~t- "r ogram rzonfigureiJ.
F.t*f%
ile(s)
loaded"
q9171 on error goto 40000:r~tutrn
Q060 ii errn57 them f%=fZ-1:goto 40171 else 40000
q990 RETURN
0Q99
A%-5:8%-CSRLINi ATTR%-15:AS= "NOTE: Unless otherwise so.eci4ied, -ý1 dimn
1

q'79'

s should be given in cm.':GCSUEB Q 9 6:a%-#%+6

4 ,99- PawS%+l:ASf3'The

":.GOSUB 9996

wavelength ShOUld be given in

BZBS%+1tAzacoe~fici~mt

QIF9.

in

F-

sio'

nanometers and the zbsor-ption

inverse centimeters.

AngUlar aportL'reS

should bEz

:':GOSUB 99Q6
9994 P*''.i1:A=1"gjven in 'legrees.":GOSUE' 9Q

~005

r~tItrn

909t. DEF SE
N
101000
,
10010 'I -

n0:F'AGE*1.EE. 1(1,2)DE

SEG:CALL.OFI(A

This routine sets DayS to tme current

/AT

cay of wU@e..

F.3):PL'

*a'c rot.urns-

10070 DAY%-On:CALL WEEVDAY(DAY%);DLEN*/*-AL(MlDt( :46ý'75," *DAY%".1);
10040 DLOC/.uASC(MIDI ("1AOGf.C!Y".,DAYV/) )-64: DAY 1-M IDS(" SunmarnTue1Wednes ThLfraFri~
10050 MONTH/z.='.'L (LEFTS(DATES, Z)

10060
10070 dlen7.uv,ý
-Get

10080 dlaws

:DAYVAL 'MIEDI, DTET

the Montri -.ometinidT (
S42.,nontn%.
m T(071)~~~j-mnh

4, Z

I: YEARS-

(RIGHTS

I

4

A_7
-09
1(X4-TE 1.1E;:,r:1tjT DAYS~.:",
M~:
10200
'et
DAYl t-- the crin,"
v.ari.~bl'0700D~I DAYS ~
.~

071

F ETUFN

Y:Ž~4:EAP
'er

E..

CRADLE.SAS
10721

Sou~rce code listina.
-

i3070

IF'I

10740

INJ

This routine prin~ts a

-Anei

irnL'ta

1,.ne impait string
InPult string kl.ft. Current letter
1075
FIG =ma::imum
length at IPS
140
7 ~5b!=rSLTN:WFOS'0)
107.60 IF i10D0%=
THEN chTchrS( __)LrV/.0:ca1l1
np. :mdo~u0:oto10400
10770 IF M0DDO-: THEN 10400
10780 ii modo%=- then 107QO el'se 10420

ch~r~act~r-s

t.=

being procccesed)

rp'pr:.n:p

10.40 IF FIG% - I THEN 10440 ELSE 10450
'To determine which
utv
10440 I1+:IF
1*1 = FI%*
i THEN RETURN ELSE 10460 'Read .charcte!
rd
10450 1%5)1I.1:IF 1". = FTC-* + 1 THEN 105PO
Me Ie user hit retur~n or
10460 INS-INI(EYS: IF INxru
THEN 10460
'Reedi ne.ý
10)470
pr-occess character
10480 !F MODO%=: Al-D LEN(INS)-Z THEN MODOX1:RETLJRN
104qO IF f10D0%=2 AND INS=CHRS(27) THEN MODO7.=1,RETURN
10!100 IF Mo0::AND INS-CHPS(17) THEN MODO/.aO;RETURN
10.5 10 'IF
INS" AND FIG*/1 THEN COTO 10460 'no space cheracteu- 14
10fj0
iF INS-"." THEN C30TO 64490
no pe*
I O0, 70 1i: INS-CHRX(1:) THEN IF FIG*,.THEN 10460-ELSE RETURN
et
10540 Tr INS-CHRZI8) THEN Y*=LENtlPS):IF c/.z0 THEN GOTO 10460 ELSE
,X%-1 ):P%=CSPLTNC%-F'OS01 :LOCATE P%.
-l; i7uI%-1 :PRINT -:'*:LOCATE
10460
IOSSO PRINT INS:
display character entered
10560 tIPTIPT+INI
add chara~cter to !ine input strina
10570i GOTO 10470
'clt
Inc I + get ne,ýt character
10580
'On~ce reocr~ed FIG limit
05 90 IN.t=IN1'EVS:IF INSn." THEN 105qO
10600 Im MOVO'%a2 ANO LEN(INZ)2 THEN MO0%O/1:R'ETURN
10610 IF M~ODO'%=2 AND :.NS=CHRS(':71 THEN MD0DfV/.:PETURN
1062.0 !F MODO%=Z A.ND IrNJtCHR~fj7.
THEN1 MOT)O!'0:9ETURr!
106-T0 Im TNJ=CHR'f(8J THEN 10540
1allow only becl
Spec=' e
104-40 IF IN1-CHRT(1!:
THEN RETUJRN ELSE GOTO 105Q0
!1000 1
11001
Routine to center a string (aS) on the screen

11010
11021

a'=

I NT141 -(LEN (AYr'
-

R'utinjE

,

EruFIN
to convert

ý

string

(a.$

to

ý_pper

:am

1107.0 CALL UPC~ASEu2Zi
!l~0e
F ETUPPN
110
O-

Routine to accept one lev

+rom the

iev~ooord

11100 t:me-0vt%-0:or-. timer:
Qf=Lt
1 104:i,ieer orn
I
,Z1
IM'~EYI: IF
IJ=
HEý! :1W2 ELEE II 10
'110 i't~ne~o'~
='
'EW
T~AL'tE1~t2
t:"~-~t":~r~

(upper 1-a

:.-:"

11110
1

RLlt1 ne

-

1120ON
S~NAC~

'TO

ts reo-1

Screen

ýlno

paq

S

.114_115~0.11160.111!51

1:

!1!de SCPEEN
111509 SC'REEN 0.t0,1.1:PETURN
SCREEN O.O.:,::R:ETURN
'Ilo

1412t

_1S
OCATE

-

110

:I I
*sp
I

ri

-z

me-z-aoe

at

E41 o*

lin~e

tP~e S*:r~ee

r4,.:'CALL CLFEQL
program the printer

-F'outtir

(EPSON/IEPM

comp18tib9g

-

1 1:00 ON F"RNACT*1 SOT-o)o1:~lZ01l:.14,1
:!-10 LPPINT CHPZi27:'U(k:FETIJRN
'E": :FNACT%=7:RETUPN
'11220 LPPINT CHRZ(:'-'
F ";: :PPPJAC T*,::FETURN
11:70 LPRINT 7'ýrZ'21ý
11:40 LPRINT CH~ffI7): E"::PETURN
c -7
E::RETURN
I12'50 LPP I PT CHRI~T
1
;;OL'tirn.
to diep1av screen in rapid
1-01
':
17.1:
11=1 DE= SEGO
0:ACE" 4EEi ( 11-2) :DEF' SE-G
1177: CALL XNT(,NTAt.EqAqATT/.T*/.F*AGE*,):RETURN
1 1400

secuLen~c.

1 140=
11411 i-F cdl1jefr='-' then -:dlde+T="PRLL"
.14=0 LOCATE e".I:CeLL CLREOL:AT='DatD~-ive P¶' Path

11440 locaet
1414!T locate

CIqi::ali

.1:a

1 1~~0~

X:[- CHECI

!1!1eZ GC'3JE' 1±OO: IF

15-C

*w

clreol:if

Warxn Inj.

*'*"

Q~~

IN T IiPCL
n

h Ae

r-=

700C

*

ornt". then aI="'FF1NTEF' ACTIVE' FC-r-~

SFCLI PES*,/::
C~A~n'

1 e i n mLam n r,.,-I

Cradle

=C~ren

-

so

nelI.

THEr~j '30OT0

M'ES- 12
nutbsr

e-zipr

.

C4

deleaDalr-

5

11,50 e
Ftr e-3
9

s

'ie

CFPAnL E .

-c-

SC'ur c e

c od"

I

rino.

00

b=

1::040

P%- 4

:A=

-Lens

I
!2050

P*=5

ra~dii

Closub

Cf

CUrvattye

1 -00I
117-0

1:140 S%-S :aia"
apertue
1":gos'ub 11700
I US

of~SF
thraetlnsI

U120M

B%=q i:agz

1:10C

Bx10:z-T=I-Edmoe thicSess~tv

~4
to

7

S~ve
#

-"lS

1e

).tto~mt~r

:gosub

11700

:Qcoub

1 1

'gos~ib

-

I
1=6

medrsysum

Oeq:ofrees
lt

atxor
orme

00

110C

,rn
gor-ib 1170

E,'I:-r"-io

~~~~

in

Ja

IO0sLb
11700
1~-EGA- betweenr lenesItha
'":rm~osub 11700

e4-pcion

I-LASE

SecondwE'

1rie

"":-3osub

1

Pi rst

,

11700

: ý?"

r,i -I)MorlsLI~
act

1:110

F

P"~ Lens Para~meters

1::0,7

LASER_______________slit__________________

90SU

11 7-00Y~=
'rri~

SOzirce~ C.c'de~ 1

*:Rý'-%LE.t

%ý*:F-ETLIF:Nj

F.

:7

s t Ing

1270

~va'

1 7e~b

r-v*,=yV%.q.7: RETUR~N

RETLIRN

F'Y*XYY,.8: RETUIRN
rV'Y*nVYY'.9: FRETLIFN
17 Cradle.R-OTl-q THEP] F-Y*-1 -)*,'.:F-*".YY.,-ERTU-F.Pr
=1 '-THEN P-X'/.&;u)( *,, ELBE 1276ý
12740 IF Cradle.ROT.1
! 7_
ON
60.
i27,A F~Y" -ItY!-.-#-1:RETUR:N
(1
1270!'

F',"-Y i-1 -:F.ETUF1'J

r-Y".Y Y%9-E: RETLIRN
,:
FýETL'RN
P::-, -~Y)",
:?L.IF Crade.ROT'1=1

*

!-:76
,:6
1::ý6
z 7:'7 '

THEN F-Y"=1-rX7:FY*,'VZY-'ý:FfTURN

ON Cradle. R'JT/.-U. COTO :i:9i:::G.;7
F NVV/.y%*:::RETUJRN
PY*1-YY!'+1-. : RETURN
FY*'aYY*,- 15: RETURNJ

Z*7 7 - F'mYVl=Y*1 +17: RETURN
-::-.7
'rzvY
8I: RETURN
12400
12401
1 Display Data

in

wimoow

!2407 GOSUE' 1Z:70:CLFRsST R TNGS
1:!4 10 OtN Cradle.ROT% GOTO 14
,2'420
1:470
,2440
:450
L ce~
,:470
-:4E,,
-4;
-fCICI

10.-): IF CLR,.* THEN FRI NT CLFRf: :REr'JPN
*40144,6,Z7.S
1

PRINT
PRINT
FR INT
rFRINT
FqINT
F'rI NT
$:FI T
PFýIrN
FFT N T

I-IS ING FORMX.R-I:FETJR-N
USING FORms. PO: 9ETURN
USI NG FORM*Z*AL:RETURN
USJIW13 FQrmXr: F4ANGLE:FETURN
USING FVORMX;TE:FETLIPN
US ING FORMr TG: RETURN
USING412 -- M; INDEX:RETUR~N
'E. PSIGFORMX: RAIC: RETUR~'N
LISI MG FORMS: NROD: RETUR:N
10
(3 FAINT IJý-INC, FORMTJ: RWATER: RETURN
L"!C, F'INi US I ritbFORMY : rJACK:ET: RETkiFN
_252 VF !NT US I NG' FOPMX NJACf. ET:FRETýUN
~I
I-.* N T USING FjMS:NWATER-:RETLIR'N
;- FýI N - U ý)IN

:J FFI N' I JS I Ni;
:ý(70 r-F It
I I IGM1
1
i:6FR! NT USING3
1 _~
f*I-k-IW US)JNf-m
1 0 F-1.. NT IY$ ttrw-

F CIPM z

?r!).M~X: Y
RETURN
F;
FLJRMI: TF*F: RE ýIJKPN

FORMX: TPR: RETURN
F

RMT: LAME~r4o: RETUPFN

F-ORMT1: j 1G: SýETUIN

Cl*3

1

_'0 COLOS

N : F ET
4 UrFr

ano

5.

:/IGOSUL;,

cz-

~Z40CIf: GOijSIE'

1 ;EL'C~
TUJ~rý

,~C

CF:AVLLE. E:S

2L -.

So-.'rce

4
-.

i
1 :t<ý7
126:F:

code I1str cl.

moc%-

aS-me

ne

00SLoo~u 10-20
i+ mo~jo% then~ retiurrn

-OFU-

1~~~
1inc

z

i5

t Ion

IF
1:6?
1

r

VA~L IPT)= THEN I NX$CHIS( 1) :-MOD[
Set var w/ipr P. Hi color wr

~LQc~c)I

1ev Q -A

1275C:LOCATE

1.74:Ce.LL CLF.EC'L:CCOL.OP Z.:F

1 1170: R~ETU'RN

:tl'I
I

pfPGtSr.

-OS-b17L$9

e1~e

:0:3b.'

~~
GCQS1 -I

u"q*ý6

P4 fu.nfctior,

FILACT-4:GO3UE
ILeCfr

up

-

key cal

Sae

400:AsMESSAGjET:F%. 5: GOSUS

1!17

ý.ýcroll
y

I:-1, 0-- Cr-idle.F:OT.NEW". r~rdle.FOT*1-1:IF
1'ýb9, GQOLIE
12700tRETURN
1 Z6915
riaht
I30wn ýýev 5c'-ol 1
1=q

Cr.~dle.ROT.NEW%-Cradle.ROTM+1:tF

1 = 6 99

GOSL'b 1:700:PETURN

1:701

'I

Clear

11000:GO0SUE

old write new

-

up

Cr-Adle.F\OT.NEWZ=0

Cradle.PDT.NEW%=21

THEN Cr~a'jlc

THEN Crad!

ý:ey scroll

1=707. '3SUE' 124O:'C.dle.RD)T','=dL~e.R-OT.NEW/

1:710 GC.SUE~ 1750
12-2

'Hi~lighte'j color

FETUFNj
Normal1

1:-40 O~OSUB

color

writeI

l12b1:CDLOF: 5.1I:GOSUEB 1400:PETURN

1:7*c'

-

JZ't,,'iHxqth1iamt color write

!:7S2
12-7W

~:7 T
1
':' ;'

GOS5UE

!:l1'~:CCL3P 14.1:JOSUB

ON Cr~tdle.ROT*h COrTLu
:!Pr

~TPr

1!-.

,-I ZEI
TI-16r J

I-~s TRETu-il -r

IZ400:RETUPN

1=

11

CkALE. L;,At
1Z:86~0
12870

j:eeo
1:890
1:90o
1=:ý10
12P20
:
-94

I
1

Fe
ante

SOUrce cooe listinoc.

'IPS-m:RROD) : RETURN
'1 PS*STRSI Nr.*D) : RETURN
FFWA.TER I : RETURN
'IF mSTPS
'IFSWSTPT (RJACv.ET) RFETURN
I P.S F~Ir (No ACI El ) RETURN
I1fS.STRX(NWATEP)R) ETURN
IPreSTRS (N) :FETURN
I'r0*PIWSTRZfXD) :RETURN
fYD) RETUR14
1.*TSTRr'
')QT
P tSTF'X (TF*F1
Ff=-SI RX (TFk,

1'_c"CA

RETURN
RETURN

TRSTP(LAME4DA0) : RETURN

Iý;00'I&*Z-STRT

1SI C' :RETURN

I :%;qýI
ISet
var with, ipZ
1:_Q92 1
1ZIR9 ON Crd1e.ROT~1 SOTO 14000.1400.14010,140:,i40!ý0,14040,14050.1406L.1.r-ye?.
14080.14090.14100.14110, 141--, 1410.14140.14 150 14160,14170,14 ISO
14000 R I-VAL (IF') :RETURN
1410t~ RO-VAL(IPS) :PETURN
14010 XL-VAL(IPt' :PETURN
14020 APANGLE-VAL(IPT) :RETURN
14070 TEiVAL(1PT) :RETUPN
14040 TG-VAL(IF*S) :RETURN
!405
1,%DEXzVAUIPT) : RETURN
14060 RROL'-VAL(IFZ) :RETUF.N
14070 NROD=VAL(IPS) :PETURN
14080 RWATER-VAL( IFP':RETUPRN
14090 RJACKETaVAL (IFIS) :RETURN
14:M NJACKET-VALtIPS) :RETURN
1.4110 NWATER-VAL(lF'$) RETURN
141:0 N=VAL(IP5S :RETUPN
14170 XD-.'AL(IFt) :RET'JRN
14140 YDVAL'IF*S) :PETURN
141450 TP~aVAL(IPT IRETURN
14160 TFR-VAL(IPT) :RETUPN
14170 LAMDA0inAL(T1fI):PETUPN
14leO SIG-VAL ( 1RS):PETURN

1~10'ISpectrum

inp~ut ro'...tines

(Generikte aisplav)

ItO:I SPC.COLOR. H I *.14:SPC.COLOR - LOWY-2: SPC. COLOR. BG/.0: CLRS5STR INGTr io. Z
1~~
!0W0CLOR SFC. COLDP. LOW%. -F'-. COLOR. 80,; -(LS.Sb*' a,- 1: attr%2:a=Se-.y
507-.1
vI'ur.~~
Fil1e
+,4SFCDEFT:
0O5L'b QP0
Disclv
15050~ b%*7:dY~l:AxI8Wevelerngth":aosub RqQ5:?%-~40:CCSUb I996
145051 au15tAS='Abso-otjc,- coe~4xcient":'OOSLIO QQ96:a~ft55?OO*ub

1

1t0EC

.r::.

AllI.-Q

L.C'CAI'E

(a.4,

:Jtiars

.1

all

:F<F:!IrT

erntrjes

U141

to -zer-o

**'..

-

F-. load

CL-Sr-

ij

99%o

+rom c1151

W-

.

Soutrce cr'ýde listIrng.

CFRADLE.EAS
15090 LOCATE
S10l0 LOCATE
15110 LQCi4TE
15 1 -_ LOCAIE
IO.170C LOC(:TE
15140 NEXT P"

A*,,+4 .4

:PRINT USING

(A"-*4~.~~

USING

R I NT US ING
44: PPI NT US ING
--0: PI NT UIS ING
A'~4
I

~A.+4 1
~A+ 4)

#.:LeD'/)
#t##:~')
" *:Z+(%.~
.~LAMEDA(~A)
"
(ZQAY.
"*#**#AAS

15t42 RETUF N
15 150
1I Right ý)ar-o1
15151
15 115:2
'clear old1
151,60 GOSUE, 15:70
15!70 Spect-i.'m. ROT%-Spectrum. PCT7.+ 1
15IS0 IF Spectrumn.ROT%. -80 THEN Spectrum.FO-07.1-

15 -10

11519Q0 GSCSEJ
15,200 RETURN
15:1 *
L

s'et n~ew

t

15211
15=:

'1 LotScroll
''__
j=:20 GOSUEB 1=:70

clear old
15 -=90 Spectrum. ROT'..Spectrumff. ROT%-l1

15240

IF SoectrQrM.ROT% r--I

I 5=50

GOSUE'

115710

'set

THEN SPectruIM.ROT%7.u7
n~ew

15=60 RETURN
145 70
15--71 '1 Clear old
15280
15290
15.:00
153.1 a
1 11
15.1- :

COLOR SPC. COLOR.LOWY..SPC. COLOR.9EG7.
'set address
GOSUEP 15-50
RETURN
11
1

Set

New

I S#70 COLOR SPC. COLOR. H I1.*SF0. COLOR. 91G3%

1577-0 GOSUE' 15750
157-40 RETURN

set address

157350

15751

Set ocop'ess

15:75:

1 5,55 Spec t rLM. t EY%0: Spec truD. WORDV-r
157360 IF S-pectrum.ROT7./-ýINT(SpectrutM.ROT7./*/
157';0 IF' Spectrum.ROT*1

THEN COL%-4:FORM-.w-##f

9 THEN COL','COL%+40:ROWSoectrum.ROT*,-40:Scc

-20 ELSE POW%=Soectri~tm. ROT*,.
157.80 RON%=I PT (RCOW%/ Z)
1'j7_0 So ec tr k-m. WORD:'-Spec t rum.WORDY.+R0W7.
15400 LUCATE PO0WY+.+5,VL7.:F*RINT CLPS:
1541i? LOCATE F.OWV+5-UOL-,
1541'_ Ic: Sp~ctrym.I EY' THEN FRINT '.SINC. FORMS:' AAiS(Spe~trum. WORD%- I

USING FORM!;LME'LoectrL
15 4 20 FETURN
15470
11547,
1547

'
'1

Edit

-Outlre

rLM.WORt"'.+19.

Soltrce code listinq.

CRADLE.E'AS

1154:5 locate b*,.,1Ienaij)

F--c

t:'::o

.lIL0:print

-i1:colIor

_5:COLOR

17

-1.0

15440 *CDLOP SPC. COLOR. LOW% I SPC. COLOR. EPG*'.
et aiddress
7-50
15450 'GISUE' 155.s
CLR-t: :LOC:A1L ROW*'.-4.5,rnL/
154 60 'LOCATE ROI*.~+t.COL*,:F-RlI`4
(Spectrum.WQF.D7*l ) iELSE IF =6_1w-r (LHME
I1w470 'IF Spectrum.1 Ef". THF.N IF* 3SRS 1AS
DA(Spectrum.WORD-+1',
odo; i*hen retvr-r ELSE IF ')#LIPT)-0 THEN INS-CHFSt 17 :MCILC'
125480 G'OSUEP 107-:0;x1
*1.1 :RETURN
ec t'
EL SE LAME' A
154 90 1F Sp ec t r LM.fE N-'. THFE N AAES Spec tr um. WORD% * 1 1 VAL( I PT
GUSUjE. 151:gOSUID
j'F0
i551 0 RETURN

15 5 21

fnctiom ire':

IF-,

Reset

!5150

variable ý. Scroll, right

'Load)

call

ELS7 '--GC!L
15570 FILACT%=l:GOSUE' 4000:XF' Ft-NULLI' THEN ain"Load routine aborteý:
01 C:
pal_-S
E l5000:5pectrL'M.ROT*,0-:GOSUE- 15'110;ai-Load 01:,--qstrJ'~spclines%)&
ata."
15571 aV.50tlocate

150540
15541

1,a*Z':call

=lreol:attr%-jj:D'il:GOSU&' 9q%:PETURN

*
1I F4 4unction Vey call

(Save)

115550 FILACT%- ::GSsU P 4000: 1F F S "NULLL" THEN at- "Save r Out Inea ab ortead
of data.
Save 01, , "+STRS (SF*CLINESY.) " pai rs (s)

1 05,1'
145,562

1Iey down

'clear Culd
15570 3OSLIE 15270
15580 Spectrum.FR0T%-Spectru.m.RO~TY.+Z
m.RCTm80 THEN SpqeItrum.R0T%-i0
15590 IF' Spect
l15q 1 if
spectr,_tm.rot*,.8l trnen spec':rL1M,,rct/ul
*er

:S600 GOSLSIE' 110
it56bO RETURN

-0

1156 70
15671

'I

scroll

15690 GOSUE'

Iey up

15:70

clear old

1.5690 Spectrum. ROTY.W--pectrum. ROT.-:
15,70e. TF SpectrUM.RoTX%-l
15701 if spectrum.rot"=-2

1`3_710 GOSU'

THEN Snectrlum.R0T%-.79

tthen spectrUaM.rot%-7
set new

1`5510

i5720 REIURN
t5771

IHome

scroll

1-,740 gosub 15Z70
15,750 spctrum.rott'0

clear old

!5760 aosub lt710
:5770 retUrr

set new

15791

[I

End

scrol11

'If790 9gS~tb !127C
:5800 spectrL,ým. rr t

ý7Q

8

elseq ai

SOUrce code

CRAEDLE.ESAS

Set new

15810 osub 157i0
15820 return
158:1

P ago

listing.

up

clear oild
15840 gosub 155270
15850 spectrum.rot%-WPectrum.rot%-6
t58o0 if spactrum.rot'..IC tlher spectrum.rot/.uQ
set n~ew
15870 gnsub 151
15871 RETURN
15881

'1

Faqe

down

'clear old
15890 gosub 15=70
15910 spectrum. rot/.SpectrtM. rot'l+e6
15920 if spectrum.rot%.-79 ? then spectrum.rotV~u79
'Set noew
1590O gosub 1510
15940 RETURN
16000 '
Clear a11 entries
101'1
16002
1.6007 LOCATE :5,1:COLOR 15,o:F'RINTr STRINGS '79,7.-A)s
16004 af-"Clear all entries to zero'." siocate 25,5:color 15,0:pr-int
tmen 16004 also gosub 110=0:if aS-,y", th~n
160015 asimnkeyssif as-,
ocate 2w 1:print siringS( 7 9.7=)::return
16010 for i%=! to 40
-

160:0 et
16 0 Z 5 'k.EY(1) STOP: KEY(2) STOP':IEY ()
16040 gasuo 15000
1604r. *fEY(1) ON:KEY(2) MN:EY(7) ON:

STOP: KEY 4) STOP
KEY(4) ON

160t0 return 6195
16100 ,

-

16101
1 Find first
ZeroI
1610:
16110 for i%-l to 40

__

i4

lambd~a(i.)-0 -And aab~s(I%)-0 then ii-:to161403
16103 nex:t: IF I*x-. 41. THEN 1'.7.-4 0
16140 spclines%-i%:if prnt/. then lprint "SFCLINES% -"IspcllnesV.
16U
b

17L00C

17001

1

Calculate Spectral

and/or Total

absorption

I

1,07e-t21"rCDL": r0TAE:Xt=F~N":cAl#Ct*,=1

17010 os="Sub Menu.

17 0I0

a-fm- n;

17025

tmi

evs:lf

S.......CalCUlatM
-

then

T'cr7os
el"T" then 2-4000

17070 ii
170140 if
eSc'r~TZ7', then' 2Z
ZCnOOO 'Aay tra-rinr
program for
709110

7 .0:'-0

density
'of

in

T

Cal cul ate

17020

1102:0;14

instr(t~jMoXS~a'-0 then 170:

the Ca.ICUletlOn 0+ the energy oeposi'.
r-oo
When pu~mped by eiaht
line~r
ý.rr
Arranged
Around
the
rod
in
'A symrnetr:

-: cvlir'arica-l

laser diodes

tiPeCtrUm

FUL'

1 1 St Ing.
L, CO~LE lietinV

Atsorpticn":aosub :7000
-Cr.-d(Je":Tiu'S-ýectraI
title
:Q'
5jZ61*.*f:ANGLE/ 18 1 / 20100 APANGLEz -. 14 1

01~
~SC~RF.1*IA*A4'):rCTE4-SAGO+SAGI:
AG
0 ýV locate 4. 1:FRINT
-0140 1ocate t, 1:PR-I NT
20150 locate 6, 1: RINTr

:oi"%,Z
'O~Z-O

: i .K1NI USING

"A

"TC
'ITP

=::PR

TF,=-'*TC+TG

"00.00"#

..
;TC

INT US ING3 " 00.**
PR::FINT USIN(- 110*.***#

GaAs irnde: c+ reiractior,

'N-:..:

Cool A-nt

NPAATEPinI.-

inde:;. o4

reiraCtiori

.;r-)frv,
t*
;
..
0240 locate e,5j:PR-INT "Enter range c+ rUM nL~m~ers YOU Want
S%';"): ":print
:0260 PPINT TAR~(45)::C-XuFOS(0) :CY:-CSRLIN: INF'J-T "Prom :
,RRUN 1 %:IFP PF`JN:.
EN Z:564
:0:70 IF (RRUN1Y. 0) OR (F~-Ijr~i spclinegY.) THEN LOCATE CY,Cx: PRINT STR\INGI -Z,,'.
): -IOCATE C,.Cx: GOTO 20260
Z0280
:
",RRLJN-/.
0:: F-INT TAEU(45-l;: CxmPOS10): CY-CSR-LIN: INPUT'to
20700 IF (PRUN-/. RRUNIY.) OP: (RRUN2/.mspclinesY.) THEN LOCATE CY,CX: PRINjT STPItj3r.
7.""': LOCATE CYCX: GOTO 20-90
:0.0
LOCATE l:,l:cail cireol:COLOF.
GVw67:GOSUEP 10:20: TITLES-IF's
:0740
imentIons''11
:0741
:0742

-,0:attr*,u.::FRINT

"Enter

Title

"-:M0D0%/.Q:r:

20760 REDIM ABSO(20.160)
:0770 NP4=0ZO
Z07Q
4or
:0400 erl

i'.1-

NSECT%=10:
to
amoop

NTHETA~ I6*NSECTY.

cieL~~=a~1)nx

:0470 FOR PL'N5.R-FUNl¶1

TO PRUN2*1:

WAVE L-LL (RPUNY4:

ACOEFF.AASR(UP~u-*

204QO FOR H %TC, 20: POR LL%.0 TO it-.0
NEXT 1,.I.
:0500 A-S00J-% 1LL/4)0,: NEYT LL*7.: VOL(0'.)u01
..0510 cls:c-olcr Z.0
.AO`ý0 I.PPINT: LFFINT
*,040 PP) NT,"
Date: ": DATES:"
TIML: "TIMET
Date: ":DATES:"
TIME; ":TIMEI,
Z055-0 LFFPI NT 1
20560 LFRINT: LFRINT: LPRINT TITLES: LPRINT: LFRINT: LPRINT
20570 LPFI NT "Dioari
lacer wavelenoth : ":I LFF<INT USING "**#*.#":.WAVEL;
MEW~ 'PR INT " manameers": LFRINT
20,590 LPPINT "Absorption coet~icient : 1;: LFRINT 'JSING
*#N'A~EF
20600 L-PPINT "inverse
Centimeters"
:OlC1
..PR.I NT
LPFR1NT: LFR1-,NI: LFF.INT
:06&10
..0640 LuWAVEL' 1000O

-06T.

Source code listingO.

CRADLE.BAS
ZZ680 LPRINI:

:o'oo
20-10

1

LPRiINT:

LPRINJT:

Determin~e entry point and calc~tlate several comtinations
parameters tr~at are n~eeded +or later calc'..Uatjons.

ZZ750 HALF%-NTHETAV./Z

DP-RPOD/NR'.%:

Z0'770 TXwTF*P*F1j,'180':
:0790 YS.:L/F*INr'l=:~

20610 PL1-RO:

_W20

LPRINT

RL2-F1:

XCI-VL+TF-RL1;

OTHETA-:Z'-PI /NTHETA*/`

TY=TPP*FI/j8Q':
.
L/r
N*F-I4B Z/L:

PL7.RI: RL4=RO
XC2-)(L+TC4-Tr7-RL=:

S:T
/'
Y0N*FT*.~

XC7=XL-TC-RL-:

:/L

iC4inXL*-PL4

:067:0 YDD-XL+TF,+XD
Z0850 PADINF-0,:

LOSSES-01:

AE4SORPT-0O

:0860 FOR tIIYul TO 100:
L.E0(II/-5*4P/1'
:0870 SA-SIN(ALFA); CA-COS(ALFA): INTEN-0
=0s80 FOR J137.ui TO 10: PETA-(JJ.37.-.5)*'.PI/180'
:0890
'0900
20Q10
=Oq:e

SE-SIN(SETA): CBinCOS(BETA~)
CSTinCA*Cb: FZ-CST*C5T: SNT=SCR(1'-F-)
IF SNT-0
THEN SNPO0: CSF1J: GOTO ^20Q_:
SNP-SB/SNT: CSP-SA*CE'/SNT
loeo
-(CST*CSF" >2SNFP'-:: !2-0 I-SNT:=) -.w: I(>1/0

:0940 l-I/(1:.I1I/csT)
-050K)-0*CSP*SNT: WYui0*SNF*SNT: F-SI1IInEXPC-.25*U(xE4.*X):"Z+'YF.f
=0960 IinCEBI*RSI1I
'L.RINT USING "#.~
20970 INTENOINTEN+I: NEXT 3337.: RADINFRADINF'+INTEN
20980 DELTAu-ALFA: YI=YD: YI=XDD: ' RINT ALFAt PRINT

:1000 XC-XCl: RLORL1: Sf="1": GOSUEP :1080
21010 YC-CZ:; RL~-PLZ; Sf-"::. 'OSUEP :11703
:i0O0 YC-YC:,: F'L=RL: -':
Sm-:
50SUE4 21080
Z10_,0

Y~C~t4:

RLORFL4:

St=14":

G.OSUE' ::1170

71L1O £ND-S!N(DELTAý,: CSD=COS(DELTA': X1-x!-YC
21090 FP1.xCSD.1I-SND: PJSCLnP.*P1: FPinA1*Xl4-YI4¶(I-R-L*RL
-1100 FC=Sc'.PFPS0-FP:):
pFspl-F-:
~I=)-CSD*P: YTinVI-SND.F
:: :,10 IF '," 4.,Z, rHEN PRINT "WARNING: RAY GLIES 5Ei'OND, LENS i;PER-7;j'-E
21120
2i11U
:1140

:!11

~1nI~:THETANwATN(Y1/X1':

MLf=rHETAN- -LY04:
NU-iS!JM/SOR( INDEL4*INVEt-SNM*SNM): NIJATNIýJtN):

ýNM=SIN(r1U,
DELTA=THETAN-NiU

RETURN

o

1ilb
: 11 0

t
=eo:
l
c~nL,,,tS JL -

Y-1$e)C1**F: Y1 'j

Srj

7PADLE.FAE

F CC C

SOutrCe COde l!Stlnci.

1:1:0 xl-XI-XC; THETAN-Tt4-I,'/l)! MU=THETAN*DELTA: SNM-SIN(MU)
DELTA-NU-T6iE74t
212=0 SNM-SNM* 1NLDE(: *NUJCNM-S2F~(1 , -;-rr¶m*SNM) : NU~sTN (NUJ)
-:1270 RETUR~N
:l:40

I1Z70
:1280
:: ZT
:1-00

1:2
NREF-NJACt ST: P-9-JAflET: GOSUL
NREF-NWATER/NJACt ET: R--FWATER-: (DSUP :1720
'R-CRU: GOSUE: 21720
NREF-NNHD/~NW.TEFR:
GOTO 21420

::oCSG-COS(G,: SNISZSIN(G)
:v!770 DIST=AS,1NrJ-'YC3G':
IF D'IST -F; COTO ::'7100
:1:40 Sla)-CSG+N'*SNC-: SISC--Sl*S1: S~wmx.4+V.V:
1C-F.
:1- 50 SUSI-S-: sons1.s7
10YIIBY-SNC'*Si XI-X-CSG*S: THEIANinATN(YIXI'l: X-XI: V-YI
21770 MU-THETAN-G: SNM=SIN(MU)
:-1"80 NUaSNM,'5OP' NkEF*NREFS5NM*5NM)~: NUJATN(NU): GmTHETAN-NLI;
:1-190
::1400

RETUF'N

:1410
S1SD=S1.Sl: S:=P.R:
::14:-0 CSGmCOS(GI: SNG-SIN(I3': S1-Y*CSG.N'.SNG:
XO-T-Y/TAN(r-:): PRINT XO,YANGLE: PPINT
:14:0 ANGLEuG*190'/FI
2-1440 i..F'INT XOYfANGLE

S=O

:1470 '2) Determine entry cell.
Z1480
:1490 THETAuTHETAN
21500
:1510
215=0
:15 0
:1540
:: S5M
21560
21570
Z1,580
215QO

1Y.NRZ: -*J-1*INT1'THETA/DTHET.A,: IF THETA.0' THEN JN'EAJ,SIDE~u:: T 4
..D*THETA: TsT4-DTHETA: Rl1R-DR: R*-.R)Determine
IF SIDE;,'a
IF SIDE*'i-:
IF SIDE%--.
IF SIDE*,=.4
NEXT III%':

nex;t coll.

THEN
THEN
'IHEN
THEN
GOTO

GOSLIE
GOSUE'
GOSUE'
GOSUE~
Zý40

21650
:20Oo
Z:7:0
2=750

-1620 'Determine e-,it face efld energy' oepositicr when the ray
216:0 'trough face 1.
:1640
¶'C4N.ZTAN IT:! . L=S-NC-T'AN:*CSG2
--1-ý5
SNZ-S Ir-jT:) : CS",COS (TZ)
Z1660 !F SS: £- GOTO 21710

:1670 4'iu-SS£-CSG:
2ilbSO
216QO
:-1700
_1710
:17:0

7v50

thr. zel

SS:!ý-T.n:A

-. I

vIxY-SSZ5.SG

SION-1: IF c'I*CSZ' 0 THEN SIGN--i
IF APS,ý)(J
JE-08 THEN IF ('iI*Srl0 THEN SIC-N-11 ELSE 5IGN=l'
:R 15: FifR7 THEN IF F-RF1 GOTO 21850
SK14-ý1I 4 14): C:Sa=CO2'
: TAN4t AN (T4) i D-SNG-TAN4*CSGz SS'4= (v,- %at!.4
IF SS54 S GOTO 21e

:1740 SIGN-i':
1

enter5

IP 71APr(j

1'N~'F

A1*,-74)

IF
jjZ-

Ij

0 THEn II
1P

N-

'VT*CWAI

;F-.L.'RfF R7

0

THEN

SI'3N-1-1

iHEN IF PR

t

ELSE EIGN=I'

~~r

~-

Source code listing.

CF,,ALUE.LfA

'1790

zieoe

'
IN' EN I- I NTrEN*E vFP(-AECQEP4'

21870 IF

AP'SOjRF=I NTEN-INTEN 1

OTO ::7040~ ELSE GjOTO JQ150
C.:F.

I

AE4SORPOINTEN-INTEf14
21850 INTENI1INTEN*EYF' -SCOJE~FF(SS--,S)
INTEN-INTEN1
ESbXJ.z5OI.~A4OF
21960
S=1DE%=4: IF .3*1%I 1HEN 3 ,,=NTHETA%'ELSE J%=,Y.-i
21S
P-0 .SS:.:
GOTO 21q5O
2!380 T4-.j4.DTHE1A: T .'T4-DTHETA;
2
2 1;'00 1 NT E141=)NTEN* E X

APSORF~z INTEN- INTEN 1

-kCOEFF. *SS4-S))

=SF4: SIDE%-2: IF JYuNTHETA% THEN J%=1 ELSE J%=J%4i
21C:O
T:=T4-DrHETA: GOTO 21950
T4-J',.DTHETA;
ZlRETURN :1550

ZJPS
1070
1980

face and energy
'Determine e..t
'through face 2.

deposition

when, the ray enters

2:000 SN4-SIN(T4j: CS4-COS(T4): TAN4=TAN(T4)'; D-SNG-TAN4*CSC*: SS4=(N
=010~ IF SS4 S THEN GOTO 2=17-0
2=0=0 XlinX-SS4-CSGt YIinV-SS4*SNG
'=Z70 SIGN=1: !IF kyl*CS4) 0 THEN SIGN--i'
ELSE SIG--Nwl
0 THEN SIGNa--i
-:040 IF AE'S'XI) 1E-09 THEN IF (YT*SN4)
i
GOTO
WR'R.
IF
PR-SIGN*SO)P(XI*XI-YI*YI).
ZZ050
22-04-0 IF FRP Ri GOTO :=190
7- 080 INJTEN1=INTEN*EXF,(-AECOEFF4 (SS4-S)): AE4SOPPFINTEN-INTEN1
INTEN-11TENI
::::090.%)OIJ)+SR
22100 S=S54: SIDE*,.Z: IF J*3.NTHET;.% THEN J%-1 ELSE J%-=Y,.-1
0THETA: T2uT4-DTHETA: GOTO 2=70
::ii 0 T4=.J'-. .-

::14

:

INENIINTN.EF(-COEFP.(S--.S)

ASSORP-INTEN-INTEN!

F:7=I%#DR- R1=R--DF'
7.1:
::i Sa9U: SIDE%.i1
17 e)oIF 1%. r4F*1 OOTQ 27040 ELSE GOTO ::270

::::o S-S::

IF

1%'.'i COTO,

EOFINTEN-INTEN-ASP

=::40

IF J%- HALF%' THEN J--J/.+HALF-. ELEE J*-J3%-HALF%
R17-DP: G0TO 2::70
RPI*ER:
74=Y,%*THETA: T=T~4-OTHETA:
SIVE*;-1

2:::i
2 '_

.:Qe,
2',-

)

IN110.TN~F-ECEF4:S

2'ZO

0

Dete"-mins. o

it

*Ae

arfd

ene'ray

o~e!Dcsiti~n when~ tme ra.

,rI~-

CFp;L%.E.EBAS

Scurcl

F

code Ii sting.

::7- Z
r-N2= SIN (T Z
CS::C.UE (TJ
S C'OTO :Z:-.Q
2:770 IF 5SS

M~N--IMN 1T2)

U

1 ArN:*:!

:

5S'
Z-

-

I t IL~

Z2':.O Si'1N=I': IF (XI*CS2) .0 THEN ýSIC-N=-I
22::cn
IF AS"X:) IE-0'9 THEN IF CuI.SN21 0 THEN SIGN=-1! ELSE SIGN=1.
::'_2SINC7_%IiXIY*Y)
IF R~R ROTO ::640 ELSE IF
QRROR1 _oo:s~4c
=5~0
=400
=2410
224Z
2-2 7
-:440

SN4-SIN(74): C64s-COST4.: TAN41IAN(T4): DinSNG-TAN4*CSGs SS4-mY-Tý.rN4*r
IF C-54-5 GOTO =24aO
YIinY-SS4*CSG: VImy-S54*SNL,
SIGNI:' IF k)rI*i:S4) 0 THEN INIF AES'(1P IE-oe THEN IF (ýI *SN41 0 THEN SI ON=- 11 ELSE S I GN= i
2*T
P-SIGN-S0RCXI*XI+YI.yl): IF PR R: SOTO ::640~ ELSE IF RF

=:470 INTEN1IINTEN,*EXF (-AECOEFF*(S--S',)
AEBSOPP=INTEN-INTENI
2:480 ABSOQI%.J.3%)U
SO(I%.J%).AESORF-: INTEN-INTEN1
'::4qO S-S-,: IF 111-1 SOTO =51
2:510 SIDE-I.: TF J',' HALF%. THEN .I%=3V.HALPY. ELSE JJ%-HALP%
S1RDR
OTO =700o
_==:
T4in.:'*DTHETA: TZ=T4-D'THETA: P-rnIY.*DP:
Z:54I0 INTENIuINTEN.EXF'--Ae'COEFF*.SS:-S'u:
AEqS0RF-INTEN-INTEN1
:: :.~J
1.ir M'5
4'.
)0(I
~7).ESF
I NTENcINATEN 1

22te,D

S-ss:: SIDEYm4;

2:70 T4-.)*.*LTHETA:
::ýo0
::2600
2:t-0
;126-

IF

Y/.ui

IHEN J%4UNTHETA% ELSE J*InJ%-I

T:-r4-DTHETA:

;OTL) A=0

INT'EN1-INTEN*EXF-(-AE~COEFF*t55QS4i:-)
AE4SOhF-INTEN-INTEN1
AE4S0(I~. /)in
SQ(I%,JY.)+-ASORP: INT.N-INrENI
S=SS4: SIDE%wZ:
IF 3'UNTHETAII THEN J%inj ELSE J%-J%*l
T4-J%*DTHETA: T:6-T4-OTHETA: SOTO 22700

22cD5
INTENI= INTEN*EXF (-(-.COEFF*-S7_-S))
ABSORF-INTEN- ItNTEN1
:::660 AE;(SO(I ',JV.,
0(1%.J%),+-ASO)RF: INTEN-INTEN1
eoIF

I!'.
NF-. GOTC'

__-040

22700 RETUR'N 21550
Zýý7W.
::770

::~IF

r'Eltermirme e,:xt iitce en~d eneray depositicn when~ the rov, emiers trme =el,
'through~ 4ace

4.

SS: S CCuC Z~-_01

227T0 SIGN=11: IF (XI*CS2ý 0 THEN SISN--il
:20
Ic ABE(%)
iE-0e THEiI4 IF (Y'I*SNZ) 0 THEN EIGNr:-Il ELSE SIGN-i
2:800 FRP-SI GN*SCP A.I * 4 -yIv*':
I
IF PA :R GOTO 2ZS70 ELSE I F Rp R I G 0 -j ::Iz 2
:-:820 1 NT EN I- INTEN-E YP -,ýFOEF.'P SS:-S
2'-E34~ S0~Z
,0~

4...THT:

lDE7..=4:. IF

Y.1THEN

=r-rkT4

P PSO F-= I'NTE N- INTEN 1

.)'.NTHETA/.ELSE JY.=J.Y.--I

~l~

~4

.'D

A11L _.E.~m E
C 'R

EICOUrce

coce~ lstina.

-is1-SOR(SI-:4:F
22S705-:298C TNITEN1=iNTEN*EX'~F(-AECCEFF*(S--S))

Gc'TC 2-*0lO

I*.:NR*M' COTO 2--040 ELSE

::2910

IF

22940

INTEN1ImNTEN4EXP(-AiBCOEPF*tS>-S'):

:ZZq60 S=S--:

IF

ALsQ;rF=INTEN-lN'TENI

AES0P~mINTEN-INTENI

I*11 Gr)TO Z2QPO

=q~8G 5IDE'.=: IF J*-'u HALFY. THEN .JY-.=JHi~LF ELSE JV.=JY-HALF7.
ý;Qqo~ T.a=.j%*DTHETA: Tý:T4-tVTHEIA
.>%D:
RI=R -DF
2__010 gElURN 21550

PRINT "Ray "::
LOSSES-LOSSES4.INTEN
2W:0S
=`060 RETURN 21590
27040 PRINT:

_.080
2Z. 00

PRINT

1-1,J".. SIDE*,',INTEN:

R'FINT "PAY DOES

ý7110 FF.INT

PRINT USING

"ERR-OR":

NOT

"00#";111%;: FRINT

PRINT T:.T4,R1,R:.,S:

INTERSECT THE ROD":

s

RETURN

STOP

STOP

_-ý140 FOR tf:'%1 TO NR%: FOR LL%.1 TO HALF`
23 15
AESSO (Ft %. LL %) ABS Ow:..L L%.)+ABSO (l:.'.N THETA%*1-LL%)
:I7-17

MET :..L*.:

NEXT l?.%

:'_ý:00 DD-DP*Dpk*DTHETA/21:

FOR 1:K*1=1

TO NRl

=7=0~ FOR LL*.'Tn NSECT*I: FOR MM%-l TO
=70:
AESO'l */.LL.)=AESOdl 4,.LL/.)+A~SO'H "..LL?.+4-NSECT*,.*MM/.)
Z7240 NEXT rl1M*.: AEcSORPT,2AE4SORF-T+AE4SO(F t '.L*.
=7.260 NEXT LL%; NEXT ý.K
Z:2.70 PRINT: PRINI: LPF;INT: LPRINT
= :So
r
TO NR%: FOR CM-1 TO NESECT'.
SPRINI USING3 '#*.**
SO(Ff.0*>:
:.7-0
-_"PNT USING "#.N
NEXT F%.
2-71~k)NE...T (?,ý
7. AESFF.PAC-100 *ASSOR PT/ PAD INF
1.'-00~'
S
SADIN
-7740 LOJS5F
F
F,6G)
t11
Z-_:

L~rIN1T
Z'F!

L

K I NT.

LF~'F*L

"Absor-ted enrie,.-av
"Losses .....
N"LOsg ..............

zz.Q0 PRINI
-7,200

F'F- TNT:

LFPINT USING "004.000
PF-,-INT U.SING3"f##4
:. LFINT

'jSIlNC

"tmi.At *1

.':

C-RADLE.SAS

Paae

Sout-ce code listing.b

'74=0 wWAEL*-=C INT WAVEL) : AS-STRJ (W~AEL%);: EfVLEFT I (At,'
::4-:0 FILES;= DR!VES*FATHr-oTQTA~q*r.I+". "+e;t:.r
OPEN FILESX rOFR OUTPUT AS 1
:74
ZI-460
274 70
Z7480
Z7490
::ZIO0

4o

-=RIC~-:

iEqr,7

PRINT #1 WAVELABCOEFF
FOP P%=1 TO NR%: FOR Q%-1 TO NSECT%'
AS'~D~
PRINT #1.
NEXT 0*%: PRINT #1,: NEXT P7.
PRFINT #1 ,ASF1,ACLOSSPRAC

ý--Z= CLOSE *1
:7570
--.754 0' LPPINT: L~fAINT:

LPRINT

"FILE NAME:

"FIL.ESST:

LFRINT CHRTF'$(1

t hen 2.5
2 560 &SOI nIey Z: xf aS-' then -- 5t I e Ise If + A -chrT k 7)
::'56i NEXT R*RUN*%:Qoto =570
2756: print "DO YOU Wish to StOP CalculatIOMS o-f soectral absorption

:756Z.

aSirnýeyl:i4 alT=-' then :756:: else gosub 11020:i*

:7564 messages- "Calculat ion of

permarie-tlii,

a$in"Y" then ::-Zt4 else 7

spectral absorption has been dxSCOntinqea":aOt:ý

messages= "ý1CUJatx On Q+ Spectral absorption complete':goto ZZ
::.757
:40030 'Ri tracing~ proaron, for the calculation o4 the energy deposition
:4010 'densitv in a cvlindrical rod when pumped by eight linear arrays
merc,
e
in~ a
rod
t~e
aroun~d
Fl-r'ge,ý
later dlives
-40:0Q 'E04
24070 'con*fI ar at Ion..

:4040'
Z4060 CL.S
:4061 tjtle~z"CrA-dle":TZ-Tota1 Absorption": 90sub 27000
24082 GosuS 16100:IP SF-CLINES-/Z/-INT(SPCLINES7./:) THEN SOTO :7060

24080
:4090 LOCATE lt.l:call

clreol:COLOR :,0:attr7.3:FPINT "Enter Title ,::MODE*,'0:;7'
G*,i-67z GOSUE' 107:0: TITL.ESIF's
FIRST:20,10). LAST,'=O,ý1C
. SUm(20,Ie), SUMM(:-,20.10',
:A110 REDIM AE'SO':0.10)
AOSDENS(ZO)
INTABESORF'0O).
VOL(:0i,
LOSS(:).
ASSORP(:),
:4170 'DlIM

:41lO
24160 NR7.-:0: NBECTinl0: NTHETA7.u16*NSECT/.:
24170 SIGMA :,Slf3.S1G: FIl/A=1tG1MA

HWHM-10-

DF-,OD'FQ/NF;"X: DTHETA=,vFI,'NTHETA%
- a 19
2a:.6 0Q.'CLEAP ALL vPIA~t-ES
TO NSECT*,
TO NRVs FOR 0%=
-4:70 FOR P',1.=
SLIMM 1 F%4,C%)0:
0%.~.@:5M'.Q)
47J4 .0
..
FIRSTP(F:.Y>.=0,: LTF.7)
24::90
~.~I'.)=Q: -tE5ENEý(F*.)v0': NEXT F%*
CL(,,:I-4700 'NLXT n:

24:-10
247-:0

'W-01: AEPSC'Fr',j'D,:
I-701NTABSORPT I F'N-0'

APSC'RF'1)=0:

LC-SS(!)x01

LOSS11l=0:

'4740
-4770
:4:E~0

P RIt4I''

L.F Ir-NT
::4703 PF: 114T:
:-400 LFR If

~IN'*
-r
:

L-FFIN7:

Date:
D'ate:
Lý-INT:

';DATESt;

":D)(TES:'

LF--r-ItT

TIT-LES:

";TIMEZ
TIME.
:-TIME-C
TIME:

LF'F IrT:

LCRINT:

LF:-r,"'T

CRADLE.E'.S

Syc

code listinq.

:4410 '..FRINT "Ce-t~er wavelengqth ......
:
LFRINT USING "W'40.40- LPRINT "--:ornters"
:44ZC Lc'FIN7
'Stz-rdzrd deviation
~ .......
:
LFF.1fT USING "w##M.
LFRINT "na~nometers"
A 4 -.C H14HMl . 1?*S1G:L.FRINT "Half width -At half+ ma,jmimm ..
":LFR
#*.#* :HWHM.: LFI.INT "na',ometers"
:4440 LPRINT: LPRItdlz LFRINT
-.4470

-

:-eE'DO
DA1LýLA1Et
1 L
DLS=DLAML1o4E~i~.DgA
4490 WAVEL=LfAE'D&:- I)
:-^0,*,,:
14ZIO WAVELZ=CINT (WAVEL): ASRZ
(WAVEL'') : E(T-LEFT (AT,
-45:0 FFILESX=Dk*IVE.S.F*THT.TOTAB(I+A5+'.
.EX(TA:w -0 OFEj FFILESS FOR INPUT AS
:4--SO INPUJT #1, WAVEL,AE4COEFF
Z4560 FOR P%-1 TO NRY.: FOR c.%m
24570 INPUT #1, AFSO(P',',%)
:458e0 NEXT 0%; NEXT P*.,
245qe, INPUT *1,ASSFRAC,LOSSFRAC
24600'
m4610 CLOSE *1

4 6'70 WA0YEu*.-CINT 'WAVEL',:
248¶JO OPEN
: 4 pýJ'L

:Af "' l
-.

2c 0L

rF!LEILz

FOQ
tr--j-T
NEJI'r

TO

it;

CO'P

I-%

JE-. F T:~ -1,C%
*NEY
P..rL~F-

"~"

4I--J

44S-STFI WAVEL',):

jmrUT 4E

PO

AZ=RIIGHTx

TO NSECT*,

:46--0 PRINT "PR~OCESSING DATA FILE # ":.: PRINT USING
-4640
:4650 WEIGHT-E~rF,(SIGBMA*DLqS):
WinWWEIGHT
460RITWAVEL,DLAMSDAWEIGHT
24670'
:4oSO FOR FI*%- TO NRV.: FOR c'%-i TO NSECT%'
460FIRST 'F*,C'*)UWEIGHT*ABSO(F/..D%)
:4700 NEXT 0%: NEXT P%.
:4710
:47:0 AFIRST=WEIGHT*AeSFRAC
Z4770 LF1RST=,JEIGHT*LOSSPRAC
:4740 1 LACST*.(SPCL INES*/.-I 1:
24760 FOR 1::1 TO ILAST/.
:4770
-4780 F~OR Yk To 2:RU
:47,00

4):

0l,'=1

TO NI73ECT*.

E3.-LEPTI 'A1.4,:

4-;I3

:4q-C CLOSE #1
:4040
c:e-f PPINT "rROCESSING DATA

P 9RN T U CIN Q "###:RJ

'4Q'70 WE1CGHT-E F,1-S I GMA*LLS) : W~tjWE 113H T
:4q8Q~ PRINTr w~EL ,DLAMr;D.A,WEIGH"7
:1000 FOS P%Il TO NRX*': FOR 01,11 7C NSECTX,
:0 10 SUr?-JX..F
,O~r-)-SL'MM J".F*.V.;'..-wEILCHT.AS0;'F,.CLl
:5 0 - C NSXT 0*:: NEXT F
'.Q;40 Ab"S"OR-F

ztE:.SO;F- (.-I%' +WE IC'HT
3Xjr.

NEiT J*:
- ,0
:5060

NEXT

&5F.

C

I%

:T100 OLAME(DALAMEDA~soci ~nes'-AME!YAc: DLS-DLAM(DA*DLAME4DA
SD(spci nes')
=110o WAVELAL
:51:0c
INT'WAYEL): AXt=STF.XWAVEL%): SZ-LEFTS(AX..4): ATPjH~(r
:'-170 WAVEL/.
+EXT7.
-5140 rF ILES~mOR I E$+F*ATHt.lT0TAcAZ
OP5
~FEN
rrILESZ rFO
INPUT AS 1

:w5l7Z
::5 1 O
=1q0
:120e,
:-5:10

INPUT #1. WAVEL.*AECOEFF
TO NSECTX
FOR PaI TO NR*X': FOR,04
0'.
INPUT #1,. AESO(F
NEXT 0%: NEYT Fl"
INPUT 01,AETRC,LOSSFRAC

:TZ7o CLOSE #1
:s=,!e g-rINT

F'PT.CESSrN':. DATA FILE

4

:

Fi

~"*Ot

JN

:;1 i

S:70- WE! HTwE%(IGMG7MADLEZ)L.~~wIH
ZS9 PRINT WAVEL * LIAMERD#- * WE I (HT
25'ý0

FOP F-%=i TO Nr,-.:

-_17.2

NEXT 0".: NEYT

`-AC

TOX NeEC"

F

L.LqT=WEI HT.LOSF7P,0

-=410 NE %T r.X:
4 -

FOP~

4S
_

-1~
0.~ LO

rr4.In2
'Xý

NE>T
C7
aPC,-,:

*

Cf.'r: r

41

T)

Lit-]~

T

W

'25 -'~

F RI NT

2!0

NE'T r%: NEdT F

LIS NG

S*
UM

t

"#*.

0.O

F RIIF.IT "To ti1.i
LFRINT "T~tl

LF*F INr LrlkI.l'JT: L1N:LFPINT
i 'p t i ..
..
;
PI N T ý'1T'f
IW7,
.F1NT LE 1N
.....
"
Fkbscrnt ,

2w!!L

PRINT

C]cILS

213!6o

LPF'INT "Tot~1

S S. 0 FF IN7:
54 0

2

FrIN':

#IA4#
"#**

*t

ON
"Tntzi1,

........

losses

USING
..

:

"-FV-E.:
255
wO )0P"LEE rr~kIVE.T*F4TW+ "A;?.
FrPTLEST FOP :u-F-T AS
:2cýsCL 0 r
I,)~ FrTNT #1
250

1-1,P-RDD
TO Nr..:

FORFF~

Y
25640 NE7

FR INT

`:

6

PFI NT

:t7

CLOSE

25q

LFFINT;

PIS, Cl

0 1 ,:

TO

*.w

LPFINT USING "*#4k. sttt
.EF'.A4mrr'

NSE-T%

T F".

NE

,.ABSOPPTION,LOSSES

41
LF'RINT:

LFRINT;

LFRIN'

"PILE

NAME:

FFI.LESf:

LPFFýIr,,'

:5710
PRINT:

25720 F*PI NT,

LPRINT:

LFRINT

25,7 0 "l IINT 11Dt:":DATES:

lE
:5'74e% LFPPINT
Diste: ";DATES;
TIME:
"TIMEXF
25750 PRTNT: PR-I NT
Z 57 60 LPP I rT :LPRINT: LPFINI . LFFINT TITLESI: LFRINT: LFRFIN': LrtRl
25770 LFP.I N T "Cemte'- wavelenqt?,..................:
L.FRINT USING'*
A01: L.PRINT "mianameters"
1
:
LFP.1NT USING
2`57e.0 LFRIN4T "Sterndard ceviation .................
LPR'IN- "makromptqrs"
*LPRINf.T 1'-jaM1eter
25900 LrrI,.T lrwo'
LIcNTN
10

-

UFFINT

UISING .

:c~r-.nTN

5eO50 DE)=VR..DFR- r-THIETA ;:

:TS70

FO-7

:1,ecL
C7
ý

NET

C NSE*T-

C'ji

r)
C-~fl

-.

'.

jlp~mete.........................

'1EFý D E NSSG
%
TN ',r =A4C)
W-

ID.;~C

''-jT.P:

i-

m,§I

.'I-T-2

N

'UTI~'~

/

Souorce c :oe

F41)L-E. PA

t'rinn.

1

::1!00
-L00
:'

FF!NT: r'CINT
!S-.: F F%
OR, F~r.I TO NP-f.
2!ýO10 PR INT TAP 10) -: P-ýTNT UJSINC, "~*04

FFRI'NT US IN11C,#**#. #*#
a*.NC,
PP'4T tjIr'3
C

AF127C)':
d2t-QL rPRINT
2(,040 ' PI NT TAP (fl-l

LPRINT TAe(l0):

Z&OW

I NT

LF-.

CP

~

Fý

F. I T

L.R

LFPRIrT LISTINC

*'#*.##"

LPR, NY! !L1IN

" Ott***.

":,AF:DN

":r-TPF'7.

INT~r~- OR-F- c*:,

IT.

~IT -FITLF-9TNT:.

ŽN
I T:
I.I0
1:0,~F7',NT -Tot-2i
I -C LFA-INT

4t

-:br:r-rt~ria
?~~
bsrnnton

.
....

LF;'IN'T:
:

L - -INT
FPNT IL'5ING
L-rF'FIrj1T UlSING

Q~~

R~#~

~.#

W:~'O-

OfN

::F*PINT USING "*.*
:
lcstes ......
PRINT "TTe
LPR INT US IN(Bt#.
:
.......
iotal losses
261!0 LPF'RI NT

.~c

2.!140

QC FF ILESI =D IVEX rMs~THI.
200~c

OPEN

F~k

PcL.~

E'

"INTA.
01u;!!uT .4F

-6:!:!C F-9INT M...FL
To r..,'*
FOR, F'=
2 6 2:-.
F-RINT
2,5- 4 0 X-P1- .5: r=%

#1 ,

)

FF ILESS-A: I NTAES.PRN'

*

!NTEEOPF(F'.

F

26Z60 PRI NT #I A~SORPT I ONLOSSES
:.:680 CLOSE

#i

:6~LFRINT:

LFrIUNT:

NT"FI

-C'J:

NA~ME:

PILESI:;

L F:

-,TNT

r-

27'000

-

O

A

'I

-

i

l

a

S

C-a'-C

S

r

e

270

Y~0:

.Wa

~C, ~j~r.I

dM~ nL[Mlt~eAnv -'r

ttn.
reel -'

W

C~'

.

.TTI

C*

.:IND W cI
J.'IfTW:
-

sotr'm

3'!-r.

d~t

p

r

~

I OILL

14I1ND1)OW-

(NLIMW I NrtC'WS--'

y

(NUr¶4 TNL#:W-',:
SW NE*DL"WW" INI.IML I NDWb~WJ
1 1 20 WI rIDCIWH*, (NUMt.J I hJDOWS*.)
2' -* TTR IBUT'T. (NL'MW INJOQWS4,)
1.4wNP'-lW'.'

1

T.

I DT H".
=WHE I I'HT*'.
AT T R

7.1 12 , WI.-NUMW TNDOWS:.
:1140 GOSUPt

Dr''the wx'1cirvi

71480

'1 191

DE M S-EG0:r
:FAOE*, FEEý (12::)
PA~GE. OFFSET,=
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ADpendix B
Floppy Disk

of CRADLE Code

This appendix contains

the floppy disk and user instructions

of the CRADLE code.
CRADLE is

a menu driven code with editing capability

calculation of pump flux distribution

for the

and absorption

efficiency of a linear laser diode array pumped

solid state

laser.
CRADLE (Computation
is

of Rod Absorption of Diode Laser Radiation)

a computer code written in

To use this

program it

is

the IBM PC advance BASIC language.

necessary

to have at least the

following system:
- An IBM PC,

PC XT,

PC AT,

or compatible that runs IBM BASIC

Compiler.
- An 8087 math coprocessor
- Two floppy disk drives,
drive.

IF
If

it

may also be useful

the user decides

configuration

file

and

in

the motherboard.

or one hard disk and one floppy disk

the system has a large memory,

electronic disk,
disk.

chip installed

for this

the batch

and software

to use the electronic

configuration,

file

provide

named CRADLE will have to he modified

for an

in

the

the diskette

to include the appropriate

commands.
- Enough free disk storage
intermediate

files
- A color/graphics

space to accommodate

a few

created by the software (about one kilobyte).
adapter installed in the system.

- A color monitor.
- PC-DOS

2.00,

2.10,

or 3,00

- The IBM BASIC Compiler,

version 2.00

(not the Microsoft BASIC

Compiler nor MicroWay's 87BASIC Compiler).
-

The MicroWay's

87BASIC

Compiler,

B1

version 4.02 or later.

I
One named CRA:
Two diskettes are attached to this report.
contains executable CRADLE files, a batch file, a configufile, and a binary file for the screen presentation of a
figure containing the definition of several parameters.
other, named YSG.TAD, contains a parameter file and a spe,
file for easy start-up.
The batch file has been configur
To use CRADLE,
for ai system with two floppy disk drives.
the user will have to setup its own CRADLE diskette.
Thi
should include at least the files contained in the disket
named CRADLE as delivered plus COMMAND. COM, BASRUI.EXE,
The diskette CRADLE should be installed
and 87BRUN.EXE.
in drive A, and the diskette YAG.TAD in drive B.
CRADLE simply enter CDL from DOS.

B2

To run

